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...To...

Judge James R. Goss

The oldest member of the Board of Trustees, legal advisor of the

Polytechnic Student Government, and kind friend of the In-

stitute; a man with breadth of mind and wealth of

character; is this volume loyally dedicated

by the Annual Board.
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HON. JOHN D. LOSEKAMP
Whose Generosity, Linked with His Desire to Give the

Young People of the Northwest a Practical Educa-

tion, Has Made this School Possible
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The First Three Years of the Polytechnic
From the View-Point of the First Student

wildings tor the students wherever they could in Billings. An old exhibition hall

up for a boys' dormitory and Mr. L. T. Eaton took care of the girls in his home.

In the summer of 1909 word went out over Montana that a new school was to be opened

at Billings. It was announced that any young person could enter and receive a training to

prepare him for useful citizenship.

In my mountain home at Lake View, Montana, I heard of this new school, and it gave

me a vision of what I could make of myself. After writing to the director of the proposed
school for information, it did not take me long to decide that this was a great opportunity

for me and that I would he a student at the Polytechnic. On October 2d I started out on
horse-back to the railroad station, one hundred twenty-five miles away, and bought my ticket

to Billings. I arrived at Billings two days before the school was to open, and found" that I

was the first student on the ground. The buildings were far from complete, having been

started late in the summer. The campus consisted of sixty acres of land three miles North-
west of Billings. The buildings under construction were Science Hall, a two-story brick

building; and four cottage dormitories, each planned to accommodate about thirty students.

Under the circumstances, the managers of the school were obliged to secure lodging and
recitation

was fitte<

Booms in various business blocks and the basement of the public library were secured for re-

citation purposes, while the chapel of the Y. M. C. A. was used for a general assembly room.

By the time of the opening on October 8th, nearly a hundred young people had arrived from
various parts of Montana and Wyoming. We were all enthusiastic over our school in Bill-

ings, but were looking ahead to the time when we were to move to the new buildings out on
the Polytechnic farm.

It was not until the 31st of January that the school was moved to the present buildings.

The moving out through the mud, and the jolly times we had getting settled in the new
buildings, will never be forgotten by those who had the experience. During the first month
we were supplied with candles, then lamps, and finally electric lights.

The first year was a year of organization. During this time our athletics and societies

were established. Because of unsettled conditions, the basket-ball team was the only athletic

success. This team was defeated only once—by the Triple B's, the champions of the North-

west. As soon as spring opened, track and baseball became the leading features with

the boys. In the two track meets which were held, the boys of the Polytechnic showed their

superiority over their adversaries. During this first winter three literary societies were also

organized. The Pioneer Literary Society for boys, and the Alpha Literary Society for girls,

were first planned, but on the night of the organization of the Pioneer Societv, over half

the boys withdrew from the proposed society and organized a rival society, known as the

American Eagles. Each of these societies strive to excell the other in literary work and de-

bating.

Another active organization of the school that should be mentioned, was the Polytechnic

Church. This organization started six weeks after the school was moved to its permanent

home, with a membership of over fifty. In connection with the Christian Endeavor Society,

it has had a large influence in the life of every student.

The three great holidays of the first year which have remained as the great school holi-

days ever since, were Moving Day, which is now known as Anniversary Day; May Day, and

Commencement Day. May Day was given up to the crowning of the King and Queen of

May, and the May Pole dance by the girls and boys dressed in Robin Hood costumes, fol-

lowed by the contest of strength and skill in the various lines of athletics.

At the close of the first year, five students, who entered the school with advanced stand-

ing, were graduated. The first school year closed May 27th, all going home for vacation ex-

cept the few boys who were to work the school farm during the summer.

—12-
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Upon my return in the fall, I found the campus much changed. It had been laid out with

walks, trees had been set out, and a great variety of farm crops were nearly ready for the

harvest. School opened with a good enrollment. The societies and athletic associations re-

newed their activities as soon as the classes were arranged, and a fine college spirit was de-

veloped. Societies were much more active than during the previous year. Several programs
were rendered and there were a number of heated debates by the boys' societies.

An interesting feature of the second year was the Senatorial Convention, where the var-

ious debating clubs united in electing their "United States Senator." There were a number
of active candidates and quite a difference in opinion regarding the platform upon which the

senator should be elected. After a spirited contest, which lasted the mornings, afternoons,

and evenings of three successive Saturdays, a platform was finally adopted and a senator was
elected on the thirteenth ballot.

The first Anniversary Day of the moving was celebrated in fitting style. All electric

lights were turned off, candles were again introduced, and the meals were prepared as they
were the year previous, when there were no table-cloths and a student had only a knife, a fork,

or a spoon, and ate from tin plates. There were many interesting speeches and a general re-

joicing over the development of the school.

During the spring, track and baseball again came into prominence. At the Mav Dav
celebration the track meet was closed with a tug-of-war across the irrigation ditch.

This year a class of thirteen members was graduated from the school. The principal fea-

ture of Commencement Day was the Greek play "Antigone," which was presented in Greek
costume by forty students.

The opening of the third year was on September 19th. At this time there were many
new students who took the place of those who had graduated or gone out to active life. A
marked development of college spirit was noticeable this year. There was more thorough
work in athletics and the football team visited a number of neighboring towns and made fine

records. During the early winter the gymnasium was erected, which gave the school an op-

portunity of developing a strong basketball team. But few outside games were played, but a

league of teams was organized within the Polytechnic. The gymnasium also provided for

wrestling and tumbling contests. In the wrestling tournament which was held in the Y. M.
C. A. gymnasium in Billings, the Polytechnic won first place.

The societies were very active during this year. All agreed that the Alpha Literary So-
ciety gave the best program of the year at Christmas time, when it produced the drama "Pan-
dora," in costume.

In the fall, Mr. James J. Hill gave the school $25,000 to purchase a farm which adjoined

the school grounds. This gift made it possible for the school to plan for larger things, and
has also added much to the pleasure of the school life, as the farm contains a large bearing

orchard which is greatly appreciated by the students.

Another important movement which was started near the close of the third vear was
the student government. In March a provisional government was organized with the au-

thority in the hands of a council of nine, consisting of six students and three members of

the faculty. Such good results were obtained that the directors of the school asked the coun-
cil to prepare a constitution for a permanent school "State." This constitution was presented

to the student body and adopted.

At the close of the third year, nine young people were graduated. The Commencement
play, "Damon and Pythias," was presented by thirty-five students in a very creditable manner.

This year twelve boys remained to do the work on the farm. They worked without
any foreman and took charge of the one hundred and sixty acres of splendid crops. As a re-

sult of their efforts, the school won the silver cup offered by the Great Northern Railroad for

the best farm exhibit in Eastern Montana.

Taking it all in all, the first three years of the Polytechnic were years of growth and
development, and those who had the privilege of being a part of the institution during these

three years, will never regret it. The story of the most important year of the Polytechnic, is

recorded in the following pages of this Annual. —-C, C. H.
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Commercial Department

The commercial world is progressing very rapidly. Powerful industries are being de-

veloped. Nature is continually yielding to mankind a vast store of wealth to be trans-

formed, adjusted, and managed. The competition in business is becoming more keen from

year to year. As a result of these things, the demands for a careful and thorough training

for Life work, is greater than it has ever been in the history of our country.

The Polytechnic Institute has a well organized two year Commercial Course to meet the

demands for efficient service in business. The most important purpose of our two year

course in business, is to equip the student in those things that are essential to good citizen-

ship in whatever line the student may be found after leaving the school for the active duties

of life.

Clerical proficiency, rapid figuring, speed and accuracy in shorthand and typewriting, are

very necessary to success in office work. These things are properly emphasized, but we

also include in our course, a great many cither subjects not taught in the ordinary one year

business course. We know so far as real life and usefulness is concerned that a training

in the mere essentials of routine business practice is not sufficient. Something besides the

mechanical art of Shorthand and Typewriting, and the fundamental principles of bookkeep-

ing, are necessarv to, guarantee success even in these immediate fields. In the strenuous times

in which we live, there is a great need of sterling character to guide the well trained, efficient

young man or young woman. So often it is true that the very brightest minds lack ability

to accomplish worth while tasks or really to get any place because they do not have the guid-

ing power back of their trained minds and hands.

In our Business Exchange, business is carried on in a real fashion. We have a well

organized and well managed Bank, an office called the Billings Wholesale Co., another Gen-

eral Agent, and still another called, the Polytechnic Peal Estate and Insurance Office. There
are, at various times, from six to ten or twelve retail stores transacting business with the

above named offices. The accounts between the retailers and wholesalers are compared,
audited, and adjusted from time to time. All these offices carry on their financial business

and transactions through the Polytechnic First National Bank. In short, the Polytechnic

Business Exchange is the one place where you may expect to find business transacted as

in the actual business world.

! :
i
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In our regular two year's course of business, besides the subjects taught in ordinary up-

stairs Business Schools, we teach Economic History, Civics, Debating and Public Speaking,

and offer a thorough course in Commercial Geography, Advertising, Expert Accounting, two

year's work in special and applied English, and History of Finance.

ADVERTISING SECTION OF THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
J. D. O'Donnell, Ad Writer. A. O. Kline, Subscription Clerk and Financial Agent.

Advertiser.

Cook, John

Guiltault, Lexie

Oliver, Glenn

Barbour, Atha
West, Everest

•Erb, Roman
Drum, Simon B.

Sweetzer, Roy

Article Lost. When Lost. Reward.

2 weeks' freedom on the
Campus.

A friend, about own age
and member of Amanu-
ensis Order when last

seen in Polytechnic.

About Feb. 24, 1913.

Last year's calendar.

1 laugh.

2 8-D nails.

The second event.

His hold on the door knob.

Fcurth sense.

In the early morning.

Partial testimony when in

need.

In ancient times.

Privilege of a private con-
versation.

1 toothpick.

The third opportunity.

When driven into the
board.

In future time.

At the time he left go.

When he fell too .hard
on the gym floor.

Free lecture on "Why."
Thanks for your trouble.

Life blessing.

1 cotton-tail.

A eg£

Advertiser. Article Found. Where Found. Remarks.

Wallace, Lilburn

Hanley, Harry

Ecklund. Arthur

Park, Howard

Lynch, Wallace

Lewis, Kenneth

Merrill, Georgia

O'Donnell, J.

Advertiser.

Lovell, Russell

Mauser, Bert

Dollman,

Baker, Harold

Safety pin. Growing on the Campus
peach tree.

Stray vocabulary. Immersed in the tea cup.

\ pair of shy glances.

V dark brown desire.

A footboard.

Large ravenous appetite.

Condensed cyclone in

links, like sausages
used for filling automo-
bile tires.

Winging their ways to-

ward the feminine
quarters.

While plowing the fla^'

field.

On the old wooden bed.

On the Burlington rail-

road.

ByAhe big ditch.

A vacuum cleaner used to

remove dust from the
road in front of motor-
cycles.

Seemed to be orphaned and
quite lonely.

Almost dead when discov-
ered.

Force seeks the line of

least resistance.

Is likely to lead to realiza-

tion.

Out of place, but now held
as a hostage.

Satisfied since the big
feed.

Great excitement at the
office when found.

Wandering aimlessly The viewers could not be-
about on the green- ilieve their eyes. Pickle had
sward. his examined to determine

whether he was seeing right.

Thing Wanted.

Merrill, Margaret

Betor, Philip

Ecklund, Richard

Prof. Kline

A worried golf ball.

A book which will intro-

duce Pepworth to admir-
ing friends 2000 years
after he has retired

from circulation.

A once by twice piece of
blue sky.

A second-hand
tion."

lmagma-

To sell a patent cracker.

A peck of pickled mice and
1 sq. in. of trained fleas

One cactus desert in bar-
ren condition.

When Wanted.

Before the next comet
appears.

During the term of my
natural life.

In 4 installments, one-
fourth each season.

Before my 3rd absence

Before it explodes.

By St~ Patrick's Day
next.

Whenever willing to sell

at a sacrifice.

A new kind of sleep which
will stop working every
morning at 9 A. M.

Will Exchange.

A friction bar.

A College annual—a unique
thing. It makes heroes and
bums, supplies wives for hus-
bands, etc.

A walking mirror. Obeys
the slightest wish.

A college education.

A peck of seed potatoes.

A yard of eyeless fish.

A tame lion and a sky-
scraper.

The quicker the sooner. An alarm clock which can-
not be beaten into insensibil-
ity.
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HARRY YOUNG

Reader, French Impersonations

Under Management of R. Lovel

Berth 4, inside U-be-done St.

State of "Perfection."

SCHOOL FOR POPULAR SLANG
Private lessons a specialty.

"One new thing every day," is our motto.

For particulars drop a card to Paul White,

No. 7 Enlightenment Ave.,

Elucidation, Polytechnic.

TS YOUR BEARD GETTING THIN?
1 know from personal experience no one wishes this to happen. I have a positive tension

en re.

Testimonial :
"! have used your marvelous cure ( ?) for failing goatee, chin beard, etc.,

and am in position to say that whereas I had three hairs on my head, which enabled me to

part my hair in the middle, prior to the use of your cure ( ?), \ now have none, no beard,

and no goatee. Can most experimentally recommend it as a mervelous and lasting cure (?).

FRED LEWIS, 13 Health St.

S-M-I-L-E! LAUGH!! DON'T GIGGLE!!!
Nothing more essential than a laugh (which often is in reality an applause) to super-

lative health. Guaranteed instructions which will make it possible to smile, laugh, or giggle at

any and all times. Also teach vou how to master the art of "Aerial Laughter."

L. WALLACE, 23 Grinburg Avenue.

v O

ISN'T IT ODD?
brook.

make one's maiden proposal to a widow,

low can he in a girl's presence and yet be "gone."

spea f wading through a enThat we shoul

That one i

That a fel

That the more we think of some people the less we think of them.

That we often speak of folks being at odds when they are really trying to get even.

That the more people we get to help us keep a secret the sooner it gets away from us.

That saying a man is "capable of anything" is a very different thing from recommend-

ing him as thoroughly capable —and then, in continuation, did you ever stop to think

of how little we really see in the events of the every-day life about us, for have you ever

seen :

The hatter capping the "climax."

Powder on the "face of the waters."

A higher forehead than the "brow of the mountain."

The mathematician who could figure the dimensions of the

The hod used for carrying bricks to Newcastle.

The diner who ate the "apple of the eye."

The apple picker who picked "Adam's Apple."

The steeplejack who scaled the "horizon."

The ladder which could reach the "top of the morning."

The tailor who had the pattern to the "cloak of righteousness."

The "Polar Star of Your Life," shooting.

The brush used for "painting the town red."

The dentist who would undertake to treat the "teeth of the storm.'

dawn of the morning."

In German Class: "What order is the second sentence of the clause?"

Mudd: "Disorder."

Miss R. W., of a passing friend : "She's an exclamatory sentence, she shows emotion."

Miss N. H. : "Then you must be a hyperbole, for you are a condition contrary to fact.'

—16—
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Business Department Roaster

Student. Needs. Cultivated. What They Think.

Cook, J. C. A 28 hour day. (Bridger H. School. Wonder where Phil is.

Hanley, Harry A bat without a hole' Surrounding woodland.
in it. »•

"O how full of thorns is this working day
world."

Park, Howard Good weather.
1 Billings Public It's great to be a Park and have others lie

in your shadow.

West, Everest Keeping track of Musselshell Agricultur-
rough housers. al College.

I'm a duplicate copy of Sherlock B.

Holmes.

Eklund, Arthur A few inches to his

height.
Barber Institute of

Technology.
Chief organizer of Royal Order of Mumps,

(Bumps)

Eklund, R. A nap every after-

noon.
Ditto. Billings, dean of all the Bills in the U. S.,

sleeping in the bosom of Montana, at a
point where all the sleeping cars turn
from left to right between Minneapolis
and Spokane.

Erb, Roman More steadies
(studies)

Laurel city neighbor-
hood.

Wonder why that fellow's auto don't work;
he's cranked the thing 987 times, and
bitten a hole in the radiator.

Merrill, G. Quaker oats to

make her smile.
Embar, Wyo., High

School.
Nobody understands this Latin, although
hundreds can explain the subject in

words of 8 sylables.

MerrilL M. An outside interest Same as Georgia. A balky horse is accommodating beside
this old 'rithmetic.

Merrill, Mamie Something to say. Same as other Merrills. This weather here is a sort of a celestial
sprinkler system operated in the in-

terests of the umbrella trust.

Thompson, R. A louder whistle. Park City Academy. I am thinking that the success of my life

is determined from the region of great-
est wear on my overalls.

Sweetzer, R. Nothing at all. Forsyth forest reserve. That when one sees a man in a definite
place glaring at his watch with anger
printed in 48-point Gothic all over his
face, a person can honor him for a
punctual sort of fellow.

Drum, S. B. To be let alone. Belmont, Mont. These pianos have become as common as
bathtubs and mission furniture. Quiet
and refined in repose sort of beings.

Guilbault, L. More time. Marysville, Montana. This work is awful, can't find enough time
to lay off from study for 2 minutes.

Barbour, A. Reward of merit. Big Timber High
School.

These marble people cannot be damaged
by love of dynamite, but you soft-

hearts you are wrung like a wet towel.

Armstrong in the hotel at Big Timber, on the basketball trip: 12 p. m. The Proprietor:

''Would you want a higher pillow?"

Army: "No, thank you" after the kindly disposed proprietor left the room
"Say, what did he think, I wonder, we would want to rent a pillow for?"

Have you ever stopped to consider that a banana peeling on the sidewalk, is a stand-

ing invitation to sit clown?—Ex.

Again, has it ever occurred to you that a stove lid is a burning invitation to arise?

Pickle

:

Willis

:

'Mudd got a hair cut."

'No, he got two or three of them cut.

—17—



Shorthand and Typewriting Department

7

SHORTHAND DEPARTMENT

Yea, verily, it hath been said that "Heaven's best gift to a girl is an intelligent mother."

Moreover, I say unto you, that Heaven's best gift to an employer is a good and intelligent

stenographer.

And it is so, that when an employer wishes to take into his office a good and intelligent

stenographer, he sayeth unto himself, "I will draw nigh unto the 'Poly' and from thence

unto the stenographic department of the Billings Polytechnic Institute, for it is written, that

there they do assemble from every township, yea, from every county and even from the more

distant states, and I will cry unto them, 'Verily, verily, I say unto you, pray give unto me,

this day, a stenographer, yea, a competent stenographer, a stenographer who can punctuate,

spell, and paragraph." And it shall come to pass that Mr. Lukenbill will sav unto him, "Go
thy way, behold that for which thou prayest will be delivered unto thee, at the time thou

statest," for they are ever mindful of their covenants with employers.

And when he has thus spoken, he is asked, "What is a good and intelligent stenograph-

er?" And it is repeated likewise to him, "A good stenographer riseth up early in the morn-
ing and goeth into the office that he may be of assistance to his employer; he is faithful in

little as well as great things; he hath accuracy of execution ; he writeth neatly and dependeth
not upon his guessing powers; he cheweth not his gum whilst at work, neither will he en-

tertain his friends during his working hours; he doth always use his knowledge to best advan-

tage for his employer." All this he doth learn whilst attending school at the Polytechnic.

And then they spake unto him saying, "Thou speakest well for the employer, but what
sayest thou of the value of such a course to the pupil who studieth it?" And he answered

them saying, "Behold, it teacheth them to depend upon themselves; he useth his abilities

when he heareth a good lecturer or reader and thus helpeth to higher ideals; this educa-

tion teacheth him to l>e accurate, neat, and strengthens his thinking powers; it also traineth

him to think quickly; moreover, I say unto you, it traineth his hands to obey the impulse of

his brain ; yea, verily, this is a profession, a paying profession, and a profession gecometh any

boy or girl. hTerefore I admonish every son and daughter to enter this department of the

Polvtechnic."

And still another shall appear unto him saving, as it were, "Thou has told us all of

these things, now prophesy, therefore, concerning those whom we, as emplovers. might
choose as our office helpers." And thus doth he answer them, "Now these are the ones
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of whom he spake concerning the present generation, who do assemble themselves each day,

to sit in the Chamber of Learning and Effort, and to profit therein:

J. M. Cook, Elsa Simonson, Phillip Betor, L. Wallace, Glenn Oliver, John Phillips,

Kenneth Lewis, Lexie Guilbault, Arthur Eklund, Wallace Lynch, Howard Park,

Richard Eklund, Everest West, Ernest Slayton, Atha Barbour, Willena Huff,

Harry Hanley, Bert Mauser, Harry Pepworth, Lester Thurston, Homer Guiler, Ralph

Setzer, Rov Sweetzer, Vern Asbridge, Simon Drum, Georgia Merrill, Roman Erb.

Thomas Mullowney, Russell Lovell, George Pickle, Margaret Merrill, Dehlia O'Don-
nell. Agnes .Went. Mamie Merrill. Rheta Morton, Mamie A.vent, M. Lowe and Leo

Hart.

And it came to pass that after some months, these employers came unto Mr. Eaton and

said unto him. "Thy students truly are good, but the number is few : pray ye therefore the

parents of the young men and women, that they would send forth more sterling and trust-

worthy boys and girls into the field." And thus came the answer, "Go your ways: behold,

I fain would send you more help, if our accommodations for housing students were larger,

for cramped are we now for dormitory space. But carry with you neither discouragement,

nor doubts, nor regrets; and speak not disparagingly to any one by the way, for the time

appeareth to be close at hand when aid shall rise up and build for us more halls wherein to

accommodate the ambitious and precious manhood and young womanhood of the Frontier.

And into whatsoever house of commerce ye enter, first say, 'Peace be to this house. If thou

needest a stenographer or bookkeeper, or any other help for thy labors, do thou consider the

Polytechnic Commercial Department, for there findest thou that assistance which thou seek-

est, which thou desirest, and which will be of real avail to thee. Thou shalt find in the young
people who are students thereof, an honorable manhood and womanhood, and those who
will be a pleasure in thy sight, doing that which is mete to be done and doing it with earnest-

ness,—doing even that which displeaseth thee, if that be the RIGHT thing.'
"

However, one generation passeth away, another generation cometh, but the stenographic

department abideth forever.

A business education is the stepping stone to higher things in the business world.

Every business man employs help of some kind and only competent help is wanted.

This department never grows old and set in its ways, but always has a fresh and
verdant appearance which gives confident promise of good fruit and finds during the "Look
in" season. It rejuvenates itself twice or more times each year. This rejuvenation is given

expression in the following terms : First and Second Semester, and Mid-Term. Thus the

First Semesterites of any one Semester do not remain First Semesterites long, but as soon

as they begin their second term's work they cease to be First Semesterites and become Second
Semesterites.

It is inspiring to recollect the pleasant times that came to us aspiring stenographers

and typists while in the course of training, and while sitting under the spell of President

Eaton's chapel addresses, and if some of these inspiring visions materialize, it is not at all

radical to predict that more than one Blaisdell or Swem, or Miss Tarr, will look back to

his or her "Poly" days and say, "There's where I got my start." Some of us are interested

in the "Principles of Education," and others in the "Learning by Doing," and still others in

the "Evolution of Gregg," while still another class is especially interested in the "Evolu-
tion of Gregg's Sister." Although the Phonographic Department road is clearly defined, and
the path easily kept.—if you work hard—yet once in a while a seemingly bitter bite must
be swallowed. E. H. L.

Pickle on basketball trip, to conductor of Fromberg Accommodation
"Is this Noah's Ark full vet?"

Conductor: "Yes, all but the monkey, jump in."

Lynch: "How long can a man live without brains?"

Eklund: "I don't know, how old are you?"
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Hospital Register of Shorthand and Typewriting Departnent

Autograph. Ailment. Remedy. Suggestions

Miss O'Donnell Smiles Some Indefinite Period op
Rest in the Shade of (the)'i

PARK.

To freeze the smiles out has
been proven a fizzle

John Cook Bashfuiness Some one Needed to Intro-

duce John Into the Femi-
nine Atmosphere

There is hope while there is

life

Philip Betor Broken Vocabulary Repair With Flexible
Wire

Might take another trip in the
trunk

Phillips, Jno. Woman Shunner A Dale Occasionally Thou shalt not see thy brother
in want

Erb, Roman Pierced Heart Removal of Cupid's Dart.

Send for Sister's Chum
Prom Home

Grave danger of relapse

Slayton, Ernest Chronic Case of Si-

lence

On fair way to recovery

Lynch, Wallace Anticipation Avoid Huff (y) Company Superlative Attention NOW an-

ticipates loneliness THEN
Simonson, Elsa Acute Case of "I

Can't"
Substitution of "I'll Try" Now is the "day of salvation"

Park, Howard Nothing Something If 1 x nothin's nothin' then 2 x
must be sompin,' fer its

twice nothin'

Guilbault, Lex Eclipsed Voice Talk in Minor Key in

Halls and Outdoors
Someday the Guild-ed cord will

break

Eklund, Arthur Oblivion More Mixture Still water flows deep

Pep worth, Harry Anti-insomnia Sleep from 6 A. M. to 12
A. M.

Will prove fatal if that 7 o'clock
class lasts long

Merrill, Georgia Flirting Dose of Lovel(ly) advice More treatment necessary

Drum, Simon Exhaustion Anti-esculent Cream Now able to play pool

Huff, Willena Heart Failure Stroll in the moonlight

Rest in the Boiler-room
and Let-up on too close
application

May be compelled to send for
Dr. Lynch

Mauser, Bert Nervous Breakdown
due to over-applica-

tion to Studies.

Ball Fever

Good chances for recovery.
Symptoms of ailment somewhat
dimmer

Hanley, Harry Bandage the Arm On Conie Mack's Team—pitch-
ing staff

Barbour, Atha Reserve More Freedom of Effort Improving wonderfully

Oliver, Glenn Indigestion Eat During Meals Only Less Trouble now
West. Everest Seriousness Divinity None to offer, getting on ad-

mirably

Thurston, Lester Absentmindedness Thoughtfulness Drive on, sweet 'Bault (bow),
drive on.

Guiler, Homer Lethargy Lenoir Stimulus Now a Near Professor

Setzer, Ralph Smiles Needs no Remedy or
Stimulus. Leave Good
Enough Alone

Latest report, WARMLIE ap-
olauded

Merrill, Mamie Lamentable Tendency
Toward Over-Silence

Heart Trouble

Acquaintance With the
Tongue

Audible smile occasionally

Lovell, Russell Merril(y) Sing 1 P. M.
Each Day
Confidence

More Labor (?)

Irritated organ petrified

Sweetzer, Roy Timidity Now asks questions fluently

Pickle, Geo. Indolence (?) Working less than ever

Wallace, Lilburn higgles More Pickles

(Em) braces

Giggles now remedied to ap-
olauses

Lewis, K. Deplorable Leaning
Toward Fairer Sex

Failing for Real Es-
tate

Case put into hands of a Spe-
cialist

Asbridge, Vera A-Vent Tonic such large doses it has
'ost its effect

Merrill, Margaret Blushes Pale Pills for Pink Peo-
ple

No effect as yet, disease in
first staees
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The Engineering department has been steadily advancing during the year and will be

able to close the year with not a few hard earned records.

A few words of explanation and history of engineering may help our fellow classmen

and others to understand why we want to be engineers, and why the Polytechnic is putting

forth its best efforts for those who wish to know more about engineering.

Scarcely a hundred years ago the engineer was but little more than the mason or car-

penter of today. He was always able to fill his requirements and as the requirements have

advanced, so has the engineer, until at the present time the world is so dependent upon this

class of men that it cannot get along without tieir help for a single day, nor for even a second.

Engineering, at one time, was divided into two classes, the military and the civil engin-

eering. Today there are a large number of divisions, of which the civil, electrical, mechanical,

chemical, and illuminating engineering are the leading. These and other classes are di-

vided and sub-divided.

The man who wishes to be an engineer must decide on some phase of the work and spe-

cialize in it.

The rapid development along engineering lines is shown by the following facts : The
first engineering society was established in 1818 and was known as the British Institute of

Civil Engineers. The first steam railway was put into operation in 1825 and the first electric

lighting plant in 1881.

Is the dirty, greasy man whom a large number of us see when we hear the word "en-

gineer," a real engineer? He is, and he is the man to whom we all pay tribute. He is the

man who brings our breakfast to us ; he is the man who brings the treasures of all the world

to our very door ; he is the man we trust to take us over land and sea.

There is another class of engineer who stands back of every occupation known to man
and brings the social and national affairs int:> one great amalgamation. He is the man
who picks the way and leads us out into space or takes us through the immovable moun-
tain ; the man who takes nature's elements and shapes and vises them as he pleases ; the man
who captures nature's energy and uses it to do the work of many men.

Xo important building, road, ship, canal, or machine was ever begun before some
engineer had been consulted, and before the completion of any such work, a large number
of these men had put forth their best efforts to produce the best results.
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Did you ever stop to think, when you went into an elevator, hoarded a train, or stepped

on to a bridge, that some one had calculated how much you would weigh and what it

would take to put you where you wished to be?

In preparing to be an engineer, one must get a thorough education and training in

some technical school, and then in actual work in some minor position or under the direction

of an experienced man. The object of the technical school is to give the student a thorough

understanding of mathematics, the development and use of electricity, heat and other forms
of power, the strength and use of various materials, and the stability of masonry and frame
buildings.

To a quick and sure grasp of the relation of things, which is the essential of essentials,

is usually added practical work in the machine shop, field work, and practice in the use of

scientific instruments. \Y. H. D.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

To apologize.

To begin over.

To be unselfish.

To take advice.

To admit error.

To face a sneer.

To be charitable.

To. keep on trying.

To be considerate.

To avoid mistakes.

To endure success.

IT IS NOT EASY
To keep out of the rut.

To profit by mistakes.

To think and then act.

To forgive and forget.

To make the best of little.

To subdue an unruly temper.

To maintain a high standard.

To shoulder a deserved blame.

To recognize a silver lining.

To keep a clear conscience.

BUT IT PAYS.
"No matter what may be the vocation of your life, if you are a success, vou have eiori-

- ..." Jo
fied your work, and your work has glorified you.

"Not doing more than the average is what keeps the average down."

Breathes there a man with soul so dead
Who never to himself hath said,

? *** . ?* i * !!!!!!

As he banged his toe against the bed.—Ex.

What relation is a child to its own father when it is not its own father's son? A
daughter.

Why is buckwheat cake like a caterpillar? Because it makes butter fly.
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ICULTURAL EXHIBIT AT ANNUAL BANQUET, 1912

The great purpose of the Polytechnic is to train students to become useful and happy
citizens of a great industrial empire. With this in mind, all courses have been so arranged
that much time is spent in getting knowledge by actual experience in doing things. As farm-
ing must ever be the most important industry of our country, much attention is given to the

practical agricultural course. Like all other vocational courses of the Institute, there are no
entrance requirements, and each student is given just the studies that will help him most and
give him that knowledge and culture that will add to his usefulness and happiness.

Along with his studies, he is given the opportunity of learning much on the farm first-

hand by observance and actual work. He studies in books about the best methods of caring
for farm crops and animals, but out in the great laboratory—the farm—he works out these

theories for himself, under the eye of a proctical and successful farmer.

It is not stating it too strongly to say that the Polytechnic farm school can offer better

advantages to farm boys than any other school in the country. This statement is not made
because the farm lias, at present, the best farm buildings, or the finest array of farm equip-
ment of blooded stock, for it has not. It does have one hundred and sixty acres of the

best irrigated land in Montana. Any farm crop that can be raised in the Northwest, can
be raised successfully on the Polytechnic farm.

The Polytechnic has one of the best orchards of bearing apple and plum trees in the
Northwest. The famous orchards of Washington and Oregon cannot surpass it in quality
of fruit or in the yield per acre.

Other agricultural college farms may surpass it in size, but this quarter section will yield
larger returns and a greater variety of crops than anv section of land in the East or Middle
West.

The boy who enters the agricultural department of this Institute, sees every variety of
farm crop growing under natural conditions, where actual demonstrations are being made
with approved varieties and best methods.

Tests are being made to see how much profit each acre can be forced to yield. Farm
books are kept by the boys themselves and they find out what farm crops are most profitable

under given conditions.
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CLASS IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

They learn to handle every kind of farm machinery. This past year the Avery Comany
has furnished the school with a threshing" machine outfit, gasoline, engine, and plows. The

boys have threshed the grain and plowed the land with the tractor.

In connection with their classes in animal husbandry, the students have actual experience

in caring for the herds of Jersey and Holstein cattle, the thoroughbred Poland China hogs,

and farm horses.

The fruit has been gathered and sorted by the boys and a part of it put up for market.

The trees in the orchards have been pruned, and practical lessons in grafting have been given.

A canning plant has been installed, and the surplus vegetables and fruit, such as sweet

corn, bean?, peas, plums, and apples, have been caned for winter use.

At the State Fair at Helena, the products from the Polytechnic farms won five first

premiums, five second premiums, and three third premiums. At the Yellowstone County

Fair, the Polytechnic products won fifty-six premiums in all, of which twenty-eight were

first premiums. It also won the silver loving cup offerd by the Great Northern Railroad for

the best farm exhibit.

Along with all this instructive work and experience, there has been much pleasure. The
boys will long remember the abundance of apples, plums, and cider. One of the beautiful

pictures that will be treasured up in the minds of the students tin's year, is the cider mill in

i- i - / ' 'r,ii
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CLASS IN ORCHARDING
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operation under the trees, around which are gathered over fifty hoys and girls, eating apples

and drinking sweet cider.

Another pleasant feature of the farm has been the "egg feeds" and the abundance of

fruit and vegetables on the tables. The farm has made it possible to surround the school with

that ideal home influence which would, otherwise, have been impossible.

Every student of the Polytechnic this past year will praise the name of Mr. James J.

Hill for making the splendid gift of this farm to the school. —L. T. E.

West hears a great commotion in the hall as of cyclones mixed up with battering rams,

and as he hastily inquires into the trouble, is told by one of the innocent bystanders that the

radiator was in its last spasm and the gurgle he had just heard was the radiator's will made
out in the name of Peace (Jas.)

At the finish an inch may measure the distance between success and failure; but the

next dav the distance is measured in miles.
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To eliminate from our vocabulary the words "I can't" and to fill our mental shelves

with "I cans," is the aim of the Academic Department of our Polytechnic. Our colors are

the Poly's own, green and gold; the green being emblamatic of our condition upon entering

the field, and the gold, significant of our worth when we have completed the course. Our
flower is the forget-me-not.

Our number is legion, for as each and every student seeks entrance into the Institu-

te, he talks with our President. The latter, during this little conversation, makes a few

mental notes and when the prospective student mentions his perplexity regarding a proper

selection of studies, he advises English, and English it is from then until the completion

of the whole curriculum. Even when the work is sugar-coated with the title Conversational

English, it is as English in structure and foundation as the formal Rhetoric and Grammar.

Oh, if only we can be a truly English speaking people, not an ungrammatical, slang-

producing state.

We hold as our first purpose, to teach ourselves to use "It is I," and "I have seen," then

to see if we can write a paragraph or letter or paper with sufficient intelligence that the

reader may be able to assimilate our thoughts without a revised speller and slang lexicon

at hand.

One would think as we advance, that the faculty are trying to find our particular forte

or field of capabilities, as we are requested to debate, describe, explain, exhort, and narrate

until one day we are lifted to the highest pinnacles of hope in ourselves only to be cast, the

next day, into deepest gloom. But we are trying, and we know, that by perseverance we
can succeed in this, the most essential study from the viewpoint of our later life.

We, of this department, appreciate the verity of the statement that "Education is prepa-

ration for complete living," and as a corollary, we add that the more complete the prepara-

tion, the more complete the living, so it is that it is worth our while to spend much of our

valuable time learning the conjugations and declensions of Latin and German that we may
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broaden our vista of the future by appreciating, and entering" into the life and culture of

other people. We are proud to say that our Latin students all belong to the infantry, no

"ponies" being used.

An interest in Latin, gratifying to the faculty, has been shown by the large class that

commenced First Year Latin the second semester and that, by struggling on with two recita-

tions a day. will be prepared to read Caesar next fall, thus proving that we can do what we
will—and we will.

So may we learn to say with Caesar, veni vidi vici, (I came, I saw, I conquered) not

veni vidi victus sum (I came, I saw and I was conquered), and may we have some of the

academic and colles'iate life with which to live our lives to the fullest extent. H. P.

How would the following be for an oath of allegiance to the Poly or to the school of

your choice?

"We will fight for the, ideals and sacred things of the Institute, both alone and with

many: we will revere and obey the laws of the Polytechnic State, and do our best to incite

like respect and reverence in those about us who are prone to annul or to set them at naught;

we will strive unceasingly to quicken our sen-^e of loyalty. Thus, in ad these ways, we will

transmit this school; not less, but greater, better, and more beautiful than it was transmitted

to us."

M. M. : "Did any one take my book again?"

A. A. : "Here it is—I thought to pick it up for safedceeping."

M. M. : "People get put in jail for safe-keeping.

Diligentissimus.

Wallace
—"To Harrison! with this snowball scrap, I've got a lot of studyin' to do."

Guiler, speaking to Miss Burlison in kitchen: "I smell scorched cabbage."
Miss Burlison: "You should not hold your head so close to the radiator."

Mr. Dyer—"Mr. Sherry, now just suppose you had a case."

Mr. Dyer (In the lab.): "Mr. Holt, be careful or you'll break that lady's fingers."

A despondent Poly student saw this advertisement in the city not long since : "Billings

Dye House." One door distant a second sign, "Undertaking Establishment." But a rod
ahead still another, "Why walk around in misery when you can be comfortably buried
for thirtv-five dollars?"

There is still some hope for the poor lookers, for Throssel, Baumgartner and Eklund,
Photographers, have given this warranty: "Where there is beauty we take it, where there's

none we make it."

Miss Connelly: "Elsa. do you get any social hour dates now?"
Elsa: "Oh! ever and anon."

Miss Connelly: "Well, so do I, but mine are all anon now."

Mauser, making out his schedule:

"I want to take Commercial Law, what time does it come?"
Mr. Kline: "Eight o'clock."

Mauser: "Nothing doing, that is too early for me."
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Roll Call of the Academic Department
Pilot: Miss F. Helen Packard.

Generic Name Favorite Edible Ordinary Aspiration P. S.

Name Expounded Beliefs or Theories.

Haskin, Helen Peanuts Hobby To become a Prims
Donna

He. en uiinks mat alarm clocks
are used principally to add zest to

Chapel meetings.

Walter, Rosina Frog Limbs Kosie To get back home That if an aviator lives 2 years,
Fate has overlooked him in the
rush of business.

Setzer, Ralph I Scream Setz To be a great and
glorious merchant in

the Moonshine State

To be free from care
and go to classes
when nothing inter-

feres

That an angry man is the busiest
specimen of humanity, for it keeps
the eyes, tongue, arms, legs, and
teeth busy doing justice to some
cases, and a full hospital corps to

handle the result.

Armstrong, H. Lover's Delight
Sandwiches

Army
or

Bonehead

Believes that what the world
needs is an alarm clock that at the
appointed hour will beat a bass
drum, discharge a Roman candle,
reach out an arm and clutch at the
sleeper's hair and set fire to the
bedding, all at once.

Avent, Maude Pickled Sea Foam Maudie To mind her own busi-

ness
Of the opinion that some people

are angry so much of the time that
they often die at an advanced age
with their brains almost unused.

Avent, Agnes Carpet Tacks "Bunny" To take more hours of
corridor "Lab"

Firm belief that the "Bee" is a
small fuzzy animal with a great
habit of minding its own business,
and has almost unparalleled fa-

cilities for encouraging the casual
passerby to do the same.

Hulbush, Walter Deviled Mush Betsy To make good resolu-
tions

That men of industry rise when
awakened by the alarm clock, and
then proceed to work, but that lazy
people strangle them with pillows
and turn over for another hour's
snooze.

Hunter. Frank Prunes Kelly To ask the teacher
questions

Believes that at times a four
word adjective will produce enough
anger to keep the county Appellate
and Supreme Courts tolerable busy
for several years.

Thurston, Lester Pea Pods Thirsty To be an actor That sometimes a quiet man may
be annoyed for hours before he
will ignite, but that when he does
so he should be left alone, for the
fuse is usually short and that he
explodes with a charge of shrapne'.

Holt, Nellie Dates Nellie To become a good
teacher

That so-called "Bands" are of 6
grades: good, bad. unendurable,
horrible, atrocious and worse. Only
a few of 1st grade, but inconceiv-
able number of the 6th.

Baker, Harold Toothpicks Mumps To be close to Arm-
strong

Is convinced that "Clouds" are
merely celestial sprinklers operat-
ed in the intersts of the umbrella
trust.

Pickle, Geo. Clam Chowder Pick To teach t^atin Believes that even people who
love the "Bee" do not stroke him
on the back, and that those who do
so in an enthusiastic moment have
acquired a hand which could be
wrapped up and sold for a Virginia
ham.
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Kleinert, E. H. Cream Puffs Broadway
Shorty

To be friendly to Hel-
ena (Mont.)

That the Clarionet of the Orches-
tra is a wooden tube full of scien-

tifically located holes, and that by
listening carefully to a brass band
in full eruption, one can detect a
querulous instrument running up
and down the scale like a squirrel
chasing itself around a tree.

Guiler, Homer Quail on Toast Fuzz To pass away the
time

Suggests that a Brass Band is a

large number of disturbances
merged into one harmonious and
jambangsome whole.

Hart, Leo Quinces Doc To take more campus-
try

Believes that a splendid defini-

tion for the bass horn would be a
Brass labyrinth about 5 ft, in di-

ameter through which it is pos-
sible for a capacious man to re-

spire in such a manner as to be
heard for half a mile on a calm
Montana day.

Murray, Oscar Ham and Fat To take life easy That the new model autos should
be equipped with a patent funnel
through which pedstrians may be
received, dusted off and deposited
in the rear without injury or delay,
and with a device which will ring a
bell, toot a whistle, fire a cannon
and discharge a rocket when the
gasoline gets low.

I-enoir Connelly Sassafras tea Et Bobby To become a second
Tetrazini

That the earth does not turn up
back of her at her every step nor
that she is wearing the parallels of

latitude for shoe strings nor the
equator for a sash ribbon.

Miss Morton examining some insurance policies, finds the following dubious phraseolo-

gies

:

Mother died in infancy.

Father went to bed feeling well and the next morning woke up dead.

Grandfather died suddenly at the age of 103. Up to this time he bade fair to reach a

ripe old age.

Applicant does not know anything about maternity, except that they died at an ad-

vanced age.

Applicant does not know cause of mother's death, but states that she fully recovered

from her last illness.

Applicant has never been fatally sick.

Father died suddenly ; nothing serious.

Applicant's brother, who was an infant, died when he was a mere child.

Grandfather died from gunshot wound, caused by an arrow shot by an Indian.

Mother's last illness was caused from chronic rheumatism, but she was cured before

death.

No man is to be pitied excepting' the one whose future lies behind and whose past is

constantlv in front of him.

Mr. Kline says that a thrilling cereal is being published in the Christian Herald. Some-
body will probably make an oat of it.

Mullowney, speaking of an address he heard recently. "He (the speaker) was as un-

lettered as the other side of a tombstone."
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Department of Reading and Oratory

A SCENE FROM "AS YOU LIKE IT"

This important department of the school is very closely related to every other depart-

nent, tor the art of reading—the getting of the thought from the printed page—is the requi-

site for the master)- of any study. Along with the getting of the author's thought, goes

the art of giving it to others, or expression.

Before completing any course of instruction at the Polytechnic, the student must spend

at least one year in this department. After completing the first year course, the second and

third years are elective.

1 luring the past vear four classes have been maintained. These classes have been so grad-

ed as to lit the needs of a student in any stage of advancement. Nearly one-half of all the

students of the institute have been enrolled in these classes and thorough work has been done.

In addition to the class-

room recitations and drills,

many public programs have

been given. These programs
have been made up of read-

ings, declamations, and the

acting of scenes from classic

dramas.

These exercises have been

invaluable to the students

who have taken part. The
mastery of great thoughts

from the printed page and

the interpreting of these

thoughts to others, give

much of that culture and ease

which goes to make up a

truly educated man or wom-
an.'HERMES" FROM "PANDORA"
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The educational belief of today is that our schools should be the center of social,

industrial, and intellectual life; that these three great forces in education should be united in

such a way that each will do its respective part in the training- of our youth.

The school should be so connected with life that the experience gained by a child in his

home work is carried over and made use of in the school, and what the child learns in school

is carried back and applied in his every-day life.

The failure to connect the school with the experiences of the home life occasions a

great waste in education. The child has a concrete mind, interested in concrete things, and
unless the school ministers to this phase of the mind, the development of the child is retarded.

Tt is the aim of the Normal department of the Polytechnic Institute to so organize its

courses of study that this vital connection between life and school, will be emphasized.

With this end in view, the teacher is given exercises in the sewing of simple designs,

paper cutting and folding, weaving, braiding, drawing, the making of dolls' clothes and
houses, concrete work with the different measures, and other exercises which make the

abstract knowledge of the textdjook of interest to the child in the lower grades.

For use in the higher grades, exercises in drawing, stenciling, designing, basketry, shop
work, bookbinding, and textile work are required, and the study of agriculture and the

improvement of rural conditions is presented in a practical way.
Statistics show that a large per cent of the boys and girls leave school before reaching

this, is the lack of vitalthe eighth grade. It is now generally conceded that the reason f<

union between school work and home experiences.

This is especially true in the rural school, which has been modeled to fit the require-

ments of the city school, regardless of the interests of country life. Many activities which
•would not be advisable, or even possible, in the city school, are particularly adapted to the

rural school. If the elementary school is to fulfill \t< high purpose, which is to prepare the

boy and girl for life, it must minister to the needs of tire community in which it is located.

Educators everywhere are coming to believe that the course of study adapted to rural

needs is radically different from any other course. This makes it necessarv for the rural

teacher to have special training along the lines in which the pupils in the school are partic-

ularly interested. The studies recommended to give this training to the teacher are Nature
study, elementary principles of practical agriculture, sanitary science and hygiene, domestic
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economy, domestic science, and practical principles and problems in elementary chemistry

and physics, as applied to these subjects.

It is believed that the country youth will look upon school work in a new light when the

subject matter is better adapted to his needs.

The boy who can spend but a few months of each year in school, will find there a new
interest which will not only hold him in school, but one which will broaden his intellectual

horizon at the same time that it furnishes him the practical knowledge which he desires.

As a result, life on the farm will be so enriched and broadened that it will have a greater

attraction for our youth than il lias had in the past. —E. N. J.

Miss G. M. : "Thompson is nix but a 'pill.'
'

Miss O. W. : "Maybe so, but he's a sugar coated one."

Roll-Call of Normals and Engineers
Normal: Miss Johnson, Chief Dictator.

Der Name. Diet. Habitat. Remarkable Saying.

Jackson, Gladys Potatoes boiled

en jacket.

l-.ee, Mont. A "D. D. S." is a cheerful fiend who mines for

nerves in the teeth of humanity and gets paid so

much per pang for the pain he causes.

Graham, Celia Pickled canary
tongues.

Hardin, Mont. The difference between mediocrity and genius is

shown by the fact that while some men grow shabby
and wither away under $100 of debts, other men are
able to accumulate $1,000,000 of obligations and to

live handsomely on the proceeds.
Burlison, Thelma Boiled owl. Forsyth, Mont. A dictagraph is a verhal camera which can take

a snap shot of an extremely personal conversation
in a quiet and unostentatious manner and reproduce
it two years later where it will do the most good.

Ryan, Marion Pink lemonade et

cold lunches.
Billings,

R.F.D. No. 23.

Incandescent horses haul chariots across the sky
in mad races, incandescent champagne bottles shoot
flaming red corks at Mars and dainty forty-foot in-

candescent legs kick holes in the zenith from the
tops of 20-story buildings.

O'Connell, Cath-
erine

Hash. Rosebud, Mont. I declare unto you that Nature produces an ex-

tensive and deep-seated hole in the ground, connects
it with the infernal regions and once an hour shoots
enough boiling water into the air to launder all the
clothes in the nation.

Armstrong,
Howard

Mulligan. Greeley, Iowa. Gossip is produced in the absence of any other
mental exercise and forms the sole output of a great
many brains which would be more useful to society
in glass jars.

Willis, Philip Sand. Elso, Mont. A man, in order to have his tooth filled, sits in a
stout suspicious looking chair and has his mouth
pried open until his ribs can be counted from the in-

side. Then a sharp drill needle revolving at the rate
of 11,000 revolutions per second is bored through the
tooth down into the collar bone, cooling the drill

now and then (oftener now than then) when it gets
hot.

Mudd, Ora C. Weiner wursts. Fishtrap, Mont. "Dirt plus Water." I say unto you that an electric
sign is nothing more than a piece of long distance
reading matter published at meter rates. These
things are indigenous to America, and when the Eng-
lishman arrives in this country and sees his first

eruption of 32 candle power, remarks he is afraid to
walk up Broadway without a fire extinguisher.

White, Paul Beans a la mode. Manhattan,
Mont.

Hope is the beautiful and romantic fever with
which most men are plentifully endowed. Tt ac-

counts for the great sale of canteloupes and the
uhenomenal increase in gold mines.
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Sherry, C. B. Sauer kraut.

Holt, C. C.

roiyteciimc,

Mont.

McMorriss,
Harvey

B. P. I. dressing] Polytechnic,
and fly eggs. Mont.

Immature
fruit.

hen Park City,

Mont.

Cameron says that a hypocrite is an egregious or

preposterous specimen of the genus Adam, who has
wended his way through the intricate meshes of the

labyrinth of hypothetical and suppositious verifica-

tions, pertinent and relevantly germane to the
science of theologising one norm or authoritative

standard vociferously and grandiloquently, and is,

in the interim, demonstrating himself a devotee of

an entirely dissimilar typical structural unit, in an
eminently clandestine and furtive manner.

Our sole and only ex-governor says, "That intoxi-

cation is the refined name for drunkenness and is the
only refined thing about it. That this indulgence
leads to a man's mental balance wheel being thrown
out of gear and his brain going joy riding. That the
police records are full of cases in which men, carry-
ing a heavy deckload of highballs, have tried to shin

up a skyscraper in order to kiss the moon good night,

while the coroner's records are congested with the
sad tales of earnest, but overloaded men who have
strolled haughtily down a railroad track and have
tried to kick a mogul engine in the headlight. That
this state of unbalance comes in many forms, some-
times it remains in the victim's legs, making them
quarrel and go far away from each other when they
are needed by their owner for transportation pur-

Doses."

Harvey states that a magazine revolver has 7 or
more cartridges in its thorax and that when the trig-

ger is pulled once it continues emitting death and
destruction until its ammunition is exhausted. That
it was made to discourage burglars, but that now
some insurance companies refuse to grant a man a
policy unless he travels by aeroplane in the cities.

Mr. Lukenbill says that back in Pennsylvania the hills are so steep that when they plant

their potatoes one must hoe the furrow and the other hold the potato in place until covered,

to prevent its rolling away down the grade. Furthermore, that when they harvest their po-

tato crop, all they need do is to plow them out and the} -

all roll down the hill into the mouths

of the bags below, all ready for transportation to the market.

But Setzer wishes to uphold his reputation and therefore says that his experience has

been in Montana that they do things on a large scale here. Ralph says that he has seen a

man start out in the Spring and plow a furrow until fall. Then he has seen this same
man turn around and harvest back. Furthermore, that they have some big farms out here

in Montana and N. Dak. That a friend of his owned one on which he had to give a mort-

gage and the mortgage was due on one end before they could get it recorded on the other. It

was laid off in counties.

DIG.
Dig, will you, dig

!

Fill full your crib!

Suppose everything don't meet your wish

For a time ?

You don't conclude

You'll find your food

Always waiting in golden dish!

Ring out a song.

Send it forth strong.

You'll find the digging easier by a stitch.

Whistle a bit,

There, out with it!

But if you can't whistle,

Onlv believe and
' D T G

!
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Order is the basis of success, before we can accomplish anything worth while, we must
see clearly what we want to do. [f one were to be an inventor and wished to accomplish

that had never been achieved before, he would first draft a model.

and paper or it might be a real working model, but he must be

something in the worl<

This might be with penci

sure the model worked reasonably well before he went to the expense of constructing the

real machine. So it is with any task we undertake in life, and yet often upon the one import-

ant thing, life, we go wrong, decidedly wrong. We start haphazard without a form or model
and consequently we plunge headlong into the field of action to meet witli failure, not only

to our selves but to the world in general. We were born into this world to accomplish some
purpose, and to fall short of this means we have failed. Therefore, in order to make a suc-

cess in life we must have a model or guide. We must choose some line of work and prepare

ourselves for that task. The field is broad, we are unlimited in our choice, but it behooves

us to select some one course of study and make that the basis of all our thought and attention

if we are to be specialists, ddie field of Music is as unlimited as one's endeavor makes it,

and is an excellent field, from a remunerative, as well as a general educational and opportune,

view point.

Under the capable and efficient supervision of Miss Nettie Beth Davis, the past year

has been notably a year of events and advancement in the Department of Music, and the fu-

ture gives promise of many more such pleasures, not only for the students of Billings Poly-

technic Institute, but also for the music-loving people of the neighborhood, as well as the

neglected people of the Montana ranches. Various representatives of the department have
performed in various towns of the state, rendering many programs, at home and abroad,

which have been successful and highly appreciated by the hearers. Perfect harmony has pre-

vailed throughout the year in all things pertaining to the department ; the students have been

ambitious, have been willing and interested, therefore their progress has been commendable.

Talent has been furnished for all programs in the form of Male Quartettes, instrumental

soloists,, etc. A chorus class has been formed, the purpose of which is to develop and in-

struct in musical lines. This class is open to all and free of charge. Various numbers
have been rendered in public by this chorus class. The music at the last commencemnet was
well worthy of mention, especially that prepared for the May Day exercises.

Miss
;

Davis realizes that music, as an accomplishment, has a foremost rank among the

arts. It is an essential, an integral part of the school. Some of the students take music
only as a part of a liberal education in connection with other normal, scientific, or academic
work. There are others who are preparing themselves especially to teach music, and here

they have opportunity to master the technique. The object of the department has been the

foundation and diffusion of a high and thorough musical education. It has about reached

the limit of its growth in its present quarters, but it is especially gratifying to know that the

long needed Music Hall now seems nearer realization than ever before. The Piano Depart-

ment is of primary importance to the school. In order to succeed in this art one must b° prop-

erly instructed. The idea that anyone who understands music can teach it, is false. The in-

structor should be a performer and student himself. Those who desire can take instrumen-

tal music in connection with their regular school work. This can be done, too, without de-

tracting much from the regular studies. Progressive work along- educational lines is appre-

ciated. Rudiments of music, studies in melody, rhythm, elementary harmony, and the under-

lying principles of touch and technique, are selected from classical and leading composers.

The aim of the Voice Department has been to build up the voice, beginning with the

simplest forms of pure tone production and proceeding systematically to advanced vocaliza-

tion. Perfect breath control, relaxation, and correct tone placing are the cardinal points in

voice culture, and these are carefully and rigidly insisted upon. Phrasing, enunciation, and
resonance are also given important consideration in the course.
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"Coyote Chorus"
Director: Miss Nettie Beth Davis

Example of some Test ( ?) Papers and their contents:

A Staff—The bed in which rests and reposes the family of "Notes." It is made up of five

hardly pressed lines between four lean and ill-fed spaces, This lied is enlarged either

at the head or foot end by tacking on more bed rails abbreviated in length. Absolutely

necessary to lean upon, for upon it depends the learner's satisfaction.

A Rest—Something which is composed of nothing and which, when applied in music, suggests

nothing. These things known as rests are the most popular of all parts of music, for

one can see them in all corner groceries, livery stables, public parks and boulevards. If

made too much use of at once, it results in breaking up the peace in which they occur.

A Sharp—This almost human being, (often embodied in the life of a mortal) is the "some-
thing" which causes the anger or peacefulness of the person sharped, to rise one half de-

gree higher than it was prior to its being sharped. If abused, it is likely to resent the

insult and become balky as a Missouri mule. It is to music what salt is to food.

A kdat—The wife of the second brother of Mr. Sharp, on the other side of the house, how-
ever. Its chief mission in the Art of Mu ic is to cause a susceptible person to drop one-

half tone in spirit. In sound it listens much like a person, who has been run over by a

3600 Stanley Steamer, appears.

A Swell—This is the stuff called "Pride" found in the Corpus, which when it gets to working
is likely to make the object of its efforts appear like a yeast cake's endeavors in a loaf of

bread. There are several varieties, one being the 2 measure swell, resembling what is

commonly called the "Swelled Head." which condition enables one to scratch the sides of

his head with the fingers 3 inches away.

A Clef—Sometimes confused with a rock or cliff and again with the hole in the rock, known
as a cleft. It is. in reality, the thermometer of the letters used on the staff. They often

occur in prisons and penitentiaries, the only difference being that the lines forming the

clef extend np and clown instead of over and back, and that the music as sung in accor-

dance with this kind of orison clef is rather out of harmony, often harsh and grating; on
sensitive nerves and feelings.

Intervals—Intervals are the difference between the sounds as issuing from Willie's room aft-

er a day of threatening and father's arrival, and the audible air waves as heard from
the room where Willie's oldest sister is in close communion with her beau. These dif-

ferences are called the variation in pitch, but often the pitch does not come until 12 p. m..

after sister's beau has made considerable noise in the parlor in his endeavor to keep out of

the same sofa in which sister is sitting. A second specie of "intervals" is the kind that

elapses between the periods of strenuous labor of industrious (?) men. Occasionally
these intervals are so enormous that they exceed the tones themselves, when they are call-

ed by a different name, viz : intervals of loafing.

Music—ddie art of conglomerating three or twelve notes with one breath so that the resulting

harmony will taste good to the fines with an undeveloped ear.

Dynamics—Treats of the lower classes and the upper 400. The volume of noise one can
make and still not explode.

Pianissimo—Singing or howling, playing or drumming, humming or gesticulating, all very
gently. This is the manner of venting fury by the righteous person. Rather than say
what is meant, things are thought and not marketed audibly.

A Note—Is a straight line brutally maltreated and warped until it is the bounding line fence
of either a large tract of space or a solid daub of ink, dependant upon whether this specie

of note is to be held in the larynx and month until someone has counted 4, 6 or S numbers.
It is surrounded on all sides by noise, discord, and annoyance.
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An Eigth Note—One of the smallest children of the Note family, but not capable of inheriting"

its parents' property until it drops its stem. This variety of "space occupation" is tbe

variety which is scarcely visible from a fast train.

A Thirty-second Note—The next to the smallest piece of voice culture. This wee child is the

next to the fastest creature in the curriculum, save the "one-hundred and sixty fourth"

member of the famous "Note" family group, and was made for people who travel on the

Twentieth Century Limited and other 60 and 65 mile per hour trains.

Name. Voice. Preferred Cord. Favorite Pastime.

Holt, Nellie Alto Ac-cord

Triple

Reveling in Latin,

Walter, Rosina Soprano Being nice to everybody.

Drum, Simon B. Basso Profundo Popular Presiding over legislatures.

Asbridge, Vera Lacking Dis-cord Merrily whiling away the time.

Haskin, Helen Re-cord Rooting at basketball games.

Warme, Olga Alto Cord-ate Perambulating, with or without.

Merrill, Georgia Soprano Cord-iality Sympathizing with the hero

Connelly, Lenoir Soprano Cord-age Automobiling.

Avent, Maude do Common Just being good.

Morse, Lucy Soprano Triad Pounding the typewriter.

Merrill, Margaret ? Harmonic Smiling sweetly.

Avent, Agnes Same as Rosina Tonic (Sherry) Argumentation.

Burlison, Thelma Soprano Super-tonic Wearing out sole-leather on the Poly Rail-
road track.

Jackson, Gladys Audi Sopran Dominant Campustry.

i
)'( 'onuell, Catherine Wir weiszen nicht Sub-dominant Talking.

Simonson, Elsa Alto Super-dominant Recovering from periods of discourage-
ment

Guilbault, Lex Never heard Speaking Procrastination.

Carpenter, Clara Wieder Sopran Sub-tonic Attending to her own business.

Eklund, Arthur Eclipsed Lost Keeping books for Burlison and Com-
pany.

Guiler, Homer Weatherspoon
variety

Restful Building air castles.

Sherry C. B. Growling baritone Contentment Fussing.

Thompson, Ralph Alright 7-9-16 Playing the flute.

Slayton, Ernest Earnest Sub-mediant Acting Jonathan.

When you cannot make ends meet, fill up the gap by standing in it yourself.

The Freshman says "WHY?" ; the Sophomore says "HOW?"; the Junior says

"WHERE?"; the Senior says "WHAT?"; the Post Grad. says "WHEN ?"—Then LIFE
says "GET UT."

Coroner Oliver's Verdict—Inquest over man found dead in room hanged to bedpost by
suspenders

—
"Deceased came to his death by coming home full and mistaking himself for his

pants."

Slayton writes to newspaper information bureau and says : "What think you is the mat-

ter with my hens? Every morning when I go to feed them, I find that two or four have

keeled over to rise no more. Printed answer of the editor : "We are afraid, sir, that your
hens are dead."

Dr. Eaton, M. D.—Had a few odd patients this morning.

Mr. Kline—Why? Who were they?

Dr. Eaton—One was a bee keeper with the hives and the other was a grass widow with

the hay fever.
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"The Advent of Inspiration"

You who read this to learn about me will wonder what I, who am named Inspiration,

am. "Webster defines me as "inhalation," and then states that inhalation is a "breathing into."

After you learn a little more about me, you may conclude that I am something "breathed into,

as well as "breathing into." Idiat "into" is the human body, the fleshy frame which harbors

the soul, the eternal part of Man. I have the capacity to depart as quickly as the SOME-
THING known as the "spirit," if crushed out by the superabundant presence of things re-

gardless of me, and adverse to my propagation.

To suggest to you, reader, whence I came, to be present in the earth, I shall relate a few

incidents attendant upon my career.

In the ages of long, long ago, a being of humanity existed in the form of a Man. The
life of that Man depended upon "respiration." (Right here I would now have you note the

similarity between this dependency and myself). But. continuing—this Man was circum-

scribed by a fixed boundary, was subject to the influence of the prevalent conditions and cir-

cumstances within that boundary. A great and potent influence was the one exercised by the

help-meet of this Man. A good and obedient Man at first, he was finally led to become ac-

quainted with that overcoming temptation as existent in the tongue of his help-meet, abetted

by the presence within these prescribed limits, of a fruit known as the Apple. Beguiled into ac-

tion by the serpentine speech of this helpmeet, the Man took of the fruit called Apple, although

it was forbidden fruit. Now having tasted of the "cursed fruit," our Man makes a discov-

ery which leads him to seek cover for his now revealed nakedness. Conscious of the guilt

incident to this trespass, concealment from the face of Him under whose world he was liv-

ing, and whose will has been ignored is attempted. Sought out and found by the author

of the prohibition, and now the author of the curse, the Man is doomed, by his own disobedi-

ence, to earn his bread henceforth in the sweat of his brow. Driven from his former place

of abode, and the Almighty decree having been made, something was necessary to be ex-

tended to the Man to .make it possible for him to outlive the decree and not grow weary
with the newly acquired burden.

At this state it was that I was incepted into the zone of the Mortal's life. All

around him I was found—in the earth, in the Sun, in the air, everywhere—and it only lay with

him to accept me as a sharer of his burden, whether of guilt or conviction of duty.

All through the years since that time my abode has been on earth, everywhere where
Man might be found. Through the revived earth in its cycle back to those seasons called

the spring and summer, I aid Man in the lightening of his task. In the sun, which so

far removed from the Earth, warms it and outshines all other reflective bodies ; in the

rain which revives and freshens that which is thirsty ; in the stars which shine so brightly

and suggest to man the infinitude back of them as well as the "I Am" of the world's history

;

in the historical rainbow ever recurring to remind man that the world shall not again be en-

tirely destroyed by water nor flood : in the blade of grass, the green leaf, the busy ant, the

beautiful multi-colored butterfly; in all these things am I to be found; and in them it is that

Man as he learns of them and considers them, finds me—Inspiration.

In the course of mv travels in the Earth, I saw two men in sore need of me. I crossed

their path and lingered for an invitation to be a large part of their career and success. T

saw that these two men were convicted of a noble and far-reaching purpose—that of provid-
ing a safe and sound educational home for the neglected boys and girls of the °-reat Northwest.
My vigil outside the partially opened door was brief, for upon being invited in, I immediately
entered and made within a permanent dwelling. Now inside these doors, I accompanied
these men in their journeys throughout the length and breadth of the land, until they settled

on their quarters near the city of Billings, Mont., on a farm all the future school's property.

(Concluded on Page 40)
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Music Club

It came. It came in the same manner that all other good thing's have come—as the re-

sult of embodying in action the yet unapplied thought This thought or inspiration, for in-

spiration it surely was, led to the inception of the Polytechnic Music Club on Sept. 15. 1
CM2,

in the Institute. "In division there is weakness, lint in unity, strength," holds a truth which

the students of the Poly appropriated in the form o! organization when the Club was horn.

The organizers saw talent. Literary and Musical, which needed concentration instead of seg-

regation, and in satisfying this need created by the presence of this varied ability it was, that

the initial steps for organized effort to develop and entertain, were taken on the above men-
tioned date. The purpose of organization was to develop the musical talent of the Club merii-

bers and to promote the general musical interest of the school. Entertainments were to be

had at least once each month. The extent to which this incorporated obligation has been met.

is attested by the number of successful programs which have been rendered by Club talent,

as well as by the tripled interest and improvement of the members. 'The standard of its en-

tertainments, the general satisfaction resulting, and in short, the large need supplied by the

P. M. C, evidences the wisdom and expediency of its inception into the school life at the

Poly. As the rivulet has its birth in the melting snows of the capped mountain peaks, and.

first small hut gradually growing into a more important factor, secures fresh power as it ad-

vances, thus guaranteeing a longer lease of life to itself as well as the verdure of the land

through which it passes, until it finally reaches the broad plains where it waters the needy
land in its ''Good Shepherd" mission : so the infant Club had a small beginning, but, being fed

by the increasing membership, it gradually grew until it has performed its "Good Samaritan"
mission, just as truly as does the river on itsjourhey through the plains.

The charter membership, which consisted of the following: Misses Helen Haskin.
Rosina Walter, Beth Davis, Helen Packard, and Mrs. T„ T. Eaton, and Messrs. C.'C. Holt.

R. C. King, E. H. Lukinbill, E. H. Kleinert, H. C. Guiler, C. P.. Sherry, Pres. L. T. Eaton,
Philip Willis, elected as cabinet members of the first semester, the following:

President E. H. Kleinert

Vice President Miss Nettie Beth Davis
Secretary : :....E. PI. Lukenbill

Treasurer Miss Helen Haskin
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Under this administration and during the first semester, there were six different pro-

grams rendered, one under the general auspices of the Club, viz : "The Povertie Konsert,"

which was a grand success financially as well as in every other way. Much credit is due to

the President, Mr. Kleinert. All the officers, as well as the individual members, deserve

credit for their ready aid and free services.

During the second semester, much progress has been made under the able management
of the President, Mr. Roy C. King, and in the latter part of the semester, under the man-
agement of the Vice President, Miss Nettie Beth Davis. As instrumental in the furthering

of the Musical art and the creation of musical interest, no other organization in the Institute

played so important a part. Deserving special mention were the programs enjoyed by mem-
bers of the Club only, for in these, as well as in their public programs, things musical, wheth-

er vocal or instrumental, were discussed, and much benefit accrued as a result of their consid-

eration.

The officers of the second semester were as follows :

President Mr. Roy C. King
Vice President Miss Nettie Beth Davis

Secretary Mr. E. H. Lukenbill

Treasurer Miss Rosina Walter
The Club's funds were handled in such a manner that the various members always knew

just what was being done with the money or moneys collected. A twenty-five cent admission

fee was charged, and a ten cent monthly due thereafter. With this organization as with every

other one of the Polytechnic State, things were done in a strictly business-like way, and in

pursuance with the cusom or plan of expenditure in the larger corporations or firms, the

treasurer drew an order for the necessary funds to be expended, which order always bore

the O. K. of the secretary before it was valid, thus serving as a double record.

Every organization has its small beginning, and although the P. M. C. has had its mi-

nute beginning, we see for it a bright future—a whole world of opportunity, not confined to

the Institute, but a great field of usefulness and help in the neighborhood into which its mu-
sical organizations or representatives may go and render programs which shall be to the Poly-

technic a lasting credit.

The present membership of the Club is as follows: Mr. L. T. Eaton, Mrs. Mary John-
son Eaton. Miss Helen Packard. Miss Nettie Beth Davis, Miss Helen Haskin, Miss Rosina
Walter. Miss Nellie Holt. Miss Lucy Morse, Mrs. R. C. King, Mr. R. C. King, Mr. E. H.
Lukenbill, Mr. Clarence Holt, Mr. Homer Guiler. Mr. E. H. Kleinert, Mr. Philip Willis, Mr.
Harlan Thompson, Mr. Ralph Thompson, Mr. S. B. Drum, Mr. Lilburn Wallace. Miss
Lenoir Connelly.

Notable among its programs was the "Evening With the Orchestra,"—an evening's per-

formance which reflected much credit upon the participants and the Club to which they be-

longed. E. H.L.

Mr. Eaton: "Write out all the odd sentences of that business letter." (Meaning 1,

3, 5, etc.)

Miss L. G. : "I don't know which of the sentences are the queerest."

The History Class has promised some fine displays of oratory (?) after the final

exams. We are looking forward to them with eagerness

Miss Packard in English: "Some of you will be exempt from finals on account of
punctuation—er—er—I mean punctuality."

Lampman after being away at school for sometime returns and tries to amuse himself by
quizzing an old farmer about his bald head, but was rather squelched by the old man who re-

marked : "Orr. when my head gets as soft as yours I shall raise hair to sell."
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Name A-g-e Nurtured Tune. Avocation What Shall Be.

Prof. L. T. Eaton J-ielpful Lord, How They In-

crease That Trouble
me.

Acting the Good The Light of the Northwest.
Shepherd

Mrs. Laura King No record

Spoon Age

The King's Business

Sweet Ora, Dear Ora
Not Known The reigning Queen.

Lucy Morse Photography

Indiscriminate

Mistress of a Montana
Ranch.

Clarence Holt Responsible Down by the Dear Rosy
Wa(l)ter

I'll See You Tonight
at 8

Lawyer.

K. II. Kleinert Enticing Age Lady Fussing Leader of the Damroch Or-
chestra.

S. B. Drum 10 Summers, b

MOONS
Come Back to Me,
Sweetheart.

Hang Out Your Front
Door Key

Blushing The Bear of Wall Street.

C. B. Sherry Elizabethan Playing the game A "Prof."

Lilburn Wallace Not known Absence Makes the

Heart Grow
Happy Is the Miller

Boy

Minnesota

Coming and going Superlative Ranch Owner.

Roy C. King Passed the vot-

ing age

Nineteen Sum-
mers and One
Sleigh-ride

No record

Attending the
Queen

President of a College.

N. B. Davis Just playing, then
playing some
more,

Directoress of a leading mu-
sic department in a prom-
inent city.

Phillip Willis We're From the Poly,

etc.

'Do You Agree?"

Trying something
new
Sending students
for lunch

Auto Salesman
of Western Territory

E. H. Lukenbill 23—Skidoo

Not7 sure

7

Mrs. L. T. Easton Mr. Eaton, When Will
You Be Home?

Acting the good
Samaritan

A shining light of the
Northwest.

Nellie Holt 1 >otage Down By the Old
Homestead

Leaving Doors
Open

A home in the Golden West.

Harlan Thompson Lost count When Is Orchestra
Practice?

Buying musical
instruments

Clarionet soloist of Thomas'
Chic. Orchestra.

Ralph Thompson Spooning My Village Queen Climing Through
windows

A 2d Jno. Wanamaker.

Helen Packard Youngish I'll Meet You Tonight
in Dreamland

Eating Lunches A Dep't. Head in the Iowa
University.

Homer Guiler Sailing Sweet Lenoir Strolling up and
down the Poly R.

R. tracks

Famous.

Rosina Walter Silent Speak to Me Only with
Thine Eyes

Smiling A teacher of note in the
Treas. State.

"THE ADVENT OF INSPIRATION."
(Continued from Page 37)

Thus it is that I have been one of the factors of the Polytechnic school life. I came to

the Institute in the dawn of its life and have not departed thence since, for the toilers on the

Poly soil have received me into their school, social, and religious life, and there do I live and
grow. The open hearted reception of little "me," who am named "Inspiration," has lead to

the success of the Billings Polytechnic Institute, just as my reception has led other organi-

zations, schools, societies and indivduals, to attain the high and noble things of a human exis-

tence.

Forever am I to be found in the conditions aforementioned, as well as in many other posi-

tions, and shall ever there remain, willing to enter the heart and life of man at his call.

In parting from your sight, dear reader, I might explain that there may be others of my
direct kin, known also as the "Inspiration" family, who were born into the world under differ-

ent conditions, and who exist in other forms, but if such is the case, I know not of it, and have
not met any of the clan. Even you, who peruse these lines, are capable of inheriting my
benefits, only seek me and you shall find me an unfailing supply for vour needs.
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"When the saints come marching" in."

Prof. L. T. Eaton* "Blest he the tie that hinds."

Prof. Kline "Why not now?"
Prof. King ». "Come ye to the marriage feast."

Prof. Lnkenbill "I'm but a stranger here."

Prof. Dver '. "All hail the power."

Prof. E. T. Eaton "Help somebody today."

Miss Packard "At Twilight."

Miss Davis "Majestic sweetness sits enthroned."

Mrs. Eaton "There's sunshine in my soul."

Miss Johnson "Confidence."

*Sherry, Miss Agnes Avent "When we asunder part, it gives us inward pain."

Miss Jackson and Miss Guilbault "How great thy name
!"

Dollman "One thing Needful
. '

'

The Faculty "My times are in thy hands."

Ind. Order of House-wreckers "Will there be any stars in my crown?"

Noble Band of Mormons "Gather them in, for there yet is room."

Young "The same old way."

Slayton "Softly and tenderly."

Armstrong and Pepworth "There is a friend for little children."

Miss Morton "A charge to keep I have."

Guiler. White "Revive us again."

K. Lewis "Sweetheart, if you talk in your sleep."

Miss Hosner "Homeward bound".

F. Lewis "Readin' and Writin' and 'Rithmetic."

Miss Holt "Where is he now?"
Asbridge "Praise Waits for thee."

R. Eklund "Thy word is a lamp."

Murray "When all my troubles and trials are o'er."

Miss Walter "Love divine."

Mauser "Forever here my rest shall be."

Swallow "Fill up my pipe and fill up my bowl."

Hanley "Father, lead thy little child."

Miss Haskin "O 'tis a great change for me."

Harrison "Somebody knows."
Pickle "Singing all the time."

West "I love to tell the story."

A. Eklund "How welcome was the call."

Johnson "Pain's furnace heat within me quivers."

Miss G. Merrill "Merrilly we roll along."

Sweetzer "Angel of Peace."

Setzer ,. "Hold the fort."

Miss O'Connell "How pleasant, how divinely fair
!"

Miss M. Avent "Beautiful Isle."

Hunter "I am the merry milkmaid."
Alden Avent "Silently the water flows."

Harold Baker "Watchman, tell us of the night."

Hugh Baker "Shall I ever campused be ?"

Miss Margaret Merrill "As a volunteer."
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J. Cook "Come, ye disconsolate.

Betor "I will not forget thee.

Fly-by-night Club "Who are those arrayed in white?

Editors "And are we yet alive?

Miss Mamie Merrill "Sweet and low.

Philhrick "Fill me now.

Mndd. Willis "We are climbing up the kitchen stairs.

H. Thompson "Blow ve the trumpet, bl< >w.

U. Thompson "I was a wandering.

K leinert ,
"

1 1 1 >w can I leave thee !

Hulbush "How firm a foundation.

Lovell "Let the 1< >wer lights he burning.

!N I iss C< mnelly.... ". "T L< >ve Him.
Miss Barbour '. "The light of I lis wonderful love.

Hart "(live me thy heart, dear brother.

Shupak , _ "( rive me s< ime w< >rk t< > d< >.

Burt "( hie little hour for watching.

Deronde "What did he do ?

Lynch "Crown him with many crowns.

Wallace "Satisfied.

T*Erb "Every day I need thee more.

Holt i "Oh, for a thousand tongues to sing.

Melby "Good night, ladies.

Miss Morse "T love to steal a while away.

Miss Huff , "Grace divine lias done it all.

Stocker : :.... ,
•. "When Gabriel sounds his trumpet.

Drum "His love is far better than gold.

Miss Graham "Be a Lamp unto my feet.

Phillips "Lead me gently home, father.

MeMorris "Rock of Ages.

Miss Burl i son "Pressing along the narrow way.

Park "In the shadi iw shall I rest.

Mullowney "Now the day is o'er.

Miss Wittrock "Some sweet morn.

O'Donnell "Jesus, Savior, pilot me.

Lampman _ "Flow on, sweet Red Man.

Miss Ryan "Sweet Rose o' the prairie.

Miss Eiker "Comin' thru the rye.

Thurston "Day is dying' in the West.
Miss Baker "Guide me, O Thou great Jehovah.

Miss Simonson "Fade, Fade, each earthly joy.

Miss O'Donnell "You may count on me.

Oliver "Give us this day our daily bread.

Pioneer Society "I'm Pressing on Toward Higher Ground.
Eagle Literary Society "Sing Your Lofty Anthems, Sing.

'Hie "Poly Board" " 'Tis Done, the Great Transaction's Done.
*—Repeated daily by request.

Kleinert at the Meat Market: "Do you mean to say that this is lamb?" Butcher:

"Certainly, sir." Kleinert: "Maybe it was a lamb, but you and I were lambs about the

same time."

The crow is not so bad a bird after all. Tt never shows the white feather or complains

without caws.
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This organization is the result of the combination of a dozen boys in the Institute who
were anxious and willing to learn more about music and to develop their own individual

and united powers of singing. Reorganized during the early portion of the First Semester,

the Club did considerable practice under the direction of Mr. Roy C. King, who at present

writing is still the leader. With Mr. King as Director, and Mr. Lukenbill as chairman of

the Vocal Music Committee as appointed under the auspices of the Music Club, (a part of

which organization the Glee Club is) some commendable work was accomplished during the

year. Club renditions have been given at different meetings and on various programs of the

school period.

Entering the work with spirit, imbued with the fact that in order to attain any de-

gree of perfection, extensive concentration of effort must be made, anxious to sing and zealous

to excel, the individual membership of this body tried to improve their musical advantages.

The membership consists of the following:

First Tenors

—

Second Tenors

—

Clarence Holt, Lilburn Wallace,

James Pease, Roman Erb,
S
") |C^

Harry Pepworth, E. H. Lukenbill.

Roy C. King.

First Bassos

—

Second Bassos

—

C. B. Sherry, Ralph Thompson,
Philip Willis, Simon B. Drum.
Ralph Setzer. . Homer Guiler.

With the increased advantages of the year 1914, much may be looked for from this or-

ganization, for then practice will be held oftener, at stated intervals, under direct supervision
of the director. With the territory surrounding Billings longing for good music, and with in-

creased possibilities in more material, much may be accomplished of value and of praise-

worthy character, to meet a need of the Yellowstone Valley. Adieu to the Glee of 1913, and
Welcome to the Glee of 1914.

PARADOX PROVERBS.
Everything comes to him who waits.

He who would find must seek.

PARADOX PROVERBS.
A rolling stone gathers no moss.

Push on. keep moving.

Many hands make light work.

Too many cooks spoil the broth.

Out of sight, out of mind.

Absence makes the heart stow fonder.

Be sure you are right, then go ahead

Nothing venture nothing have.

As ye sow, so shall ye reap.

The seed ye sow, another reaps.

Birds of a feather flock together.

Two birds of prey do not keep each other com-
pany.

The end justifies the means.
Never do evil that good may come of it.

Mrs. Eiker to Mary: "Mary, some one has taken a big piece of ginger cake out of the

pantry." Mary blushes guiltily. "Oh, Mary." says mother, "I didn't think it was in you."
"It ain't all," replied Mary, "part of it's in Lottie."

It is better to have loved a short girl than never to have loved a tall.
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Polytechnic Concert Club

CONCERT CLUB OF THE POLYTECHNIC

POLYTECHNIC CONCERT CLUB PROGRAM.
Jan. 9, 1913.

PART 1.

Piano Duet "Norma" — Overture — Bellini

Miss Davis and Miss Packard.

Violin Solo Gypsy Airs — Nachez
Mr. E. H. Kleinert.

Vocal Solo The Temple Bells

Miss Helen Packard.

Piano Solo Le Papillon (The Butterfly)—Lavalee

Miss Beth Davis.

Reading "The Peculiar Neighbor"
Mr. E. H. Lukenhill.

Violin Solo "Spanish Dance"—Rehfeld

Mr. E. H. Kleinert.

PART TI.

Piano Solo "Nocturne" — Op. 9 — Chopin
Miss Beth Davis.

Violin Solo (a) Kuiawiak—Wieniawskv (b) Russian Airs

Mr. E. H. Kleinert.

Vocal Solo : "O Heart of Mine"—Tod B. Galloway
Miss Helen Packard.

Reading "Modern Education"
Mr. E. H. Lukenhill.

"When Spring Climbs O'er the Mountains—Vocal Duet Heiser

Miss Davis and Miss Packard.

Violin Solo (a) Berceuse—Renard (b) Slavonic Cradle Song-

Mr. E. H. Kleinert.
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The Quartet! Only four of our number, but a very interesting, pleasing troup when they

exercise their vocal abilities. They are called upon to assist in almost every program both lit-

erary and musical. Every one expects something, they know not what, when our four step

out to display their talent, and SOMETHING is what they usually get. Sometimes it is

soft and heartrending, and by looking around a bit a visitor might notice the long, sad, des-

pondent look upon the faces of the listeners, and then the mist suddenly rises, and the long

look gradually draws up and spreads in the opposite direction, finally exploding and sending

forth peals of genuine joy. Such ,
j the power of these four.

Their fame has extended slightly beyond our school boundaries, for on one occasion they

were called to Broadview to assist in a religious meeting. Several other invitations have

been received, asking that they sing in various surrounding towns, but so far they have ac-

cepted none on account of there being so many other things to occupy their time. Furthermore,

they have not been allowed to practice sufficiently to appear before the public away from
home. At the present time they are working on several popular songs, as well as hymns, and
will be in excellent condition to take part in future programs, especially in the Commence-
ment Exercises.

Several things have prevented active work among the literary societies this year, but

we all feel that the musical department has filled the vacancy thoroughly, the quartet not be-

ing a back number.

We have had a similar aggregation each year, but none previous has done so much to as-

sist in home programs. The personnel is expected back next year, and much is looked for

in exemplifying the training and musical development received at the Poly. C. C. H.

MALE QUARTET.
Left to Right—HOMER GUILER, First Bass; PHILIP WILLIS, Second

Bass; C. C. HOLT, First Tenor; L. J. WALLACE, Second Tenor.

Willis motoring through the outlying districts comes upon an old darky from whom he

inquires whether the darky's neighbor keeps chickens. The colored gentleman answers that

"he keeps as many as he kin."

Miss Barbour is asked by Miss Connelly if she had been to the play in the Babcock last

Tuesday, and the following reply is forthcoming: "I didn't went; I didn't want to went,

and if I had wanted to went I couldn't have gotten to gwine."
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Mixed Quartet

MIXED QUARTET.'

Left to right: E. H. Lukinbill, Miss Helen Packard, Miss Nellie Holt,

S. B. Drum.

The personnel of the Mixed Quartet is as follows:

Soprano Miss Helen Packard

Alto : :
•

::..: Miss Nellie Holt

Tenor Mr. E. H. Lukenbill

Bass Mr. Simon Drum
Accompanists Miss Nettie Beth Davis and Miss Helen Haskin

As an organization willing and ready at any time and all times to respond to the call of

service, this group has proven its usefulness in the school life. Many times has the Sunday
morning church service been inspired by the music rendered by this choir. If, as is so often

contended, a church service without the proper musical spirit, is dead, or at least not at its

best, then by means of the Mixed Quartet has this contention been avoided. The members
formed the trio of soloists, in connection with Mr. Drum and Miss Connelly, who aided in

the rendition of the Easter music comprising "Hosanna," "God Over All," "Forever

Blest." and "The Risen Lord." AH are actively interested in the other musical events and
life of the Institute, such as the Chorus Class, the Choir work, etc. N. H.

Found in Melby's list of the Ten Best and Greatest Books
"The Government Will Git You If You Don't Watch Out."

"Homer's Translation of the Eyelids."

"Bre'r Rabbits," by Mr. Dumas.

"A Pair of Dice Mislaid."

Ralph to Harlan Thompson : "Harlan, why is a needle one of the most persistent of

forces?" Harlan: "Cannot tell." Ralph: "Because it always has an eye open for busi-

ness and invariably carries its point."
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Orchestra

Too much praise cannot be given the ef-

ficient leader of the Poly Orchestra, kn-

owing- to his untiring efforts it has been that

the organization was effected during the

year 1912. Mr. E. H. Kleinert, himself an
expert violinist, assumed charge of this in-

fant possibility and nurtured it into child-

hood and later into the borderland of ma-
turity, where the school now views it with
proud eye.

It required great courage to organize an
orchestra with one violin, one Mute, one
horn, and a piano. As a matter of habit,

each instrument had a manipulator in hu-
man form attached to it, and with many
screeches, growls, grunts, and other musi-
cal sounds, which would have penetrated
even the skull of a chimpanzee band leader,

they, the manipulators, made known that
they were to organize and form the Poly-
technic Orchestra.

I remember distinctly the first rehearsal.
It was a beautiful, soft, balmy evening; the
coquettish moon appeared in her most" allur-

ing form, and the orchestra! not only did its

soul begin to soar upwards, but it also be-
came the embodiment of sentimentalism.
Therefore a composition entitled "Sighs
and Sympathies" was chosen, and with
great determination the brave little band of
musicians began their task.

The violin began a plaintive melody

—

soft and melancholy, and so dreary was it that it sent a cold wave down one's spinal
cord; but now, losing patience and gaming courage, it began to soar upward with
angry sweeps on the fingerboard. Higher and higher it climbed, until nearly exhaust-
ed. Also, one of the manipulator's fingersbecame entangled with the too numerous
strings, and there it remained to the accompaniment of a sigh of relief from the au-
dience. At the violin's unfortunate—or fortunate retreat from active participation in the
audience. At the violin's unfortunate—or fortunate—retreat from active participation in the
evening's entertainment

( t) the charming flute and its attachment took up the melodv and
lo

!
it now changed into a sweet and enchanting shepherd's song of so pastoral a character

that one could almost see the green fields all about him, hear—now the bleating of the lambs
and again an angry bark from the shepherd's dog. which effect was produced by the horn'
probably, which, out ot patience with the restful music, joined in to produce ' that hW
startling effect. Ot course, the piano and its operator have been endeavoring all this time
to produce the proper setting for the pastoral scene. Up steep mountain sides down deep
canyons, over smooth valleys, across lonely deserts, and dreary prairies, and then to some
flowing river—flowing so rapithVthat it carried the audience away with it

The original Polytechnic Orchestra consisted of Mr. Home/ Guiler violin- Mr Philip
\\ ilhs, flute; Mr. Howard Armstrong, horn

; and Miss Helen Haskin, piano It was not the
most desirable combination ^instruments, but bravely they; the orchestra set Out by the

MR. KLEINERT
Head of Violin Department, Director of Orchestra
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intricate paths of the instruments, to discover the "Palace of Harmony," and to a certain

degree they have succeeded. Mr. Armstrong" retired after a few rehearsals, discouraged by

the fact that he could not fulfill his ambition—that of playing all the wind instruments

simultaneously. Later the orchestra was fortunate in adding to its membership Mr. Lilburn

Wallace, cornet, and Messrs. Harlan and Ralph Thompson, clarionet and flute, respectively.

A concert was given on the evening of November 9, 1912, and a sum of more than

thirty dollars was raised for the purpose of buying a set of drums and bells. Mr. Lukenbill

now presides over that department.

The foundation has been laid, and in the near future there will rise a grand tower of

light, which will send forth soft, singing rays of joy and sunshine. The foundation has been

laid, and out of the coarse gravel, mixed with sand and grit, there will rise the wonderful

structure of a symphony orchestra. From this foundation, we hope very soon to see the

Polytechnic Orchestra a great force in the development of musical taste and appreciation in

the great Northwest. Not only will its task be to infuse new life and new joy, give a little

more pleasure, bring a little more romance, develop a little more the imagination, but it will

strike a new hope into the souls of men ; a better understanding of the yearnings of 1

humanity; a clearer insight into the human mind; a greater love for fellow men; a better

heart and nobler thoughts. Such will be the task of the future Polytechnic Orchestra, which

sending forth its members to every city, town or village, shall diffuse that light which brings

with it a glimpse of the Great Infinite.

1

.

Queen of the North ,.... Overture

The Orchestra.

2. Nocturne F. Chopin

Miss Nettie Beth Davis.

3. Reading Selected

Miss Lucy Morse.

4. Apple Blossoms '.

: K. A. Roberts

The Orchestra.

5. Gypsy Dance T. Nachez

Mr. E. PT. Kleinert.

6. Reading— Knee Deep in June J. VV. Redly

Mr. Homer ( iuiler.

7. (a) Till I wake (b) The Temple Bells are Ringing Amy Woodford Finden

Miss Helen Packard.

8. La Paloma C. Gradier

Orchestra.

POLYTECHNIC ORCHESTRA
Left to right: E. H. Lukenbill, H. A. Armstrong, L. J. Wallace, Miss Helen Haskin,
Pianist; E. H. Kleinert, Director; Harlan Thompson, Ralph Thompson, Philip Willis.
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Officers.

First Semester.

President Rheta Morton

Officers.

Second Semester.

President Catherine O'Connell

Vice President Rosina Walter Vice President Gladys Jackson

Secretary Lexie Guilbault Secretary Agnes Avent

Treasurer Georgia Merrill Treasurer Nellie Holt

Critic Miss Johnson Critic Miss Packard

The first girls' organization formed in the Polytechnic was an open literary society

which the members very fittingly named the ''Alphas." It has had four years of growth and

has increased in numbers as well as along literary lines. Weekly meetings have given a

valuable training, in not only the literary, but also the social side of student life. Programs

are given at every weekly meeting, and several public programs are given each semester.

The work which is done at the private meetings is criticized by one of the faculty before be-

ing given on a public program.

One of the entertainments given this year was a Hallowe'en party. The hall was dec-

orated with witches and lanterns, the supper room was very ghostly—being lighted with can-

dles, and adorned with all sorts of goblins in fear-inspiring forms. Suitable games were ar-

ranged for after which was given a regular Hallowe'en supper when toasts and after dinner

speeches were given by the various Alphas.

Such programs and entertainments are very beneficial, and we sincerely hope the work
of the Alphas will become more and more interesting and beneficial in the future.

R. W.
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Alpha Roaster

•
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•ALPHA" LITERARY SOCIETY

Miss Catherine O'Connell—President Alpha Society, always as happy as-bridge(t) can be.

Commonly known as Kitty. Rosebnd-ing in Jnne.

Lenoir Connelly—Soprano soloist, musician. Choir member. Is sure no one can be-Guil'er.

Songster, favors large hats, small shoes, etc.

Lexie Guilbault—Shorthand reporter of various events. Desires a Cook who will mature

into a chef Or-a staff artist.

Elsa Simonson—Member of choir, chorus class, etc. Ardent basketball enthusiast. Cong ex-

pectant "Mumps 7 member.
Margaret Merrill—General harmonizer. Always pleasant. Basketball devotee.

Mamie Merrill—Also a basketball adept, always minding her own business and keeping cool.

"Still water flows deep."

Merrill, Georgia—General conversationalist. Fully prepared for the common emergencies of

even-day experiences.

Holt, Nellie—Member of Basketball Team. Tennis artist. A kind sister to the Cook. Promi-

nent in educational work, literary endeavor, etc.

Walter, Rosina—Part of basketball team, excitable nature at times. May queen by popular

election. Industrious, mild, and reserved in manner. Latin sharkess, overtumbles old

fashioned beliefs regarding the "can't get it" theory.

Graham, Celia—Sound student, prospective country school teacher. Girls may come and

girls may go, but Celia studies on forever.

Hosner, Irene
—

"Ich liebe meine Man, aber ach ! du kind." Always on the scene, industri-

ous, and careful of private matters. Wonder where found now. Come back, Irene, it's

a White act so to do.
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Helen Haskin— 1 want to be somebody's friend. All round musician of the Poly,—don't

know what the Poly would do without her. Most willing mortal under most trying cir-

cumstances. Success to yon, Helen.

Avent. Agnes—Chief of tbe Sherry division of soft drinks. Believes in entire consola-

tion and practices the theory. Amative and quiet, always a favorite in tilings in general.

Avent, Maude—Sister to Agnes. Alpha worker. Superlatively studious. Musk student

and interested all-round student. Delights in being near 'Erh&-Y

Morse, Lucy—Private Secretary to Educational Director, Reader, Sec. of State, Music Club

member. Chorus Class attache, perambulates much through Mudd and water, delights in

these Muddy strolls.

Morton, Rheta—Stenographer, office aid, general fun-maker of the girls' Dorm. Listed

from Rosebud. Mont., and in the eves of the Cook, she is in reality the Bud of the Rose.

Meritorious of consideration, advancement, and excellence. Ask Delia, she knows.

Jackson, Gladys—Always the same. "Smile, drat you, smile." Candidate for May Queen,

practice teacher, Thelma Burlison's guardian and aid-de-camp. "Where is Thelma?" I'm

sure she's near, for you are here. A friend sticketh closer than a brother. One new

thing a day—that is Gladys' motto. Even Eklund got the habit—one new thing a day.

Farewell, Jackson, and may the best of the best be yours. We wish you well, yea, bet-

ter—but that will still not suffice—we mean the "best." Hails from Lee, Montana.

Burlison, Thelma—Hypnotic subject of Miss Jackson. As dear to each other as David and

Jonathan—behold how they love each other. Straying in from Forsyth, the Institute

finds quite a human nature study in this specie. Even Philbrick considers the subject a

good one. Plays basketball for all there is in it—praise. Also a crack baseball player

and head anti-faculty rooter.

Willena Fluff—Lynch-ed, first week after anchoring in the Poly. Modest example. Hieing

in from Benchland, Mont., she promises to do some things in her line. Hard student and

close applicant.

Barbour, Atha—Stranger in a far land. Gladly accepted from Big Timber, and time spent

in preparation of work predicts success in her chosen work. Wishes of writers seem

to be for more duplicates of this product. Well wishes accompany thee, Atha.

Christian Endeavor Society

The students of the Polytechnic felt the need of the religious services and especiallv

of a meeting for themselves, that is, a young people's meeting.

In the fall of 1910, the young people met every Sunday evening in the chapel and

carried on a song service, but no definite work was done until in the early part of the

winter, when the desire for something more than that was so strong that a Christian

Endeavor Society was organized. Since that time, they have met every Sunday evening with

different ones chosen as leaders. A number of the members take part in the exercises and

some very original thoughts are given by them.

Wonderful improvement has been made this year by all who have taken part in these

weekly meetings. A great interest has been shown throughout the year, as the number of

regular attendants proves. L. M.
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Eagle Literary Society

The American Eagle Literary Society was originally organized (hiring the winter of

1900. The aim of the Society was then, and is now, the training of its members for public

programs, the development of its literary talent, and instruction in parliamentary drill. Dur-

ing- the first three years of its existence, the results attained attest the fulfilled obligation of

the society as assumed in its constitution. The year 1912 again witnessed its reorganization

during the month of October. At this time virtually all of the old members were present and

they voted in six new members whose applications had been before the society from the time

of the opening of school in September. Later the by-laws and constitution were revised, being

adopted by the assembly in their revised form.

The first public program of the society was rendered on Saturday, Dec. 7, 1912. There

were many things of a creditable nature resulted and gratification was felt over the aggres-

siveness of the old members and the aptitude shown by the new material, bespeaking for the

Eagles another successful year. During the year the membership increased gradually until it

totaled about thirty-two.

Under the auspices of the Eagles a male quartet was organized under the direction of Mr.

King. This vocal organization was in evidence in many events during the year, on one occa-

sion representing their future Alma Abater in foreign territory. The remarks of commenda-
tion heard on the occasion of their trip, as well as after their appearance, suggested the favor

with which they were received by their audiences. The personnel of the quartet is as follows:

First Tenor, C. C. Holt; Second Tenor, L. J. Wallace; First Basso, Philip Willis; Second

P>asso, Homer C. Guiler.

EAGLE LITERARY SOCIETY
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The Polytechnic Orchestra draws all save three of its members from the Eagles. The
onlv members of the orchestra not feathered in the Eagle aerie, are the pianist, who could not

be an Eagle because of the fact that all the girls are members of the girls' society only ; and

the other excepted members preferred to remain neutral as to society membership. It might

be interesting to note here than eight of the officers of the second semester's Student Govern-

ment fostered the shrill cry of the American Eagle.

In the sphere of athletics, the high flying Eagle again becomes conspicuous. Of three

hotly contested basketball games between the fives of the Pioneer and the Eagle Societies, our

society carried off the scalp of the roving Pioneers twice. On the diamond the future of the

two male societies is still in the balance, for the early publication of the "Poly" precludes the

possibility of inserting the outcome of the baseball contest between these friendly rivals. Con-
cluding on the material as seen in their workouts, we feel sure that the American Eagle will

still be able to fly aloft with his tail feathers intact and his beak untarnished.

One benefit which has accrued to both the Literary societies as a result of their kindly

and unblemished rivalry, has been the development of the watchword "clean sports." Both
organizations realize the relative importance of this requisite if they would represent their

school with credit, and through all matches of skill or strength, have lived out their convic-

tions.

In closing, if our gentle readers will condescend to accept our statements in the spirit

and motive in which given, we would prophecy a greater and more glorious future for the A.

E's. in 1913 and 1914, than has ever been attained in the past. Long live the Eagles, old and

new. and for Iter antagonists she wishes the crown of success and prosperity in their endeav-

ors. When this success is sought at our expense on the gridiron, diamond, or basketball

floor, then we wish for ourselves just a slight excess of success— just to nose out in the lead.

I —L. J. W.

Guiler, Homer—"Curly"; track man; sub-basketball; easy in movement^; deliberate in ac-

tion ; the generally quiet boy from Laurel.

Lewis, Fred—Just plain Fred; amiable in carriage and bearing; has won the admiration of

Clara, (Mont.) ; high jumper, and "all the time happy boy."

Asbridge, Vern—"Ashy"; crack basketball player; son of a State senator; interested Literary

Society man; member of Legislature from District No. 2 ; lover of law and good fellow-

ship.

Eklund. Arthur
—"Ek" ; lover of baseball; mathematical and accounting shark; ex-asst. bank

cashier; rather interested in Burli-sons.

Eklund, Richard—Brother to Arthur; bright student; guiltless and guileless sort of an indi-

vidual ; always willing to learn, and always learning.

Murray, Oscar—"Fat" : the Poly heavy-weight: kind, and disposed to make others so, he gets

along O. K. ; admirer of Bert; the protege of the Poly, for he is bereft of the immediate
presence of his parents.

Hanley, Harry—Extemporaneous debater of the Eagles; expert cartoonist of Poly Annual;
steady student; subject to fits of blues.

Harrison, Geo.— -"Harris" ; comparative stranger in the Polytechnic State; great friend of to-

bacco, nevertheless a scholar of excellence and an algebraical wizard.

Pickle, Geo.—The Powell, Wyoming, boy; "Pick" by name, but never sour; one of Poly's

right hand men; great literary worker ami dependable, all-round boy; ambitious basket-
ball player : legislator.

Cook, John—Homesick boy—at first, now delighted ! and about determined to remain with

the Poly ; marvelous commercial book worm.
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Thompson, Ralph— "Tommie" ; flutist; hearty eater, great on egg- feeds, nut superlatively

fond of Palestine products; does not prefer to be called a liar when he is not; sometimes

perambulates in rather a primitive manner before the boys' East bungalow.
Thompson, Harlan—Another "Tommie"; brother to Ralph; humane to all; a future Thomas

Orchestra product; the man from Park City.

Hulbush. Walter
—

"Bush"; cartoonist; ex-mail driver; delights in saying "Gid Ah" to Bir-

die; the long of it; delights in coming and going.

Lovell, Russell
—

"Lovely"; Mullowney's hoodoo; always wrestling and bothering "Thorn";

some sprinter; chews gum 'casionally; Wibaux,
Hart, Leo— "Hart}'" ; chief "anti-purifier" of the hall-room atmosphere; "O you pipe, etc.";

xAlso from Elso ; father's chauffeur.

Slayton, Ernest
—

"Slayton" ; basketball, baseball, and sort of a football fiend; excells in first

two; May King;'never g'uilty oi speaking when no occasion demands; destined to great

things ; Lavina, Mont.

Lynch, Wallace—Late coming in, but here to stay ; songster; crack basketball and baseball

player; student twirler against faculty; from Lavina, also; Slayton's guardian; legislator

District No. 1.

Stocker, Randolph—"Dolphie" ; Eagle orator; track man; state's attorney, second semester;

the boy with the hearty laugh ; substitute caller ; g 1 humored and agreeable; former

Virginian.

Wallace, Lilburn— -"Wallie" ; captain basketball; baseball enthusiast; songster in Male Quar-
tette; chief justice. 2d semester; cornetist ; ask the overseer of the girls about the rest.

Drum, S. B.
—

"Cy" ; expert solicitor; solicitor for "Poly" advertising; father's head chauf-

feur; vocalist;' marshal] and lieutenant governor, first and second semesters, respectively;

shot and hammer man.

Phillips, John— "John" ; Bert's overseer; from Mac's City, Park; Mac's ward; interested ag-

riculturist and poultry fancier.

McMorris—"Mac"; star slab artist of the Polv baseball nine; football man; chief engineer;

head electrician and plumber; indispensable to the institute; sometimes "chaws" a lit-

tle ( ? )'

Thurston, Lester
—

"Slim"; mail driver of Poly; never known to be late ( ?) ; "Anything you
want from town ?"; chief occupation "pleasing the ladies" and talking with the dining

room mistress.

Holt, Clarence
—

"Governor"; chief executive of Poly State first semester; judge second sem-

ester; baseball, football, basketball and society adherent: the first tenor of Male Quar-
tette ; always on the job.

Pease, James
—

"Gone but not forgotten"; the Indian boy from Crow Agency, erstwhile from

the California Indian school; football; alert and ready ever.

HOW IT IS SAID.
"How do you do?" That is English and American.

"How do you find yourself?" That's French and German.
"How do you stand ?" That's Italian.

"How do you fare ?" That's Dutch.

"How can you?" That's Swedish.

"How do you perspire?" Egyptian.

"How is your stomach? Have you eaten your rice?" That's Chinese.

"How do you have yourself?" That's Polish.

"How do you live on?" That's Russian.

"May thy shadow never be less." That's Persian.

How manv apples were eaten by Adam and Eve? We know that Eve 81 and that

Adam 812—total. 893. But Adam' 8,1 42 please his wife, and Eve 81242 please Adam—to-

tal, 89,384. Then, again, Eve 814240fy herself, and Adam also 8124240fy himself—total.
8,938,480.
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Pioneer Literary Society
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PIONEER LITERARY SOCIETY

*
OFFICERS OF FIRST SEMESTER.

Lowell Johnson, President

Roman Erb, Vice President
Glen Oliver, Secretary

Kenneth Lewis, Treasurer
Ora Mudd, Sergeant at Arms

OFFICERS OF SECOND SEMESTER.
Roman Erb, President "nC^

Ralph Setzer, Vice President
Glen Oliver, Secretary

Cameron Sherry, Treasurer
Lowell Johnson, Sergeant at Arms

Pioneers.! Oh! Pioneers! How fittingly the words pf the great poet may he applied.

True, the days of the pioneer in the physical development of our country are

past, but the held for intellectual advancement is ever broadening and recruits for the dif-

ferent fields of research and thought are daily becoming more essential. The aspiration of

the individual, his aim and ideal are what constitute the intellectual and moral fibre of the

community and nation. Revolutions are not the result of any concerted action of the masses

but they are the natural sequence of an ideal formulated in a trained and active mind. The
need of the country today is for men of moral and mental stamina and strength, true pio-

neers, who may assume the responsibility in the years to come, and who will faithfully and

fearlessly apply their ideals to the betterment of the nation. What is a better nurturing ground
for individual and independent thought than the college society room? Here the problems

of the day are discussed and debated. Xew theories are expounded and criticized. Unex-
pected talents are discovered and developed. Here, not in frat and club houses do the men who
are to attract the notice of our nation in the ci rhing years, acquire their early training, and
lie re do they receive the inspirations that will lead them at sometime to revolutionize the

world . In other words the society is the birthplace of the Pioneer. This is the ideal we
have kept before us through the past years of our existence, and this we hope will be the

aim of those who will follow after and who in their turn will dominate the spirit of the Pio-

neer Society.

During the first semester of the past year, the Pioneers busied themselves with public

entertainments and debating.

In the last semester the regular work was interfered with to a great extent, but a thor-

ough study of parliamentary law was completed in connection with the debates about current

events and issues. C. B. S.
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Pioneer Literary Society Roaster

A stands for Armstrong, cultivated in Greely, Iowa. Transplanted to the famous Valley

of the Yellowstone. Wonderful wisdom displayed in debate when the following debata-

ble words are sounded in assembly: "Under the discussion at hand, it is absolutely

necessary that the Government own and control the Railroads, for it is shown by its

great success in the matter of owning and operating the Mail. Look at the carriers,

how important a mission they fulfill! Poor as the country is in dukes and bereft of

barons and soldiers, the gray blouse of the perspiring carrier as he brings us our morn-
ing bale of get-rich-quick literature is the only emblem which cheers us with the know-
ledge that the government still lives. In fact, he is the Mercury of joy, and the errand

boy from Paradise to the anxious lover."

A also stands for Avent, cultivated in Burlington, Wyoming. Later grafted on to the Poly-

technic soil. Alden let it plainly be known that he is decidedly in favor of less Latin

and a more widely diffused knowledge of how to drape one's self on the back of a chair

and address the stall-fed multitude in such a manner as to jar the chandeliers with ap-

plause. A greater knowledge of how to hang on the wings of metaphor without falling

off, and of how to hold a thousand men through three four- furlong speeches on schools,

things esculent, etc.

B is for Baker, cultivated? Now found in the State Polytechnic, coralled in the Pioneer So-

ciety. Is much in evidence as an inventor of things useful (not yet). Is really good at

invention, but not of fact. Lias invented (that is, thought of) coffee percolators, shoe

strings, button holes, baby carriages, locomotives, and everything else. Had at one time

thought of appendicitis as an indigestion, but now someone has produced instruments

by which the human body can be unbuttoned like a vest and revised on the inside. Be-

cause of this being his ambition, and because it has now fallen to the fair judgment of

another, Baker has withdrawn from the competitive field of invention. (This is Harold
Baker).

B furthermore stands for Hugh Baker, the man-to-be of the Institute. Cultivated from a

mere plant, on the Poly farm. Hugh has somewhat of the same opinions, etc., as does

Harold Baker, and is somewhat of an inventor also. He says that if it were not for in-

ventors we would still be cooking porterhouse steak on a willow twig, sculling around
on horseback instead of on the back of the lightning bolt called an automobile, and that

we would be killing each other with clubs instead of using the more refined and less

messy revolver. Almost everything has been invented, Hugh says, except a cussless col-

lar, a shoe string which will stay tied, a homing umbrella, a disappearing wart, and
a noiseless cough.

B again means Betor, the boy sprouted in Marysville, Mont. Migrated to the lower alti-

tudes and was lost until finally located at the Poly. Is a wonderful relater of narratives

but is entirely at variance with the Bakers, for Phil declares that inventors must be pro-

tected by the government like other wild game, for when a genius has put a few wheels,

levers, dogs, pawls and cams together in a new combination. Uncle Sam gives him a

patent which permits him to sue the rich people who steal his invention as long as he has

any money left.

C is for Cook, nurtured in or about Ismay, Mont., but when you speak of Ismay, do not get

the impression that he is guilty of Ismaymg off when things don't suit, for that is not

Cook's attitude, he is a boy of industry, as well as of spirit, for often he wrestles until

he must gasp for want of breath, and this wrestling is not with the Angel either. Cook
speaks of Ismay as being so large and the streets of so winding a nature, that one is apt

to become hopelessly lost in their romantic maize, and that in the first ten minutes of

(Concluded on Page 85)
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The Polytechnic Church

The work along religious lines has been very gratify-

ing this year

REV. WALTER H. NORTH
Pastor of the Polytechnic Church

There has been a variety of religous services

and studies. There has been the regular Bible ("lass under

the care of Director Eaton. Each day there has been a

chapel exercise and on several days of the week, the mes-

sage of the chapel hour has been a message of religion.

Some members of the faculty have had regular days for

the conduct of this service and brought to it a special pre-

paration which insured interest and helpfulness. The min-

ister of the Polytechnic Church has aimed to be present at

chapel once each week, and on such visits, he always de-

livered a sermon or lecture on the Bible or Christian ex-

perience. The Sunday services have been held regularly

and have been attended by the students very punctually.

The morning service has been in charge of the Educational

Director for the most part, and on a number of occasions,

ministers from neighboring towns have come in to preach,

ddre Christian Endeavor Society has been carried on with

enthusiasm and success, the students taking a great interest. In addition to these reguar

services. Rev. E. W. Cross, of Livingston, delivered a series of evangelistic addresses which
resulted in the conversion of a number of students. Following this, the pastor gave a series

of three addresses, and at the Easter Communion, received thirty-one into the membership of

the church.

The religious life of the institution, however, is more than can be described by ac-

counting for the number of religious services that have been held. The Christian life of

the school is, to be observed in the moral earnestness of the people who compose it. Hon-
esty, purity, charity,—these are the cardinal virtues which are upheld in life and practice.

The spirit of the school is such that the sinner against these virtues feels the scorn of popular

feeling against him. The business of the Christian enterprise is to encourage the develop-

ment of character which
shall stand the tests of life

anywhere. Those not famil-

iar with the type of young
people attending the institu-

tion will hardly realize how
far reaching will be the in-

fluence of the Polytechnic

Church. More and more it

is the purpose of those in

charge, to train the young
people in the management of

church affairs so that on go-

ing out into the large world,

they will be competent to

lead in the work of the

church wherever tliev may
ero.

Concluded on Page 86
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OFFICERS Oi 1RST SEMESTER STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The idea of student self government was first expounded the latter part of the second

school year. It was not developed, however, because of lack of interest. The third year, both

directors were called East in behalf of the school's financial interests, thereby leaving the man-
agement of the students in charge of a committee of students and faculty. During the three

months' trial of this plan, such interest was shown by the students, and their conduct was so

improved, that upon the return of the Eaton brothers, they immediately noted the different

atmosphere, and heartily advocated the permanent installation of student government. A
brief and incomplete constitution was then presented and adopted. A new difficulty now pre-

sented itself, greater than all others in the eyes of the legislators. After holding their second

session and passing a number of bills, they were very much chagrined by the refusal of the

Governor to ratify their actions, on the plea that the session was unconstitutional. This was

due to the fact that upon adjourning their first meeting, the}' had overlooked setting a time

for the next session. This act deprived them of the privilege of any future authority as law

makers until called together by the Governor. After three weeks vacation, they were aroused

to a state of activity by the necessity of new laws being adopted, 'and needless to say, there-

after they always stated the time of their next meeting, when adjourning for a recess. This

was the only serious mistake made during their administration, and it may be safelv said that

any of the legislators are as competent to conduct a session, or can formulate a bill that would

be as creditable and beneficial to Montana, as has been produced during the past session at Hel-

ena. On account of the completeness of the first legislature, the work of the second has been

comparatively light.

Unexecuted laws are merely ideas, and ideas alone will not advance the welfare of any

enterprise. That is what the executive department is for, and their purpose has been success-

fully accomplished. Aside from their usual duties of enforcement of the law, the Governor,

Lieutenant Governor and Secretary of State act as a board of parole and pardon. They
have been obliged to act only on a few occasions, an< have shown discretion and fairness in

such cases. Possibly the positions requiring the most attention are those of the Marshal and

his deputies. In performance of" their duties, these officers have shown determination and per-

serverance, and have maintained order far superior to that Of the three years previous to the ad-

option of the Republic plan. One special feature in accordance with the national custom, is the

issuing of the Thanksgiving Proclamation. This and the Inaugural Address are two of the

leading requirements of the Governor, and special attention is given them, as they are very did-

actic as well as politic in character. Aside from these duties, the Governor is empowered to
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sign or veto all bills passed by the Legislature. He appoints the Judges of the Supreme Court,

and by appointment, fills vacancies that occur; he also acts as advisor to the various officers.

The Lieutenant Governor presides over the Legislature and assumes the office of Gov-

ernor in case that position becomes vacant.

The Secretary of State is in close harmony with the Lieutenant Governor, inasmuch as

this officer keeps a record of the proceedings of the Legislature, and presides over that assem-

bly during the absence of its Chairman.

Last but not least is the Judicial Department. It consists of a trial Judge and his ap-

pointed Prosecuting Attorney, and the Supreme Court of three. The trial Judge needs to be

a man of impaitial decision; one of magnitude and' fairmindedness. It is on him that there

is placed the greatest responsibility. He has the position that affords an opportunity of de-

veloping the stronger and prevailing characteristics of manhood. He decides the guilt or in-

nocence of all defenders and law breakers, and is in a position to use his own discretion as to

the nature of the penalty to be imposed. This court would not be complete without the as-

sistance of an able attorney. Id is upon the evidence produced by him that the Judge must base

his decision. One is insufficient without the other. The trials held are public, and very in-

structive to all who attend. Far more interest in this department of government has been

shown by the citizens during the last two administrations, than in any other feature of the

school.

The decisions of the Judges have been so acceptable that in but one case has it been

deemed necessary to appeal to the Supreme Court for justice and this was only an appeal

for a new trial. Other than this, and the interpreting of a few laws, the Supreme Court has

not been called into service. This alone shows the law abiding spirit, and the satisfaction of

the students with the Government.

No other department of our school work is so practical or affords the opportunities of

development along so many lines, as does Self Government. It extends an insight into

the politics as they actually exist. It creates interest in the development of our nation and its

people. It awakens in one that spark of enthusiasm and patriotism that otherwise lies dor-

mant.

In the first part of the year it was an experiment, lint its successful operation has

proven beyond a doubt that this is the ideal manner of managing a student body, and all pro-

gressive institutions of learning would be amply repaid by adopting it. C. H. and L. J.

*'Mr. Kline." said Mullowney, "my sister's got the measles." "Well, then, ddiomas, you
go home and remain til! your sister has entirely got over them." After Thomas left the

room Park is heard to remark, "Mr. Kline, Mullowney's sister who has the mumps lives in

Forsyth." Do you think of the recall? Xot very pleasant, is it?

L. Guilbault : "Yes, vou are al lit in your place, but 1 have never seen you there."
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Gov. Holts Inaugural Address

Members of the board of trustees, faculty, citizens of the Polytechnic State, and honored

guests

:

By the expressed wish of the citizens of our new state, I am privileged to appear before

you this afternoon as your chief executive. I feel that you have done me greater honor than

is due me, and when I look ahead to the important duties of this high position, I can but feel

my incompetence, although you may rest assured that I will endeavor at all times, to serve you

to the full extent of my ability.

Today marks the beginning of the most important period in the life of this school. The
young men and women who are students here, are to be trained for citizenship in the most

practical, beneficial, and instructive manner. Schools in the past have been paying too much
attention to the knowledge derived from books and theories expounded in some class-room.

Instead of studying the dry text-book of civics and government, it is now the privilege of

the students of the Polytechnic to learn the working of the government by the actual making

and executing- of their laws, and carrying them into effect in this state.

We may congratulate ourselves as members of the first institution of the Northwest to

put this plan into actual practice. It is for us to demonstrate to the board of trustees and

the managers of this institution that we, as a student body, are able to make this a model

school gogvernment for other colleges and universities. This we can do by the combined

effort of us all.

What I mean by "effort" is conscientious and willing endeavor of each citizen to fulfill

his duties as well as he knows how. The lack of truth, loyalty, and justice, has been the

downfall of many a person who would otherwise have been great. These three essentials are

the foremost in the life of every great and good man or woman.

During the weeks that are to follow, the legislature, and the executive officers of the

court of this new state, will have man)- duties to perform. Laws must be made and put

into force. These laws must be just and reasonable. Possibly no representatives and officers

in this state in the future will have so many hard questions to settle as those who are now
entering upon their duties. We should realize that a failure on our part will have far reach-
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iilg effects, that a success on our part will become a model for many others, and that it is

for us to demonstrate to the board of trustees, who have shown this great confidence in us.

that we are worthy of their confidence.

Our entire nation is now stirred up over the principles of the democratic, republican,

socialist, and progressive parties. Whatever our views may be regarding national politics, we
feel that we belong to the party of true progress in a new state, whose laws shall be based

on truth, honor, and justice: in a state where the people rule; and also in one that is not dom-
ineered by great corporations or combinations of wealth

;
where the officers receive no sal-

ary, but are simply working for the good of the common people.

I now have the honor of appointing to the Supreme Court, who shall be the interpre-

ters of the laws, and also the court of final appeal, three of our citizens in whose ability i

have, and believe all other citizens of the State will have, absolute confidence. For chief jus-

tice, Philip Willis, associate justices. Mr. Dyer and Mr. Kline.

In conclusion I would ask that, as you by your free will, have elected me to this high

office, you will uphold me during my administration. C. C. H.

"AN ODE TO THE
Roll on, thou Polytechnic State,

Roll on!

Stop not to ask us why

;

'Tis thine to live or die;

Through storm and toil and cry

Roll on

!

Thou boldest aught for me;
Thy "highest rise" I may not see;

For Time now holds the key;

Stay on

!

"I'll cling as best I can,

My wildest life I'll tan

As onward you strive and plan

:

Go on

!

POLYTECHNIC STATE."
'Tis true your tasks are blue,

Your sundry bills fall flue.

Your armored coat is wearing throuj

But don't let this trouble you;

Keep on

!

Don't write to me or 'phone me;
For my misdeeds condone me;
Just pen my symphony;

Flow on

!

Why expostulate or wait;

Why decide so soon thy fate;

We'll unite at the pearly gate;

Roll on!

Lovell: "Oi don't know phwat's th' matther wid thot table fallin' t' pieces as 'tis doin'.

'Tis s'posed fur seasoned wood."

Hart: "Seasoned. Yer right, th' wood must 'a bin seasoned in th' fall, fur th' leaves do
be droppin' ahf."
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BASKETBALL
The basketball season for tin's year was a very successful one, perhaps not in the

minds of some unacquainted with the circumstances, but to the members of the institution,

and also to the team \vh () Kill i\V best some of the difficulties in or°'anizino- any kind of an

athletic team in a new institution.
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The opening game was played away from home and resulted in a victory for our team

by a score of twenty-four to sixteen. This was a very g;ood start for the first game of the

season and a great deal of enthusiasm was shown by the faculty and students upon the return

of the team from its trip.

This is the initial year in basketball for the Poly since the erection of the gymnasium,
and the record made and the enthusiasm shown in all games played on the home floor and

awaw shows that basketball is to be one of the leading games in the athletic department

of the institution.

The team established an excellent record the first part of the season but was some-

what broken up about the middle part by the withdrawal, for some unknown cause, of one of

its best members, and it was not until the latter part of the season that it was developed

into good form again. In the last three games better form was shown than in any of the

previous games, and although they were not victorious, the scores were the closest and the

games the hardest fought conflicts of the season.

When the team started to play, the motto of clean baskethall was adopted by each

player, and everywhere they went, although not victorious from the standpoint of scores, a

good reputation was established and all opposing teams were well pleased with the manner
and spirit with which our boys entered the game.

In all, eleven games were played, four won and seven lost. Notwithstanding the fact

that the per cent of victories was not as large as we had hoped for, we can very readily

predict that the future for a good, clean had<ethall team at the Polytechnic is very bright.

L. T. W.
'

GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM
The girls were late in getting their baskethall team started this year, and therefore did

ni ^t do very much.

We had one public game between our two Pol}- teams one evening and the score was
two to two. Tt was a very interesting game. We also played a game with the B. Tl. S.
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team, the first otiside team ever played by the Poly girls. The score was seven to one in

favor of Billings, but they had to work for it.

Most of our team will be hack next year, and if we have a good coach, we will play many
outside teams and win.

Our girls are all very anxious to do their best and will do their best, therefore the Poly-

technic girls' haskethall team has very good prospects for the future.

§
\" *- •,"*£!

JUL,
Kff* f

1915 FOOTBALL ELEVEN

FOOTBALL
This is a sport which is comparatively new and in its infancy at the Polytechnic Insti-

tute. Considering that a portion of the season was gone through without coaching, that not

many of the 1912 men were in school for the 1913 session, that a team had to be whipped into

action in a brief training period, that this team was largely made up of raw recruits who
had hut little knowledge of the national game, and who had but a limited ability to realize the

full value of unity in team work—all these things, and some others, being taken into consid-

eration, the work of the B. P. I. Football Eleven has accrued unto itself no disgrace during

its 1913 lease of life. Practice did not begin until late, and when it did begin was not as regu-

lar as it should have been, for other current duties demanded the attention of the team mem-
bers. Such is a partial history of the 1913 Football Team, but not even a partial eclipse shall

dim its glory in 1914, for then things will be running more smoothly, due to greater experi-

ence, to the presence of a never-dying determination and hetter facilities, and. to expert coach-

ing and better organization. Under the conditions as before related, Mr. King, the 1913

Coach, moulded into shape an aggregation which hade fair to master all obstacles, and showed
up to excellent advantage, although their list of victories cannot be defined as an enviable one.

With the open air life and the free atmosphere and range of the students at the Poly, a

physical perfection can he attained by those who will abstain from intemperance and in-

temperate things. These advantages are some which are to be coveted and respected by the

successful athlete. Robust and healthy boys are the product of the Institute farms and shops,

and with a larger 1914 student body from which to draw, and a number of 1913 players back

in classes, great things can be expected from the 44 eleven.

Any student who enters the Poly may feel sure that if his ability merits him a place on

(he Football, Baseball, Basketball, Track, or any other team, he shall he given that place,

for the body which shall decide on the fitness of candidates shall he composed of 5 members,
two to be faculty representatives, two to be student members of the Athletic Association, and
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the fifth member to be the Athletic Coach. With this medium of choosing the various repre-

sentative organizations of the school, no unfairness can exist, nor any favoritism shown.

The territory within reach of the Billings Polytechnic is extensive in that it holds many
opportunities for meets of various kinds, whether baseball, track, football, basketball, or any
of the other sports.

Not as a boast, but as a hope and confident expectation of what the incoming and pres-

ent talent will be able to accomplish, the motto or watchword of the B. P. I. for 1914 shall

be, "Watch Us Win."
Those composing the 1913 eleven were the following:

Center S. B. Drum R. T Johnson, Lowell
L. G Antone Melby R. E Holt, Clarence

L. T Armstrong, Howard R. H. B Pease, James
L. E Erb, RomaiW Quarter Backs O. H. Cook and H. Guiler

L. H. B Mauser, Bert Substitutes—Harvey McMorris, Vera As-
F. B Cameron B. Sherry bridge. Harry Pepworth and A Eklund.

R. G Thompson, Ralph

x

1913 BASEBALL NINE

BASEBALL
While this game has never received the attention or been developed to such an extent as

the other sports in this school, still it has always been held dear by all and only the oppor-

tunity is needed in order to make it foremost in our athletic circle. The basketball season

has been so active and successful this year that very little attention has been given to base-

ball so far.

Last year, a few minor games were played showing an increase over the two previous

years. The games played were with the Billings H. S. and the Y. M. C. A. We were vic-

torious in both games with the Y. and in the first one with the H. S. The last game with

the H. S. was lost on account of our boys having to neglect practice for spring work on the

farm and for the rehearsal of the commencement play.

Our annual game on Washington's Birthday between the faculty and students was not

played this year owing to a surplus of snow. The omission of this game was very much regret-
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ted by the faculty, as it is natural for that august body to delight in trimming- the students—in

baseball especially. They will have ample opportunity to display their talent this season, as

there are some speedy ones among the boys, and with an ordinary season and good weather,

others will be invited to take notice.

The early publication of the annual this year prevents the revealing of the real happen-

ings of the coming season, but let us give it our best support and leave the rest to the boys.

C. C. H.

AX2H

"W\ %f

POLY TRACK TEAM

TRACK
This was the first branch of athletics to be successfully developed in this institution.

The first year the track team defeated every team they met, and the record has not de-

creased or fallen below this standard very much, ever since.

The track meet is looked for as one of the great events of the last day of school, as it

has always been such in the past.

Thus far the team has not been developed to any great degree, owing to the fact that

the early publication of the "Poly" precludes the possibility of recording the feats of the or-

ganization during the later meets. The indoor track team participated in one contest from
which they carried away several of the ribbons and made the highest average for the number
of competitors. We have a splendid group of beginners who have already started their work
of training, and are putting forth every effort to develop a winning aggregation.

With Mr. C. B. Sherry as manager and coach, with the dear old Poly spirit behind us,

and a band of loyal associates before us and with us, we feel assured that victory will be Ours

in the coming meets. O. C. M.

TENNIS
Follow your nose as you come out of the door of the girls' dormitory, and in a few

minutes you will find yourself on as pretty and well kept a tennis court as you would wish

to find any place. :

Here many a rousing game has been played by the Poly boys and girls. In almost any
bright Spring, Summer or Fall morning or evening, you will find an enthusiastic crowd,

each waiting his turn, with racket in hand, to get into the game.

As yet, no games have been played for championships. Pieces of pie have been our

largest trophies.

Shade trees have been set out near the court, and as the watermelon patch is near at

hand, tennis at the Poly proves to be much more attractive than on many courts.

By next Summer, we are looking to the laying out of another court so that all the ten-

nis enthusiasts may have an opportunity to take part in this invigorating out-door sport.

This is only one of the many attractive features of outdoor life at the Poly, so just give

us time and we will lead in tennis as the Billings Polytechnic Institute will lead in everything.

H. H.
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West Bungalow Personals

If February can March, or if April May, still one is not necessarily out of June if

they July about it. If they do July an August person, they are likely to be Noctober. At

least, there is not apt to be much time between the Julying and the need for the services of

a coroner. Baker Marched, Casey May, but August Mauser does not like to be ridiculed,

and if he is someone is quite capable of being Noctober.

Drum declares that he heard a piece of rim rock fall the other night. Upon investiga-

tion, however, it is believed that the noise will prove itself to have been but the resounding

sonatas from Young's nebulous nasal appendage, more commonly known at the "trumpet."

Simon can not, in fairness, be reprimanded, however, because anyone not accustomed to the

nocturnal selections of the redisent noctiferous orchestra (?), should not be criticized and

declared radical when he makes such statements. The West Bungalow Orchestra is com-

posed of the following musical talent, viz: Lynch, an adept at blowing his own horn; Har-

old Baker, equally expert in harping on his own string; Holt, who plays second fiddle;

Mauser lead a humdrum existence: Young gives a solo on his Nasal Organ every night,

without stops; Swallow spend his time in whetting his whistle; Thurston is fond of his pipe;

and Stocker,—he harmonizes the former chords (?) by adding his naturally endowed voice

which shall some day be required by Gabriel in latter day functions. But, all done and said,

Three cheers for the Bungalow Orchestra

!

The peaceable inhabitants of our domain would like to know what it was which

crawled out from under the door of the bathroom some time ago. It was very large and of

muscular build. It crawled through a panel and was last seen in a hasty navigation for cover

in Ex-Gov. Holt's Room. Ask the present Judge what its possible identification is.

Crash, splash, phew, Ach Himmel. But, don't be alarmed, dear reader, nothing more
serious than Stocker's kicking over a cuspidor. But the after effects,—enough said. An
Revoir.

He, the victim, peacefully sleeps, not knowing nor conscious of the imminent danger

This victim is Swallow, calmly and unsuspecting he sleeps on, mouth open and ears guilt-

less. A figure ascends to the transom of the room containing the now inactive body of the

sleeper. A very sudden aerial stream of H 2 strings on its way via the transom roitte and,

strange to say, finds its way in a beautiful rainbow to the couch of the somnambulist, and it

is with difficulty that the beguiled draws his next breath. With the first breath after the

deluge, he must needs make his lungs the receptacle of the full mouth of water so truly

aimed from the negligent transom. The body is now no longer inactive, but is immedi-

ately inverted and transformed from one of a potential nature to one of kinetic likeness, thus

to shed the cold fluid and the inconsiderate present recently received. Just dreaming of the

pocketing of the second hat full of money caught from the knot hole in the steps of Science

Hall, you can imagine the dreamer's chagrin at finding instead a mouth full of stuff so

common as water. Well, the halls echo back and forth the sound of a heretofore unheard
tongue (?). Nothing results, however, from the systematic search instituted for the

offender who made the mistake, for at such times guilty hands and consciences have pro-

found rest and sleep.

There was a soft tread, another one, then a little hurried whispering. Then some one

entered the Apple cellar. Soon that long deserted spot was short of some of its contents.

Those now departing contents found their way to the AVest Dorm. They reposed there

until a short several hours had elapsed, then Erb, and others of his rank, bethought them-

selves of the possibilities for discovery in their native halls. As these now inspired sleuths

made their ways in anxiety through the rooms, a suspicious gunny sack was disappearing

through a north room window, not in time, however, to escape the eagle eye of one of the

(Concluded on Page 74)
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What flowers can be found between the nose and the chin?

Tulips (2 lips ).

What lock must be looked for out of doors and on the ground?
Hemlock.

Why is the letter S likely to prove dangerous in argument?

Because it turns words into s-words.

What lock requires the attention of a physician?

Lock-jaw.

What is the worst seat a man can sit on?
Self-conceit.

Why is a clock the most modest piece of furniture?

Because it covers its face with its hands, and runs down its own works.

Why is a pig the most extraordinary animal in creation?

Because you first kill him and then cure him.

Why are ships called she?

Because they always keep a man on the look-out.

Why cannot a deaf man be legally convicted?

Because it is unlawful to condemn a man without a hearing.

What kind of essence did Melby like when he popped the question?

Acquiescence.

Why should the sea make a better housekeeper than the earth ?

Because the earth is exceedingly dirty, and the sea is very tidey.

What is most like a hen stealing?

A cock-robin.

What is there that the more we cut it the longer it becomes?
A ditch.

Mudd : What is the pain we make light id"? White: A window pane.

Mauser : If I were to ride upon a donkey, what fruit would I resemble? Sw
A pear (pair).

"Say, Helen," asked Rosina, "when rain falls, does it ever get up again?"

Helen: "I don't know." "Of course it does, in clew time," says Rosina.

"Phillips, why is an author a queer animal?" "Give it up," says John.

"Why, because," says McMorris, "his tale comes out of his head."

Slayton : "What is the difference, Lynch, between a summer dress in winter and ;

tracted tooth?" "Couldn't guess," savs Lynch. "Well. I'll tell you why." says Slayton.

is too thin, and the other is tooth out."
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Personals from the East Bungalow

Once upon a time, long, long ago ; in fact, it was last semester, two boys, Willis and

Armstrong, very seriously contemplated driving insane the occupants of the East Bungalow.

The ways and means of doing this were discussed, after which the conclusion was reached

that by attempting to sing a song they could at least torture the students horribly, if not

drive them insane. Accordingly, just after "Lights Out," when every boy was about to betake

himself cozily to the land of dreams, two voices ( the one. Concert, and the other. Interna-

tional pitch, each having the range of the 36-44 Army rifle and a volume equal to the report

made by the falling of a 30x100 foot stretch of rimrock ) , cracked asunder the stillness

of the night. The sounds produced were the most awe-inspiring and unearthly imagin-

able, and many a boy after the first note of warning, hid his head under the covers with a

shudder, which shudder soon matured into a palsy of fright. At last, some, more bold than

the rest, stole forth and caught the songsters ( ?) in the midst of their most vigorous con-

tortions. A call to arms was issued and a rush was made for the singers ( ?) who were

subdued after some rough jostling. They had, however, broken some ninety bottles before

they surrendered. The ballad was entitled "Ninety-nine Blue Bottles Hanging on the Wall."

Mudd is out on parole. His life may pay the penalty if he breaks his word. He is

guilty of foully murdering an electric transformer and a song entitled "Pioneers! O! Pio-

neers!" Even then, his lust for blood not being satisfied, he hacked the lifeless body of the

transformer into pieces with a screw driver. This is not the worst, however. The fact

is, he never buried the remains until several clays after the time limit prescribed by the Board

of Health. This is sworn to by several members of the bungalow who have a very keen

nasal oderizer. The "Pioneer" song, seeking vengeance nightly, comes with each sunset

to lurk in the vicinity until after darkness sets in, and then, in the form of a stiff and un-

relenting wind, howls and moans around the bungalow in which the atrocious deed

was committed, all night long, thus seeking vengeance via this nocturnal requiem, until the

dawning day again drives it to its migratory haunts to await another sunset. In its mis-

sion of revenge, this now embodied "Pioneer" ghost almost drives Mr. Lukenbill crazv, so

much so, at least, that each night he greases the corner of the bungalow so that this "Ghost
Wind" shall not creak when it rounds the angle.

Erb and Drum are very polished detectives. Their greatest

I
)///<'^cr *B*>S*Aj accomplishment to rival Sherlock Holmes' record was their find-

ing Armstrong in his trunk.

Willis had a very peculiar experience lately. He returned

one day from his classes to find his room full of smoke. Pie was
not frightened. No, he just called loudly for help, police, water,

and several things with which small boys shouldn't play. All

this time he was rushing about, frantically but surely creating

a rough house in his search for the mysterious cause of the smoke.

The blue clouds were in evidence everywhere; in fact, he could

find nothing but smoke. He swallowed about 27 Cu. Ft. of it

and then became a "load" ; his eyes absorbed it until the tears

were rolling in rivulets down his cheeks. ThrOueh trunk ando o
wardrobe he searched, but found no fire; neither could he find

any in his suitcase nor in his bed. At last, as he rested, he noticed

the large crowd that had collected, and especially White, who
had been first on the scene. Then the possibility of a joke began
to dawn upon him. Willis wants to know what made the smoke.

Mudd is a brave man-hunter if he has his Colts 48 Caliber,

frontier model, six-shooter, and a few men to help him.

The Roval Order of Mumps held their initial meeting the
•A POLY PRODUCT
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last week in February in Frank Hunter's room. Informal invitations were sent out to the

different members. Those able to be present were: Leo Hart, chairman; Fred Lewis, secre-

tary; Frank Hunter, president, and Alden Avent, vice president. Refreshments were served

and a "swell" time was reported.

February 25, Midnight. Footsteps are heard approaching Army's door. An evi-

dently official knock is heard and two shadowy forms are seen to disappear under the bed

as Army opens the door. It is Sherry who wishes to borrow a clock. He gets the clock

but still lie lingers and seems to delight in saying senseless things at which stifled splutterings

and snufnngs are faintly audible from the direction of the lately "Ismayed" couple. Sherry,

however, finally departs, seemingly satisfied and unsuspicious. "Come on out, Pep and Baker,

he's gone."

The election of representatives was a grand affair in this bungalow this winter. The
election was held in Judge Sherry's room. Almost every member present wore an "evening

ing" dress suit. Kennith Lewis seemed very much at home and voted against everyone and
everything.

Sherry had a close call in Joliet. Fie went down with the very good intention of play-

ing basketball, but it seems that others had intentions also, and what he played was either a

winning or losing game of "hearts." Three or four attempts were made to kidnap the lad,

but happily without success. The kidnapper might have succeeded if her name had been Agnes.

Pepworth gets real fussed if you melt candle grease into his hair. He loses hair as

well as temper in getting it out. He does like to have his room stacked, though.

Betor and Lovell are rivals in collecting ferns. They both claim, by right of discovery,

a certain "fern" to be found last Semester on the Rim Rocks. The specimen in question is

a little individual in looks but is otherwise fairly good. At the present writing, Betor is in

possession. H. A.

Sherry vying with Drum for the prize offered by the Ananias Club : "We have ants

down home as big as crabs. I guess I've seen 'em fight with long thorns, which they used
as lances, charging each other like savages."

Drum: "But they don't compare with the ones we have right here in Montana, up in

the vicinity of the Custer Battlefield, for there the residents have trained them as beasts of

burden. One of them could train a ton load for miles with ease. They work willingly,

but occasionally they turn on their attendants and kill them."

ddiis was too much for West, who overheard the contest for supremacy, so he inquired:

"Say, Drum, what sort of ants were they?"

Drum : : "Eleph-ants."

Miss Jackson, endeavoring to impress upon the smaller ones the story of Abraham and
the idols

:

"The idol had eyes, but it couldn't. ?"

"See!" exclaimed one.

"It had ears, but it couldn't ?"

"Hear!" answered another.

"It had lips, but it couldn't ?"

"Speak!" exploded a third.

"It had a nose, but it couldn't ....?"

"Wipe it," lisped the deep thinking one. Miss Gladys then dismissed her class.

Why is a man who is fond of his cigars like a tallow candle? Because he will smoke
when he is going out.

Pepworth says that very few men can handle a red-hot lamp chimney and have wax
melted into their hair, and at the same time say, 'There's no time like the present time," with-

out getting a bit flustered.
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"Some" Limerick.

There was a small boy in Pol'teck,

Who was buried in snow to his neck

;

When they said, "Are you friz?"

He replied, "Yes, I is

—

But we don't call this cold at Pol'teck."

"Do a driving business," said the hammer. And the barrel added: "Never lose your
head."

"Make light of everything," echoes the fire, cynically; "But always keep cool," dies the

echo of the ice.

Miss Haskin
—"Why! What is this big dent in the dining room floor?"

Miss Simonson—"Oh! That's where Mr. Willis dropped a piece of bread."

F. L. : Hebdomedal-weekly. Illustration: I feel very hebdomedal today.

'Miss M., is your new niece pretty?"

Miss M. : "Yes, I should say so; she makes me look like a Mudd fence."

The new rooster crow: "Er, Er-Er-Er-Er-Erb." X
Dad's Old Breeches.

When dad has worn his trousers out,

They pass to brother Harlan.

Then mother trims them roundabout,

And Ralphie puts them on.

When Ralphie's legs too long have grown,
The trousers fail to hide 'em,

So Walter claims them for his own,
And stows himself inside 'em.

Next Sam's fat legs they close invest,

And, when they won't stretch tighter,

They're turned and shortened, washed
and pressed

And fixed on me—the writer.

Ma works them into rugs and caps

When I have burst the stitches.

At doomsday we shall see (perhaps)

The last of dad's old breeches.

THE CLASS BELL.
Ring on, thou classic bell, ring on!

The charm of life from thee is gone.

Thou long didst hang behind the door;

Thou oft didst help to chase us more.

Upon me thou hast made impress

That held me for a while, I guess.

Because thy ringings were the signs

That told to shrewd detective minds

Who here had crimped and who crimped there.

And who had e'en shampooed his hair.

The tinkling sounds sped o'er thy face

And giggled at the human race.

The tiny tinkles thought it fun

To keep the students on the run.

But now, alack ! thy fateful day

Ts like to tear thyself away.

Likely no longer to be rung by Sherry,

For we have grown quite sanguinary.
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Comrades of the Quiet Hour

E1a; :
!
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PATRON SAINT ST. NICOTINE
PASSWORD HOLY SMOKE

Arthur O. Kline
**\V. H. Dyer

ABBOTS.
*Roy C. King
***E. H. Lukenbill

: **L. T. Eaton

L. W. Johnson
C. C. Holfi

*L. Wallace

'RIARS.
Vera Asbridge
****H. Guiler
S. Drum

R. Stocker
R. Erb
C. B. Sherrv

Ernest Slayton
E. H. Kleinert

BROTHERS
Wallace Lynch
Kenneth Lewis

Antone Melby
Fred Lewis

Bert Mauser, P. G. M.
Hugh Baker
J. Shupak
Thos. Mullowney

William Kline

"33R I) DEGREE" ATTACHES.
R. Swallow Casey Jones
O. Lampman H. Pepworth
Geo. Harrison
Paul White

IX [TINERE:

Russel Lovell

Some Understood By-Laws

Eins.—Smoke only that which you have, and do not borrow from your neighbor, for

all that can lie returned is the ashes.

Duo.—Draw all vapor through the nose before exhaling it; it is an excellent medium to

prevent the clear reasoning of the brain.

Three— All cigars and cigarettes must be smoked until all save A" is consumed. Any
stubs found lying around without an owner, will be analyzed, and, by the teeth marks, the

real offender will be identified. Woe to ye who make of no avail this law.

Vier.
—

"Die minutest particles of oderi tenuis fume shall be sacked, and the originator.

Ill
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upon carrying it to the big ditch banks, shall be expected to smother same in the molecues of

the water.

*Mild Sub Rosa, in the basement.

**In the Chemical Lab. Pittsburg Stogies, identified by the dense volumes of waste vapor.

***In Governor's room. Turkish Trophies. ****Dining Hall, Red Man.
:: ****peace pipe Private Office.

The "Comrades' " Parable of the Weed.

Then shall the kingdom of Satan be likened to a grain of Tobacco seed, which, though

exceedingly small, being cast into the ground, grew, and became a great plant, and spread

its leaves, rank and broad, so that huge and vile worms formed a habitation thereon. And
it came to pass, in the course of time, that the sons of man looked upon it, and thought it

beautiful to look upon and much to be desired to make lads look big and manly. So they

put forth their hands and did chew thereof. And some it made sick. And it further came to

pass that those who chewed it became weak and unmanly, and said, "We are enslaved an 1

cannot cease from chewing it." And the mouths of all that were enslaved became foul; and

thev were seized with a violent spitting; and they did spit, even in the ladies' parlors, and in

the house of the Lord. And the saints of the Most High were greatly plagued thereby.

And in the course of time it came to pass that others snuffed it, and they were taken suddenly

with fits, and thev did sneeze wit a great and mighty sneeze, so much so that their eves were

filled with tears and they did look exceedingly sill}'. And others cunningly wrought the

leaves into rolls, and did set fire to one end thereof, and did suck vehemently at the other

end thereof, and did look very grave and calf-like; and the smoke of their torment ascended

up like a fog. And the cultivation thereof became a great and mighty business in the earth ;

and the. merchants waxed rich by the commerce thereof. And it came to pass that the

professed saints of the Most High defiled themselves therewith ; even the poor who could

not buy shoes, nor bread, nor books for their little ones, spent their money for it. And the

Lord was greatly displeased therewith and said, "Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the

Lord." "Let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh." "Wherefore, come out

from among them and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing and
T will receive you." But with one accord they exclaimed, "We cannot cease from chewing,

snuffing, and puffing!"

THEREFORE, Ye members of this Club, because of the manifold injuries pertinent to

this indulgence, will ye ever be the slaves of the nasty, poisonous weed?

Few people are killed by the accidental discharge of duty.

Who is the wiser, the student who says he does not know or the one that tries to bluff?

We have often heard men say that the}' would die if they did not have something to do,

and still no one ever heard of a loafer that died.

Which goes through first—the bullet or the hole?

"Tsn't it strange?"

"What?"
"That the night falls without breaking, and the day breaks without fall inc

A geological teaching is, that by taking peat and pressing it we get bituminous coal;

by more pressure, anthracite coal; by still more pressure, praphite ; and by even greater

pressure and in crystallized form, diamonds. Conclusion drawn by Sherry, Holt, O'Doilnell,

Park and Oliver is, that the more they squeeze the sooner they will get a diamond.
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Thanksgiving Proclamation

Many years ago, our forefathers on the bleak New England shore of our now great na-

tion, gave praise to God for the food and benefits He had given them. Every year since, it

lias been the custom of the President of the United States to designate a day for universal

Thanksgiving, when all men are invited to leave their labors and spend a day of thankfulness

for the manifold blessings that they have received, and to ask for the continuance of prosper-

We, in our new and advancing state of Polytechnic, have many more things to be thank-

•fill for than if we were residing in an older established community. When we stop to con-

sider the health, the peaceful progress, the fellowship, the good influence's, and numerous
other privileges in which we are allowed to participate, we can but feel that it is our duty

to allow ourselves one day for recreation; one in which to enjoy the fruits which have been

gleaned from our fertile farm in the golden harvest.

The year of 1912, now drawing to a close, has been notably prosperous throughout the

entire nation. Nowhere has favor been shown more than in our small community, and I feel

safe in saying that no state, wherever it may be, has ever been endowed by nature and man
during its first year of existence, more than has our bountiful state of Polytechnic. We have

before us, all that which Montana's virgin soil can produce with which to appease our bodily

appetites, and far more than this, each day we are receiving the fruits of knowledge, the

greatest gift that God gives man.
,

Considering our numerous blessings and feeling our indebtedness to the One who bestows

them upon us, I invite all the citizens of the State of Polytechnic to join on Thursday, No-
vember 28, in appropriate praise and thanks to God for the gifts that have been our portion.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand.

Done in the State of Polythechnic, this 26th day of November, in the year of our Lord,

one thousand, nine hundred and twelve.

Signed, C. C. HOLT,
By the Governor

:

Governor.

LUCY MORSE,
Secretary of State. '

West Bungalow Personals

(Continued from Page 67)

look-outs. The writer knows no more about the presence or disappearance of these apples,

but perhaps further enlightenment may be had by applying at the Girls' Dorm.
Tramp, tramp,—not loud, but very muffled,—slides the faint rustle down our West

Hall. Like the somewhat overjoyous reveller who mistakes the elevated entrance for his

home and removing his shoes climbs up the stairs one by one in his stocking feet (with the

intent of slipping in without wife's knowledge) only to find that the noise he has thought to

be wife's running the sewing machine is but the rumble of the elevated train; so enters this

overtimed resident. All goes gloriously until an unseen, but a little later not unfelt, article is

encountered on the floor. Then there is an unusually joyous acquaintance made with him-

self, a simultaneous meeting of a bicycle, 1 35 pounds of avoirdupois, and the floor. The
close communion of the resultant sounds is now a matter of history for West, but suffice to

say that "the cat was out," as well as the time limit. The chronicle of events of the Judicial

department of the Polytechnic Government ought to be consulted for the conclusion of this

inopportune comedy. H. M.
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A "Proper Noun" Story (?).

A Young- Baker was walking West on Park Street, and when between Burt St., and
a Pickle. The
Hunter came

Huge Baker's

unning- along
Jackson Boulevard, he saw a dog Swallow an Olive (r) and

cousin, John's son, was Drum-ing along close by when a

through the Mudd in pursuit of a Mauser which had stolen his Hart. 'Ere long the chase

after the Cook's cat became exciting, and the cat fell off a Wett-rock into a grape (B) arbour

A Burli-son of a Lamp man now came on the Huff-y scene and suggested that they cut

down the Hoi bush and Lynch the feline. The crowd was White with anger at the unexpect-

ed (A) vent, but 'ere they could cut down the 'Erb and get the Kitty, O'Connell, Thorn's son,'

Simon's son. and "two other artisans, a Dyer of wool and a Doll man, came along, and a new
e (A) vent happened. These five adventurers boasted that they could Sho' pack the whole

Durand stalk to the Lewis River," which was but one block distant, and As-bridge after

bridge Cross-ed the stream at stated intervals, they would Holt the vine over the water and
let it drop in with the now Betor natured feline thereon. They now did as they boasted

they could. The crowd, headed by one of their number, Murray, now retreated to the Ek-
Hart for the Hunter. They drank
One of the number remarked that

"The waters are Sweet-sir." Melby, one of the crowd, now said to Wallace, who had just

put in his appearance, "Set sir." "O'Donnell," said Merrill, "I know what we will do, Phil-

brick grows a lot of Rye-an' wheat, and we will take some of that and sell it, for Will is ready

to help us." "No," said Lovell, the Englishman, "whatever is worth havin' it worth (H)-
'askin for." Connelly sided with Lovell, and as Thorn's son and Harri's son took issue with

Connelly and Lovell, this plan was dropped. One of the group, Kleinert, said, "I will lEik 'er

(that is, Merrill) Betor if she will Holt her Pease and not mention the things which may

lund cafe and discussed the manner of getting another

Sherry and ate Graham wafers during the discussion.

beGuil'er and lead others to follow her suggestions. Hanley and Kleinert did not like to

The King now aroseStock'er with too many self-assumed instructions, therefore desisted,

and said "Look in Bill, (speaking to Willis) and see which is the more advisable course to

follow,—to sow one or Mor-ton's of dissension by taking Philbrick's wheat, or to We (a) Iter

along under the present loss of the Hart and no Morse (e) this Guilt-bault( Gild-bow) of wrath
span the horizon of these otherwise gentle people?" All were inKlined to retort with Phil-

(d)lips prior to this noble appeal, but now they all agreed to Pack'arcl their resentment and
drown it in the stream of Lethe. The crowd stops Eaton' and concludes that as Dav is not

here, and he is their chief counsellor, they would offer their sympathies to the Hunter and
depart. Amidst the Warmly given applause of the more thoughtful ones, the crowd disper-

sed and returned to their Hansom Holmes, back to Pap and to Worth, and not to be guilty of

suggesting any more hard Knox against the other Philbricks or their neighbors.

An excellent way to prevent odor from lamps is to soak new lamp wicks thoroughly in

vinegar, then allow them to become perfectly dry before using. In other words, or in short,

"Pickle the wicks." If you don't believe it, try it.

Stranger, to Mr. Lukenbill, as he is driving the mail to town with "Birdie:" "What
ails your horse that he stops so often? Is he balky?" "No! She's all right. She's so

a'feared som'body'll say 'Whoa' and she not hear it, that she stops to listen."

Oliver, meeting Thurston outside of the West bungalow : "Hello, Thirsty, what are

you doing?" Thurston: "Oh, I'm hunting the keyhole to this elephant's trunk."

C. O'C. on the Dorm steps : "Gracious, how much happier we would be today of

Noah had swatted two flies."
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Undei this caption may be included that somewhat elaborate "set to" known as the Har-

vest Home Banquet, under date of September 1
(
>, 1912. This was held in the Poly gymnasium,

where plates were set for upwards of 150 students and friends of the school. Following is-

a

copy of the Menu, viz :

CHICKEN PIE.

Baked Potatoes. Montana Peas.

Corn ( >n the G »b.

Creamed Carrots. Boiled Turnips.

Hubbard Squash.

Sliced Cucumbers. Kacusnes.

Polytechnic Slaw in Tomato Cups.

Stewed Apple Sauce.

bread

Pumpkin Pie.

Crab Apple jelly.

Farm Dairy Butter.

Sweet Cider.

Plums and \pples.

The remarkable feature of this menu was that every last things served during the sup-

per was a product of the Poly farms, deliciously served and in bountiful supply, by Poly stu-

dent waiters. Concluding on the expressions of satisfaction at the banquet as a whole, and
from the trend of the conversation, the affair must have met the expectations of all present.

A second event of note was the departure of Mr. E. T. Eaton, Financial Director, for

New York, there to establish an Eastern office in behalf of the school. The success of the

Eaton's inspired plan since then, proves the wisdom of the step.

Further occurrences of note would include the Christmas exercises held in Eaton Hall of

the Science Building, December l
c
), 1912. A feeling of cozy homelikeness could not be avoid-

ed. As our guests on this occasion we had the Billings High School Basketball five, and a

program of entertainment, as well as the presence of a decorated Christmas tree, was enjoyed,

the event proved to be one worthy of comment. The dismantling process, as affecting the

Xmas tree, was one of the interesting sequences of the evening.

Another important happening was the Annual Banquet, Jan. 31, 1913, in the Dining

Hall. The guests and visitors on this occasion numbered many, and men of prominence

were there. Preceding the Banquet the newly elected state officers of the second semester

were sworn in, and after the inauguration exercises the body collect adjourned to the Dining

Hall for the evening's refreshments. At this sitting it was that "the fellow who had his

thoughts, and who also had water on his brain, found, that during the cold night this water

on his brain had frozen and the thoughts which he had the night before, had slipped out."

Also many other toasts of wit and commendation were heard.

March 4. 1913, brought another delightful surprise in the form of a visit to the Institute

of Booker T. Washington, one of the greatest educators of modern times. Dr. Washington
related to the student assembly and friends, the simple story of his life and work at Tuskegee

Institute, and wished for the Billings Polytechnic a most successful future.

March 30, 1913, held another gratifying event for all those truly interested in the moral

welfare of the school. At this time thirty-one boys and girls of the school registration join-

ed the Polytechnic Church, and in the evening of the same day, were given the Bread and

Water of Life by the school pastor. Rev. Walter H. North. At this communion service the

new communion set. presented to the Polytechnic Church by the Shawmut Avenue Church of

the Messiah, of Boston. Mass., was dedicated. Morality and goodness still live in the Poly-

technic.
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Povertie Concert "Invitation"

Yew are axed to a

P O V E R T I E K O N S E R T
At whitch a Lyste of Worldlie Teunes will be

sung and played by us folks of Ye

POLYTECHNIC MUSIC CLUB
Witch are a-going to be held at ye Chappel Hawl, whitch Halle is sette dowiie on ye

East Ende of Ye Campus.

OX SATURDAY KITE, NOV. 9. 1912.

TICKITS WILL BE 35c

Ye women must wear ye plain gowne and apron or equally befitting attire.

Ye menne must wear ye plain attire. Such menne as do bedeck themselves with gold
watch and chain or brocade tie. shall pay a hue of 5c.

These rules shall be enforced by ye select committee, who will likewise introduce
strangers, and also much-befriend ye bashful young menne.

In ye dining halle of ye chappel.

REFRESHMEN T S
(SEE PROGRAM).

THESE BE YE FIXES FOR YE WOMEN

will be served.

No apron, 2 cents: earrings, plain, 5 cents; diamond rings. 3 cents; wool dress, old,

4 cents; finger rings, plain, 5 cents:' ornamented, 5 cents; silk dress, 6 cents; evening dress,

2 cents; gold watch and chain or fob, 5 cents; shoes under a number 3 size, 3 cents; shoes
larger than a number 3, 4 cents; gold teeth or filling, 3 cents; hair done up with hair
pins, 2 cents; hair without hairpins. 3 cents; if suffragette. 2 cents; if present with a smile.

2 cents; if smile is left in the bungalow. 2 cents; if not a suffragette, 0; if pretty, 2 cents.

THESE BE YE FIXES FOR YE MENNE:

Mustache, 1 cent: mustache and beard, 2 cents; whiskers, 2 cents; no mustache at all,

2 cents; pointed shoes, 2 cents; shoes less than a number 6 size, 2 cents; shoes of a size

larger than number 6, 2 cents; high hats, 1 cent: boiled shirts, 2 cents; jewelry, 1 cent for
each piece; if part of hair is on right side so as to shed off water on the left shoulder
when it rains, 2 cents: if parted on the left side so as to counteract the attraction of gravity,

3 cents; if parted in the middle like a lady's, then 1 cent; if handsome, 1 cent; if a progressive.
2 cents; if a republican, 2 cents; if a democrat, 3 cents.

All menne must wear old clothes and flannel shirts, boiled shirts and stand up collars

are prohibited, unless they be old and wrinkled.

The doors will be open at earlie kandel lighten, while ye mnsik will beginne to sound
at 8 p. m. stroke of ye town clock of POLYTECKNIK.

Those arriving too early will be fined 1 cent; those arriving too late, 2 cents; and those
who do not arrive at all, 5 cents; those arriving with a "Teddy Bear" hair cut will be fined
3 cents.
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Povertie Concert "Menu"

IIIER BE YE MENU ( ?)

And Ye Recipes for Ye Making of It.

"Imitation Prune Pic."

Take a dozen knot hides and peel them carefully. Remove the shells and add a cup of

water and sugar. Stir quickly and put in a hot oven. Hake gently for six hours, and then

add a little Jamaica ginger. Serve cold with tea waters and talk fast while eating.

"Baked Bean

s

—No i."

Take as many buttons as the family can afford and remove the thread. Add pure

spring water. Put in a saucepan and stir gently until you hurst your buttons. Add a little

flour to calm them and let them sizzle. Serve with tomato catsup or molasses according

to the location you hud yourself living on the map.

''Oatmeal Pudding."

Take the sawdust carefully from a freshly caught board and remove the husks. Add
water and let it freeze. Stir gently for tw ro hours, and then rest awhile. Pour the contents

into a dish and saturate it with sugar and salt and other spices. Serve without splashing

it and add a little sugar and cold water painted white to look like milk in true boarding

house style. This last is a good joke on the "Barbers."

"Breakfast Bacon."

Take a hatful of pine shavings and remove the interior. Add a little Sherry wine and
sweeten to taste. Let them simmer. Sprinkle with salt and pepper and other domestics

and let them fry. Now turn over with a spoon and serve them hot off the gridle.

"Mock Turtle Soup."

Take a piece of wdiite paper and a pencil and draw from memory the outlines of a

hen. Then carefully remove the feathers. Pour one gallon of boiling water into a saucepan

and sprinkle a pinch of salt on the hen's tail. Now let it welter. If the soup has a blonde

appearance, stir it with a lead pencil, which will make it more of a brunette. Let it boil for

two hours. Then coax the hen away from the saucepan and serve the soup hot with a

glass of ice water on the side.

"Planked White Fish,"

First, be sure that the "White Fish" is not carp. Sprinkle salt on the tail of the fish

either before or after catching. Then saw a rib-plank from the fattest tree in the front yard.

Place White Fish on plank, feet first. A piece of lemon squirted in the onward left eye

of the fish will make it look better. Add a sprig of cabbage, a bunch of bananas, and the

whites of nineteen eggs. If the eggs are expensive, use Grape Fruit. Place in oven and

fry for two days. Test with a strawr and if done thoroughly, eat the plank.

"Apple Pic Fritters, Perhaps."

First catch your fritter. Be sure that it is a young fritter. The way to tell the age

of a fritter is to count its teeth. Remove the shell and add a pitcher of apple sauce. Place

this in a pan and tease it with a pinch of baking soda. Let it simper two hours and twenty-

three minutes. Serve hot and smile rapidly wdiile eating. Laughter always aids digestion.
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Povertie Concert "Program"

HIER BE YE PROG-RAM.

CHORUS. All Ye Synggers .' Directress, Betsy Bobbett Davis

Orchestra Selected

Ye Man Whitch Shakes Ye Stick: Ichabod Fishtoe Kleinert, Solomon Blackstone Guiler,

Jonathan Pettibone Wallace, Josiah F izzlewood Willis, Jehosaphat Shingle

Tompsone, Peter Caruso Armstronge, etc.

N. B. Ye good folks kan klap ye hands, butt do not stamp ye fete, as ye duste mite rizc

and choke ye synggers.

OCTET Selected

General : Walk Rapidly King, Obejoyful Slidealong Holt, David Gigglesome Willis, Jede-

diah Longfellow Sherry, Jerusha Singlebliss Guiler, et al, S. S., etc.

VIOLIN SOLO, Selected Schuman Heinke Snow

VOCAL SOLO, Selected Tnrzie Ann Tubbs Packard

VIOLIN SOLO, Selected Hallelujah Flutestring Kleinert

N. B. Unless ye listeners can do better, ye will not laff at ye synggers.

P. S. WE WILLE NOW HAVE A FEW MINETS RESTE FOR YE SYNGGERS
TWO REOBTAINE THEYRE BREATHE.

PARTE TWO (2)

ORCHESTRA, Selected Ye Same az Before.

HARP SOLO, Selected Nobiscus Short Obadiah Casey

VOCAL SOLO, Selected Valeria Alzuba Connelly

GLEE CLUB Selected

Ye Bawlers : Walk Rapidly King, Pietro Tetrazzo Willis, Issac Allaround Wallace, Obejoyful

Slidealong Holt, Jerusha Singlebliss Guiler, Cleopatris Amonia Drum, Fickleheart

Effectionatis Cook, Jedediah Longfellow Sherry, etc. All bawling together.

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND
Katurah Matilda Vanyacks Has-kin Ye Woman wiche leads ye squad:

Menny feeminine folks from ye "Better Half" dorm, (Diss iss a Star Production), and

COMIC DIALOGUE .• Selected

Sophromia Minerva Thurston and Jane Merrythought Wallace.

IMPROMPTU (?)

N. B. All ye folks which fetch peanuts wille please putt the hulls and skyns in theyre

pockets.
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"Noble Band of Mormons"

Motto: The more a man loves, the more lie is bound to suffer.—O. H. C.

Exalted Elder of the Cause, Ora H. Cook

High and Holy Heart Breaker Hon. E. H. Kleinert

Promiscuous Lady Eusser Deputy -Thurston

Mediator Miss Sarah Campbell

TRAITORS TO THE CAUSE.

C. C. Holt Lowell Johnson Vern Asbridgc

IN CURSU

William Kline Casey Jones

RESOLUTIONS.

He it resolved, That any member who breaks any of the following commandments

shall be excomunicated :

1. Thou shalt love no les> than six at any one time.

I. Thou shalt not let any one know about the others.

3. Thou shalt love the Mormon cause with all thine heart and fight and die if needs

be for it.

4. Thou shalt not covet a Mormon's wife, nor his wives, nor any that are his.

5. Thou shalt remember to keep thy Saturdays free from study, in them thou shalt

do no manner of work, save for the furtherance of the cause.

6. Thou shalt not do abeisance to any man, except the Exalted Elder of the Cause.

7. Thou shalt not have murder in thine eye, when one fair damsel hears about an-

other.

8. Thou shalt always have a cozy corner in thine heart for one other.

9. Thou shalt not flirt with less than ten when thou goest out for strolls and car rides,

and when thou goest on thy various athletic trips. Whosoever so doeth, passes by an op-

portunity to string one more heart.

10. Remember the various dates arranged with the numerous wives, to keep them

wholly. For six wives thou shalt have, no less.

II. Honour thy Exalted officers: that thy membership may be long upon the prom-

ises thou givest the Exalted Elder, thy ruler.

12. Thou shalt love all wives alike and show no discrimination.

13. What thou doest, thou shalt do quickly, for ere long thou shalt be discovered in

thy present connections.

14. Thou shalt not flee to Salt Lake City if thou are found out.

15. LTpon leaving thy wife for the night, thou shalt kiss her once on both cheeks, no

more. In disguise thou shalt come an 1 in disgust thou shalt go.

16. Thou shalt look to the Exalted Elder to settle all disputes relating to the cause.

Honorary Members: Harry Pepworth, Russell Lovell, Philip Betor.

Kiss: Things that are like creation—made out of nothing and very good.
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A school but four years old is not expected to have a large number of graduates; neither

is the Polytechnic at all anxious to rush through its courses a large number of young people,

regardless of those qualifications which assure the highest success. The entrance require-

ments are very easy, and the graduating requirements are Aery hard. This accounts for the

splendid success of the graduates who have been sent out to the world.

Attention is also called to the large proportion who have gone back to the farms and
ranches. The tendency of most schools seems to be to educate away from the farm to the

city. Unless the country boy is especially adapted to business life, it is the purpose of the

Polytechnic to send him back to the ranch with an enlarged vision of life, and a higher ap-

preciation of the true dignity of the skilled farmer. The man who can make two stalks of

wheat grow where one grew before, or who can rai ce a better type of cattle or hogs, is doing
more for the real welfare of the millions of his countrymen than is the professional or busi-

ness man.
This Annual would not be complete without a list of its graduates. May they ever be

true to the ideals and teachings of their Alma Mater

!

CLASS OF 1910.

Otis Mudd, Ranch, Fishtrap. Married to Vera Guilbault, a Polytechnic student.

Emory Mudd, Ashton. Idaho. Married. General Manager of Wagon and Machine
Company.

Mrs. Charles Fullerton (Ruth Carlton), Deer Lodge, Mont.
Ruth Wheatley. Princeton, Nebr. Teacher.

John R. Jones, Ranch, Whitehall.

Archie Henneberry, Dillon, Mont. Manager of large farm and ranch. Married to Lil-

lian Ulm, a Polytechnic student.

Lulu Jellison, Billings. Secretary and stenographer for H. B. Smith, Farms and Loans.
Clarence C. Ginn, Hines, Towa. Mercantile business.

Clarence Holt, Polytechnic. Advanced course in Agriculture and assistant on the Poly-
technic Farms.

Victor George. Roscoe, Mont. Teacher.
Elser V. Wallace, Park City. Manager of elevator.

Ethel Bean, Bridger. On a homestead.
Ora D. Swayze, Hamilton. Mercantile business.

Lom's Martin, Minneapolis, Minn. Student in the University of Minnesota.
Richard Hart, Absarokee. Ranch.
Ray Shannon, Saltese. Bookkeeper.
Stella Armstrong, Forsyth. Teacher.
Donald Dunn, Seattle, Wash. Secretary and stenographer for tea and coffee importers,
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THE POLY

CLASS OF 1912.

Cameron 11. Sherry, Assistant teacher at Polytechnic.

Frances Tucker, Secretary and stenographer in New York office of the Polytechnic.

Roy Kinder, Camas, Mont. Ranch.

Edna Pierce. Rosebud, 'Teacher.

Simon Drum, Polytechnic. Advanced course in Agriculture at Institute.

Ernest Slayton, Polytechnic. Advanced course in Agriculture at Institute.

Rheta Morton. Hillings. Stenographer and Bookkeeper for Yellowstone Investment Co.

Estella Harvey, Musselshell. Stenographer.

Lilhurn Wallace, Polytechnic. Taking Postgraduate work. —E. N. J.

Instructions discovered on the front page of a chemistry note hook:

Plea.se do not forget to come to class.

Err as little as possible, it annoys the professor.

Read over at least the first page of the lesson.

Care must he taken to avoid disastrous explosions.

Young ladies, please leave chewing gum at home.

Please do not talk to your neighbor, she may want to sleep.

Help no one if no one helps you.

Eat not the chemicals on your desk, even though they be attractive.

Leave the Lab. at any time you wish, whether finished or not.

Please do not flirt with the Senior instructors.

Swear not at all, even though it be exasperatory.

Mr. Kline in the barber's chair and observing that the barber was suffering from a re-

cent celebration, is in doubt as to whether he should run the risk or not. Finally he decides

to take a chance. In a few moments the barber's razor had nicked the Registrar's cheek.

"There, William, you have cut me." said Kline, raising his hand and petting the wound.
"Vis, v'r riv'rance," answered the barber. "That shows you," continued Kline, in somewhat
a censuring tone, "what the use of liquor will do." "Yis, v'r riv'rance," replied the barber,

humbly, "it makes the skin tinder." Imagine the genuine amazement.

Sweetzer, in the Commercial Hotel:
\'\ aiter: "Table d'hote, sir?"

Sweetz: "What's a tabledote?"

Waiter: "Course dinner, sir."

Sweetz : "Nit fur me, I git all the coarse grub elsewhere, when I get to town I want
somethin' a bit fancy."

Mr. King, to Miss Holt in Physiography class:

he tide."

"Yes."

"Well, what is its effect on the untide?"

"You know the effect of the moon 0:1

Air. Lukenbill (taking a sprint with a friend on a motorcycle) : "What is the name of
this big cemetery we are passing?"

Friend: "That's not a cemeterv, those are milestones."

Miss Campbell to Miss Walter in the kitchen: "Rosina, how do you make devil's
food?"

Rosina: "I don't know. I never cooked for him."

One of the hard questions that Miss Celia Graham has to answer these clays is, wheth-
er it is Ralph Swallow Orr Lampman.
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Drum to Willis: "When I saw that belt slip, my heart was
in my mouth."

Willis: "Yes, and your heel was on my toe."

Guiler : "I really helieve that the folks who are all good
are dead, anil those who are all had have not vet been born."

Mr. Wilson, (A friend of Pepworth's father)
—

"Mr.
Pepworth, your son is pursuing his studies at college, isn't he?"

Mr. Pepworth: "I guess so. lie's always behind."

Johnson and Pickle in conversation—Johnson: "Say,

Pick, I think a bishop is a greater man than a judge. A judge
at the most, can only say 'You be hanged!' But a Bishop can

say, 'You be damned!' ' Pickle: "Yes, but if the judge says,

'You be hanged!' you are hanged."

Miss Burlison says that Miss Jackson, after being away at the Polytechnic for some
time, returned home and instead of asking for a thimble, she demanded a "diminutive arge-

neous truncated cone, convex on its summit and semi-perforated with symmetrical indenta-

tions." Do you think Miss Jackson deserved the thimble?

Kline, reading some of his classes' spelling words to Lukenbill : "Consistency: A
jewel which makes a poor Christmas gift. Contentment : A large open faced gentleman tell-

ing his friends how he self-made himself. Synonym : A lazy man trying to win success and

a hen trying to lay a cornerstone. Cafe: A place where the public pays the proprietor for

the privilege of tipping the waiters to get something to eat. Debt: A big word beginning

with Owe and which grows bigger the more it is contracted.

Miss Avent to Miss Holt: "Saw Miss Holt. Mr. Dyer has a sign on his Lab door which

reads. 'BACK IX 5 MINUTES; GONE 3 ALREADY.'""
Drum to Sherry: "Don't worry because the tide is going out, it always comes back."

Pepworth: "Army, do you know, even a tombstone will say good things of a fe'low

when he's down."
Dollman to Cook: "I think that the fellow who isn't a fool at least once a day ought

to get himself patented."

Philbrick to Mttckl : "Mudd. did you hear that one on Johnson, the engineer?" Muckl

:

"No." Philbrick: "Well, he once had an insurance position, and when sent out by the in-

surance house to make air inventory of the furniture in a private residence, he made too many
corner calls on the way. The first and only item that he had entered in his note book was,

'One Revolving Rug.'
"

~~A—Kleinert to Erb : "Erb, what's the difference between the 'quick' and the 'dead?' " Erb

:

"Well! the 'quick are the ones who get out

of the road of automobiles : and the ones

that don't are the 'dead.' "

The East wind wafts across the campus
the echoes from a convention of "Miscel-

laneous Articles.''

"The secret of success," said the stamp,

"is sticking to it."

"To succeed, said the knife, "be bright

and sharp."

"Keep up-to-date," said the calendar.

"Aspire

nutmeg.
to greater things," said the

A STUDENTS' ROOM



Independent Order of House Wreckers, Ltd.

MOTTO: "DO IT QUICK."

Time of Activity : When everybody's out. Darkness preferred, light not shunned.

Harry Pepwi >rth General Lock Picker

Howard Armstrong Transom and Window Climber

Roy Sweetzer .- Systematic Bed Manipulator

J. Cook Bureau Drawer Upsetter

Miss Sallie Sampbell Consoler

Committee on Ways and Means—Duty: To concoct plans for activity. Chairman,

Geo. H. Pickle: Ralph Setzer, Frank Hunter, Paul White, Philip Betor.

Committee on Inspection—Duty : To sc that all is well done. Chairman, Harold
Baker: Philip Willis. Ora Mudd, Malcolm Philbriqk.

RESOLUTIONS FOR THE SPRING TERM.
1. Every member shall attend strictly t > his assigned department.

2. Every new student shall be visited when ever he is known to be out.

3. The Consoler shall always be absent when business is to be transacted.

4. No member of the I. O. H. shall in any way meddle with, or disturb the room or

rooms of a fellow member.

5. It is strictly forbidden for members to visit the nursery, but in case an entrance is

forced, the only toy that absolutely must be destroyed is the "Casey Mouth Organ."

6. In view of the fact that the Powers That Be, want to refund us as much of our de-

posit money as they do not use, furniture must not be damaged.

7. When a Prof, is doomed, a special meeting must be called, and the date, as well as

the manner of the housewrecking, be agreed upon.

8. In case a greenhorn is anxious to assist the members while at work, orders must be

received from the executives of the departments, and so remove the possibility of leaving

the work incomplete.

9. When work is in progress a member must always be on watch for a Prof, or the

Matron. Either will cause .trouble.

10. Members are requested never to 'fesB up, even though Klein may have a "clue."

11. It shall be the duty of the last member at work to see that the door is locked when
the rough house is completed.

12.
. When the members are aware of the fact that they have struck a "horse or 'pony'
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stable." a member shall be appointed by the Bureau Drawer Upsetter to see that the ponies

are preserved for future riding.

13. When, by accident, a "Utensil Depository" is discovered, each member present shall

carefully note the inventory of pieces and demand their use whenever he is in need of them.

14. If perchance tracks are left by the I. O. H. members in their ever welcome ( ?)

visits, the Poly mascot shall at once be corralled, and after the tracks have been covered

with a tempting substance, the mascot shall eradicate same by licking thoroughly the ve-

neered spots.

Cable Address, Pep and Arm.
Dorm. Phone 23. Wireless H.O.

Pioneer Literary Society Roaster

Continued from page 56

one's stay, and that then the lost are compelled to subdue and ascend a caleshe, a sort of

two-wheeled buggy modeled after an ostrich, before he is safe and found again.

D suggests Dollman, the long of it from Big Timber, Mont. Dollman is a very quiet and po-

lite sort of an individual, and therefore desires to "apologize to Author Fitch for some
things which appear in the Poly. Although just beginning to shave, he says that he has

purchased a blade which covers a wide area of face at one swoop and removes whiskers,

lips, nose, and numerous other projections with equal ease, and that without anaesthe-

tics. Fred confirms the report that between 6 and 8 on various mornings in the recent

bloody past the walls rang and echoed with shrieks of woe as scholars who were not

geniuses with razors, removed outlying portions of their faces and dulled the blades on

the outer edge of a wisdom tooth.

K

/^ F signifies Erb, blown in from Laurel, Mont. A product of the place named in honor of

the realization of success in the world, Roman can testify to much that goes to make up

success, and also to that which is not advisable to be used in attaining it. He says \/

that his friends in his home town are so varied in their lives, for while one will take that^
stuff called haste, which is as free as air, and use it to get ahead, still others he knows
will use it to catch up. At least, this thing they call hurriedness is simply speed in get-

ting from hither to whence, according to Roman's views.

Ft begins Hunter, a scientist from Manderson, Wyoming. Is not a musician himself, and
while he knows full well that the violin next door is perhaps a composition of strips of

thin wood glued together into a box and filled with spirits of love, sorrow, joy, passion,

religion and inspiration of the feet, as well as of the mouth, still he cannot quite recon-

cile himself to the quality of music he must suffer as it issues from the next room East,

from this cat, horse and tree combination called a violin.

J denotes Johnson, Governor of the Polytechnic, hailing from the hills and valleys in the

vicinity of Victor, Mont. A permanent fixture on the Poly farms for some time past,

this stalwart son of Minerva promises to revise the record of some community into which

he chances in the future.

F starts Fewis, the happy songster of the East dorm. Hailing from the Crow Indian res-

ervation, we do not wonder why much crowing is done in the form of harmonic music.

Kennith says that the Crow Agency is one place oir the map where one does not have

to keep up with the crowd, live in tomorrow's time, next month's fashions and on next

year's income.

F moreover indicates Fampman, Orr a visitor from Shell, Wyoming. The shells, whether
they be of love and proposals, of iron or of clams, are so thick in his town and the

people live so fast, that one is forced to live at the rate of 5,200 feet a minute horizon-

tally and 13 feet a second up and down.
M is for Mudd, not simply dry dust which went to sleep in the water, but a living entity
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from Fish Trap, Montana. Ora relates the story to Philbr'ick that when a man breaks
a law up at his mountain home, he is not allowed to put it together again, for they are

more fragile than glass, consist of several hundreds of thousands of costly and dubious
words embroidered around loopholes.

O stands for Oliver, thawed out from Hardin, Mont. Faithful stream of perseverance,

and not of the geyser disguise. Glen is a huge man with massive purple and white
legs, and a handy sort of man in battle, in fact more fatal than smallpox, but not as fa-

tal as Wallace and Slayton in facing the snow battalion.

() is O'Donnell, the fearless and intrepid, embarked from Billings, Mont. Jimmie is a full

size magazine of study, hut contrary to a magazine, does not rent out space at $1,000
a page and more. He says he does not want to he a writer, for then he would have to

disguise himself in a barrel to keep the editors away from him.

P presents Pepworth, a Marysville relative of Betor. Pepworth is just like a bond, a quiet,

handsome piece of paper of humanity, which costs $1,000 and consists of a preamble
which no one can read because the type is set too closely.

S acquaints you with Sherry, The Cameron 1'). of the cyclone state, Kansas. Fed on break-

fast food and other muscular imparting esculents, this hunch of nerve and muscle is

quite a type of perfected physical manhood. Cameron is an ex-Judge of the Polytech-

nic State, and finds it a difficult thing to work down into ordinary life again, for when
he tries to squeeze into any other job, he usually stretches it all out of shape.

S also introduces Setzer, the smiling enigma, the "Always The Same," boy. A dear little

baby boy from the hills of Kentucky, experienced in the art of dodging bullets, etc. In-

terested in business and all things in general. Likes to see all things clearly, and there

fore takes large interest in the magnifier of objects, that apparatus which looks like a

glass stomach in which is confined an electtric product which can only be described in

words of nine syllables, commonly known as the Ray-X.

S duplicated means Sweetzer, the room-mate of Setzer, and of a sunny disposition and un-

changeableness which constitutes him a logical companion for Setzer. Interested in

things which are hard to understan 1. hence the wireless telegraphy, minus the wire, but

not less the noise, is a hobby of his when he wished to communicate with Cook throng the

partition. He simply compels a current of vocal sound to climb a high mast and then com-
pels it to jump through 6 inches of mortar, etc., in the process of which the sound is so

cramped and packed that he must send several consecutively before they reach the ever

alert ears of Cook on the other side of the barrier.

\Y is White, the Paul of the fearless in speech. Farmed in the State of Wyoming, and
then transferred to the soil of Montana while still young, he early learned to interest

himself in things electrical. Paul prophesies that in but a comparatively short time a

person will be able to whisper in his own ear via Peking for a few hundreds of dol-

lars a, word, if he is a real extravagant cuss.

Y is for Young, so in name, but not in reality. Place of cultivation not known to the

Board. Harry is a boy who does not believe in trouble or worry, for he concluded that

this is the only thing one can borrow7 and have unlimited credit in. He says that some
men can raise 3 large families on a small salary and conduct them safely through
whooping coughs, smallpox, and matrimony without any worry at all.

The Poly Church
Continued from page 57

We have every reason to be grateful for the past year for what it has meant in the lives

of these young people. There has been expansion of horizons for a number. There has come
the sense of relationship to God in a personal way, and there has been the acceptance of the

responsibilities of Christian service and the opportunities of Christian fellowship. In a very

real sense this school is a Christian school ; in its plan of work; in its organization; in the per-

sonnel of its teaching force ; and not of least importance, in the experience and character of its

students.
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September—
13.—Faculty Reception. A. 0. K. in his glory. Greenies initiated into the lv. of L.

Election of officers First Semester Student Government.
10.— Exhibit in Gymnasium. Student officers take oath of office. Banquet in Gymna-

sium—big eats, little eats, and plenty of each, mixed with amazement and wonder
on the part of the new arrivals.

20.—Entertainment in dining room. Xew ( ?) games played, all becoming acquainted.

Fieshie loses his disgust, finis instead some respect and reverence for P-O-L-Y.
21.—legislature meets. Marvelous array of legal wisdom. Roberts is frequently quot-

ed in parliamentary defence.

26.—Football scrimmage. Sure heads, sore arms, sore hands, also some sore feelings-

temporary in endurance.

27.—Gridiron warriors leave for Sheridan, Wyoming, for their billboard appearance

against the eleven bearing that cognomen,—Sheridan. Mistake in the spelling,

—

should have been Sherry-ran.

28.—Congregation of student body, (such as remained in the State), in Chapel. Presi-

dent Eaton relates some interesting stories. Sort of involuntary scurrying off to

bed and supposed safety after hearing the stories, for imaginary ghosts ran rife

in school.

October—
4.—First musical of year enjoyed. Refreshments. Musical aspirations are born, many

to die in an unwatered soil next day.

5.—Eagle Society elect their first semester's officers. The "Big Sticks" voice their

appreciation for the "honor done them."

12.—Legislature meets. A second overpowering oratorical session, many vocabularies

are nnusuallv used. Many motions floored, but none struck any of the members
present, although a few did fall "on the table" near to the presiding officer

18.—Pioneer Society renders a public program. Much formerly latent talent is brought
to light in the course of rendition.

10.—Another football game with Billings. Few bruises, nothing serious. Hard defeat,

but reconciliation was found for the victorious defeat in the forgiving and open
arms awaiting the team at the Farm.

23.—Wheat is threshed at the Poly. Although threshed until all its garments were torn

to shreds and it was left entirely naked, still the identity of the gran was not lost.

28.—Court session is held. Usual ones before the court. Nothing of a thrilling nature

occurs.

November—
1.—Alphas entertain. Smiles are on sale either wholesale or retail. Miss Packard

adopts one variety which blooms all the year round.

2.—Pioneers carry off the Eagles' scalp to the tune of 14-12 in a Society game of

basketball. Hisses, groans, and lamentations ensue, but of the "stage coach extent"

nature.

18.—Deputy Marshall and Chief Justice sally forth to appease their 12x13 appetite, and
the Wiener Wursts are ruthlessly slaughtered.

21-2?.—The famous "Cotton Tail" trial comes off. The inhabitants of the State Poly-

technic learn volumes regarding the bountiful supply of game at their verv doors.

Vast regions of wild territory yet to be explored. Even 48 Colts figure in the tes-

timony. Longest trial on record thus far this year.
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Soar very high this night, but next day are again mingling with

December—
7.—Eagles entertain. ^«, ^ v mSu ^..^ -.&

the lower elements. No Balcl Eagles present.

12.—Basketball Five goes to Laurel. Win game 21-16. Great rejoicing in the Poly.

Polv inhabitants from Bridger rejoice until they decide that the school limits are

circumscribed too closely for the proper kind of celebration, hence depart for the

city to give vent to their unbounded joy ( ?).

13.—Another Court session. State's attorney pleads guilty to a charge and asks that he

be shown no mercy in the passing of sentence which any other citizen would be

given under similar conditions. President Eaton intercedes in behalf of defendant.

16.—Army and Pep visit the Judge once more, in the presence of the school assembled.

Seem to have suddenly developed an unconquerable desire to be in the Judge's

presence. Judge thinks it best to let the defendants have a consultation, exulta-

tion, or consolation period with the Educational Director in the nice, warm South

Room, where the GREEN CARPET might lend dignity to the occasion.

14-19.—Masquerade party, refreshments. Basketball team meets Billings High School

five. Victory in defeat.

19.—Christmas tree in Chapel. Slim gets stuck or entangled in a long string of candy

and has to have someone eat off the string in order to extricate himself. Regular
exercises attendant upon the Xmas season, and the great "eats" which were had
during the h i hh lavs anc

"palatable.

vacation. No one will ever forget the meaning of the word

Jmuictr \

9.

17.

udge

-Polytechnic Concert Club appears in Laurel.

-Eagles elect new officers for Semester. Basketball game between Poly and Red
Lodge. 9-9, Refreshments, Air. King is serenaded. New Queen arrived from the East,

the King happy. Boys furnish music (?) and Mr. King the apples, per Mr. Dyer,

where the haunted ones took refuge.

24.—Basketball game with Columbus, ending in victory for Poly, 19-15. The stars

(basketball) shone bright tonight. Sympathetic beams and rays of the stars on the

countenances of the feminine section.

25.—Another victory in the Gym over the V. second team, 33-13.

2S.—Large feed (?) held in West bungalow. Just one eat after another.

31.—Banquet given. New state officers are administered the oath of office In

Goss. During the day a length)' Court session was held.

February—
4.—Mr. Mump arrives at the Institute. First visits A. Ekltmd.
5.—Election of representatives is held in various bungalows. Longest Court session

of year is held. Recently elected trial judge presides.
7.—Basketball team leaves for a tour of Columbus, Big Timber, etc. Remainder of

school body at home entertains itself in the playing of games, etc. Delightful time.

9.—Common sense talk of student body with Mr. Eaton.
1-.—Lincoln's birthday. Special exercises. Enjoyable clay.

14.—Valentine party, program and refreshments. The eats are as inseparable as death
and taxes are unavoidable.

15.— Basketball team navigates to Joliet. Several hearts are lost. C. B. almost kidnapped.
17.—Rev. Cross of Livingston is present and delivers address in Chapel.
23.—V\ onderful and astounding how a number of students seem to have instantaneously

attained their growth, all in the vicinity of the parotid glands, and all since the arri-

val of Mr. Mump. Seems to have brought his whole family.
25.—Basketball Five leaves for Red Lodge.

March—
1.—Reception for Mr. and Mrs. Dana, prior to their leaving for Asia Minor. Regret

of student body expressed and shown by students at departure of the Danas. Al-
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April.

ways staunch friends of the Poly, and God Speed is the wish of the 'Technics for

them.

3.— Photographic work for Annual begins. Everyone looking pleasant.

4.— Booker T. Washington visits the Poly and addresses the student body and many
friends collected. Appreciative audience. Loud and genuine applause.

10.— Baseball game, Faculty vs. Students. Faculty wins, 4-2. The "old men" display

some remarkable agility.

7.—(lame with Joliet in the B. P. I. gymnasium. Entertainment and refreshments after

the g'ame. Thoroughly good and pleasant time for all. 'die was 6 ft. 4 in. tall."

11.
—

' )ver\vhelming powers oi mastication are displayed by die attendants at the feed in

room 1, East, when the ice-cream melts as snow before the sun.

15.—Another feed is had in loom 2 of East bungalow. Virtually all officials present.

C. 15. falls and breaks the stillness of the night.

16.—Some of students waddle off to the city to Church. One snores during service, an-

otheis knees become unmanageable and rub one against the- other until they are

hlistered—all at the fright.

17.—Stocker, with jaws working, face smiling, and hat awry, reaches English class

in time.

—About 10 below in the shade, but Science Mali is in the sun.

— David Livingston's life is heard in chapel. Murray sits on the horn of his chair.

—P. W. has been here about eight months before natural gas is discovered.

— Id.. G. has a nervous break down from over-work and about decides to "take a

rest." Entertainment in Eaton Hall in the evening.

—The girls go sleighing. Several students had several hairs cut.—"Polytechnic" day at the Babcock. More excellent advice heard from our school

Pastor at the V. M. meeting. Drum sings "too."

— Blue Monday again. Weekly task begins—so does court. Mercury in the ther-

mometer goes on a strike: Legislature meets.

—The "Poly" solicitors go to town on a donkey.

—Long court session. L. G. wants to know "How often do ver git ice cream in

this—er scul ?"

— More premature chicks go the way oi all eatables in the W. B. Excitement slackens

for a day, not much of note doing.

—Saturday. Weekly tests are over—so are some students, ddie "Coal Wagon" goes

to town—also Willis.

—Sleepless nights for Lukenbill begin. Not the fault of the inhabitants, but of the

"blooming door." Mrs. Eaton's reading class renders a program.

—Sunday. Chapel. C. E. Special meeting for boys P. M. A number join church.

—Athletic Association meeting', also Legislature. Lieutenant Governor breaks a

knuckle calling for order. Visitors in the balcony very noisy.

—May King and Queen elected. Ernest Slayton, Kino-; Rosina Walter, Queen. Close

ballot at first.

3.
—

"Isn't this a beautiful day?" Four P. M. and nothin' to do 'till tomorrow.

4.—Societv meeting of Eagles. Rehearse the silent language of the King of the Air in

order not to forget it.

5.—Brief spell of summer preceding the next winter. Weather is all we have to talk

about today.

6.—Another Sabbath. Somebody learned he flunked. Too much pie and cake. Regu-

lar Sundav services.

7.—Blue Monday. Students are encouraged in the considerate use of the Big Ditch

banks leading to the city, as they are dangerous.

8.—Photographer here from the city. Kline wants to know: "Is my hair lying down
right?" Armstrong savs "No. It is standing 'upright.'"
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9.—Secretary of State gets the Mumps. The private secretary's chair is vacant. Mid-
week and all working smoothly.

10.—Tractor begins its duties on the Poly farm. Gov. Johnson renders an excellent pro-

gram during the evening. Mudd and his fiance ( ?) attend the "doings" in the

absence of L. M., but attempt at concealment of identification is a fiasco.

11.—Boys out on track and diamond. Hunter and White stage a miniature "ring-

battle," ending in a partial eclipse of White's left orb, and a total wilting of his

opponent's collar.

12.—More practice outdoors. Some practice also indoors. One flute and one clarionet

working overtime. More sole-leather worn out by the Poly pedestrians aboard the

"shoe leather express."

13.—Long delayed Easter Music finally matures. Lengthy service and talk by President

Eaton. The sun smiles again.

14.—Call for Annual orders. Girls' Dormitory sends two representatives to ^ourt to

consult Judge Holt and a jury. "Not Guilty, 'under the circumstances.' " Also the

Pickle room rough-house case is concluded. "Not Guilty."

15.—Nellie dreams she is being robbed and sticks a cloth down Rosina's throat. Stu-

dents beginning to count the hours and minutes still remaining until 5-15-T3.
16.—Preparing for Friday's exams. Great demand for ponies. Caeser breed preferred.

No one has yet bought a one-way or round trip ticket over the "Polytechnic Expul-
sion Line."

17.—One more dav and then comes Satuidav—visiting- day and house-cleaning-.

18.— It is said that Asbridge has five cents more than he had yesterday. Who is it that is

five less, and where did it occur? Still talking "weather" and "whether."
19.—Registrar goes to the "burg." Dead fish and pie today. More tracks made for the

city.

20.—Paper is found in piano, keys not on duty. Ask the girls. Faculty (?) attends

church.

21.—Preparation for May Day and faculty has meeting to discuss plans.

--—Phillips sits on his dignity and crushes it out of shape. Guiler has nervous prostra-

tion because he does not hear from his "fair friends" and drops a dish on the floor.

23.—Faculty meeting- again. Cold day. Luke gets a motorcycle and brings home also

a few bruises.

24.
—"Poly" Board reading proof. Twelve pound shot miraculously rolls down the en-

tire East Bungalow hall, although there is no noticeable gradient.

2.""
1 .—More proof. Miss Packard sleepy. The mild sunshine starts a few extra shoots

in the hair of bald heads. Betor buys a trellis for his crop. Very cold at night,

however.

-Stocker late for breakfast,

put them in his shoes.

-Regular service of the day,

the "colt" had rheumatism in neck,

and neck when cycle skidded.

-Last call for "Poly" orders. This is no joke.

-Nearer the end. Hunter demonstrates his belief in Christian Science. Cleans room
by absent treatment. Sweeps it with his eye. Kline goes down town. Forgets
the Biblical saying. "When I became a man I put away childish things," and spends
his idle moments slidin? on banana peels.

-"Poly" .sroes to press. The Board goes crazy. Temperature drops to the bottom,
and McMorris drops to town. Practice for ground-breaking day of the Girl's dor-
mitorv.

26.-

28.-

70 _

30.

Says he had to break the ice off his feet before he could

as well as the usual "couple" stroll P. M. The rider of

We believe it is the point of contact of earth

MAY 13—
'Poly" published. Friends a minus quantity. Nobody likes the editors, and still tire

'roasters" are but a part of the year's occurrences. F. S. et al.
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Good, Clean, Honest, Always Dependable

Weaing Apparel for Men and Young Men,

There is only one absolutely sure way of getting

it all the time, and that is to go where it is ^ep/.

Benjamin and Hart, Shaffner

& Marx
Make the best clothing in the World for COLLEGE BOYS
and conservative dressers. All colors, models and materials

used are up to date.

I8.
00

to
$40.

W e are Sole Agents for the above lines of Clothing

00

Stetson and HaWes Hats, $3, $5 & $6

Steppacher Shirts, all styles, all sizes

and prices

B. V. D., Poros Knit, Dr. Jaeger's

Globe Mills Underwear

Keiser Neckwear
Stetson and Thompson Bros. Shoes and Oxfords

A. B. C. Trunks, Suit Cases and Traveling Bags

'opyright Hart SchafFnp'- & Marx

Let us fit you some time. We are sure We can interest you if you are interested.

JOHN D. LOSEKAMP
29 Years the Famous Outfitter
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Banking for Young Men and Women
Many of the young men and women of Billing and vicinity

do not know that the

The BILLINGS STATE BANK
( NEXT DOOR TO CITY HALL)

desires their accounts. Scores of them do, and make use of

its vaults as a repository for their savings.

We welcome the accounts of young men and women, and

guarantee careful attention to their interests. We pay interest

on Savings Accounts and Time Deposits.

A savings account started now may mean the difference

between success and failure in life for you. Ninety per cent

of our successful men laid the foundation for their first profit-

able investment by saving.

You Can Do the Same Let Us Help You

Ground floor Strictly Modern

NORTHERN HOTEL
BARBER SHOP

Absolutely New and Sanitary

Four Chairs, Come and Try Them

Sec
Ho td En

r

tr

S
a

O
n
U
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of

Billings, Montana

UP-TO-DATE

HairJDressing and Massage
...Parlor...

Chiropody a Specialty

MRS. GREER
Phone 3618 Room 3 Stapleton

A Traveling Bag

and Suit Case
Are a necessity when taking a trip.

When in need of such it will be to

your interest to investigate the

Likely Hand luggage

Which carries the manufacturers guar-

antee for five years. We have them
in a variety of patterns and leathers

which are exclusive and classy.

Call and Inspect Our Line

LEE WARREN
2703 Montana Av. Billings
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A GENTLE TIP

If you want Photos that are up-to-date, have the

Studio that maizes up-to-date Photoes ma^e them for

you.

"THERE IS A PHOTOGRAPHER
IN YOUR TOWN"

Always
the Best

Auwwt
Studios:

Billings, Great Falls,

Fort Benton

Bell Phone 443
Automatic Phone 1476

P. O. Box 1317

THOS. J. TOOMEY
"The Best Drug Store"

Prescriptions a Specialty

N. W. Corner Montana
Avenue & 28th Street Billings, Montana

....CALL ON....

MODERN AGATE CUTTERS

Moss Agates, Montane, Wyoming

and Foreign

Cutting and Mounting to Order a Specialty

Expert Cutting Guaranteed 2423 Montana Avenue !

While we have never given up

our lives to the public, we have

given them first class service.

The City Hail Barber Shop
Under Billings State Bank
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Bowen Clothing Company
wwj—p—pp^BTffjW

Advance Showing of the

New L System Clothes
For Young Men

Norfolks Are To Be Very Popular This Year

The Leading

*SHoe

2815 First Avenue North

More
Eight Years in the
Same Location

Billing's, Montana
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BillingsElectric

Supply Co.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Everything Electrical

Job Wiring a Specialty

BILLINGS, MONTANA
Both Phones

Elso Apairy

Producers of Gomb and
Extracted Honey

Manufacturers of All

Kinds of Bee
Supplies

WILLIS & BELL, Proprietors

ELSO, MONTANA

Montana Water
Company

Bell Phone 22 ... . Mutual Phone 1022

No. 9 North 28th Street
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The Billings Polytechnic Institute

1913-1914
The fifth year of the Polytechnic will open September 9, 1913, for a term of thirty-six

weeks.

The past four years have been wonderful years at the Polytechnic, but they have been

years of beginnings and organization; they have been years of demonstration of new ideas,

for the Polytechnic has broken away from much that is traditional in schools.

The fifth year of the Institute will see it prepared to do a greater service to the North-

west than it has in the past. Mr. Ernest T. Eaton, the financial director, has spent the year

in the East, and has made many new friends for the school. Mr. Willis E. Lougee, for many
years the business manager of the International Committee of the Y. M. C. A., has become
deeply interested in the work of the Polytechnic and will hereafter devote his time, energy

and influence, to its larger development. All this means new buildings, new equipment, bet-

ter accommodations, and a larger faculty. Preparations are being made to build, during the

coming summer, a cottage with rooms for forty girls, a dining hall and Domestic Science

building, and a shop building. Next fall a chapel and library will be erected. When school

opens next September, it will be able to take care of twice as many students as it did this

year.

THE COURSES OFFERED.—A polytechnic is an institution in which instruction is

given in many arts and sciences with special attention given to their practical application. In

the many courses at the Billings Polytechnic, the practical application is much emphasized.

AGRICULTURE.—Because of the splendid irrigated farm with orchard, apiary, gard-

ens, dairy, and demonstration of crops, the school is able to offer the best advantages for

practical work in agriculture. The course is secondary in character and aims to make prac-

tical and intelligent farmers. In the course, the student gets not only a practical knowledge
of farming, but a training in carpentry, cement work, brick-making, practical experience

with steam and gasoline engines, bookkeeping, natural science, English, and other culture

subjects.

BUSINESS AND SHORTHAND.—The Polytechnic maintains the most thorough
business college in all Montana or Wyoming. No student is recommended for a position un-

til it is absolutely proven that he is competent to hold that position. Because of this, there is

a great demand for the Polytechnic graduates. The school is equipped with a model busi-

ness exchange, eighteen new Remington typewriters, and it has a strong faculty of special-

ists. Any young person who takes a business course in this school, lias all the advantages of

life in a well-organized college, with the gymnasium, athletics, free class work in music, and
all those things that make school life pleasant.

NORMAL.—The Normal department offers two standard courses. First is the regu-

lar four year course for those who have had at least two years of High School work. This

course prepares the graduate for any position in the public schools, and is as thorough as the

courses offered in any state normal. The second course is a special two year course for

those who have finished the eighth or ninth grade and wish to prepare to teach in the rural

schools or the grades in the town schools. This course is modeled after the course outlined

by the United States Commissioner of Education and is especially recommended for young
ladies who wish to become special teachers but who cannot take the four vear normal course.

PREPARATORY ENGTNEERTXG.—The Polytechnic offers practical courses in

steam, mechanical, and electrical engineering. Any boy who has finished the eighth grade,
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may begin work in one of these classes, and on completing the work at the Polytechnic, will

be a practical engineer. If he desires to go further in the work, lie will lie able to take ad-

vanced standing in an\- school of technology.

MUSIC.—The Polytechnic maintains a conservatory of music and can offer advantages

equal to those offered by any other school in the West. The students in this course have the

advantage of all the other departments of the school.

ACADEMIC AND COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.—The academic department
was organized in response to a demand for a high grade academy in this region. The courses

offered are parallel to those offered by any first-class High-school. It gives its students a

thorough preparation for admission to any high grade college. The junior college course

is arranged for high-school graduates. Leading educators recommend a two year course to

follow the academy or high-school. This course prepares for junior standing in any college

or university.

General Information Regarding the Polytechnic

HOME FARM SCHOOL.—The Polytechnic is located on its own large irrigated farm

three miles from the city of Billings. The students live in comfortable modern cottages un-

der the direct over-sight of the faculty. The boarding department is supplied with fresh

vegetables, fruit, eggs, milk, cream, and butter from the model demonstration farm.

STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT.—The institution is organized as a self-govern-

ing state, with the students and faculty as voting citizens. All laws and regulations of the

state are made by the Legislature and enforced by the executive officers chosen by the citi-

zens of the state in a regular election, ddie system of school government has been thorough-

ly tested and has proven almost ideal. It is safe to say that the Polytechnic has the best or-

der and discipline of any school in the country.

ATHLETICS.—The management of the school encourages clean athletics. The gym-
nasium, athletic field, and track, are all intended to encourage athletic sports. Baseball, foot-

ball, basketball, tennis, and track teams are maintained. This coming year an experienced

coach will be engaged to oversee all the athletics of the school.

SOCIETIES.—In the school are maintained by the students and faculty- a non-sectar-

ian church, Christian Endeavor Society, three literary societies, and a music club. All these

add much to the welfare and culture of the student body.

STUDENT ROOMS.—All students who do not live in the immediate vicinity with

their parents or guardians, live in modern cottages, supplied with hot and cold water, bath,

electric lights, and steam heat. The Institute supplies all bedding and furniture except

blankets, comforts, towels, and napkins.

A CONCLUDING WORD.—It is desired that a clear understanding of the real pur-

pose of the institution be in the mind of every reader of this Annual. The school is estab-

lished that the young men and women of the Northwest may have the opportunity of an edu-

cation and that this education may be of such a character that they shall go into the region

prepared for useful citizenship. The Institute centers its every thought upon the individual

student and his future relations to the state of which he is to be a part. The great purpose

of the school is character building, and parents may feel perfectly safe when they place their

children in the care of the Polytechnic.

It is the firm belief of the founders of this institution that no place or time ever offer-

ed so grand an opportunity for developing an efficient and potent institution of learning.

Every effort is being made to place the school in a position to carry out its high purpose

and fulfill the supreme mission entrusted to it in this important part of our country. Bulle-

tins and circulars giving terms and outlines of our courses of study will be mailed upon re-

quest. Address all correspondence to Lewis T. Eaton, Education Director, Polytechnic,

Montana.
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GOV. JOHNSON'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
Citizens of the State of Polytechnic, I feel very much honored that you have seen fit to

elect me to the important office which I have just taken an oath to fill. I am very grateful

because I have the privilege of addressing all the citizens on the welfare of our government.

I think that we are to be congratulated upon the remarkable administration that lias just

come to a close, and which proves beyond a doubt, that student government is a success. We
are the first of the few schools of the West, and one of the first of the many schools of the

United States, to take upon ourselves the responsibility of our own conduct. Our govern-

ment is a model for other schools to follow.

The Polytechnic State was organized at the beginning of the present year, September

19, 1912. It was then an experiment and was a different form of government than had

ever before been tried by schools. Its success was then questioned. Old gray-haired men,

well experienced in school work, shook their heads at our organization, and predicted it a

failure. Some questioned the benefits of self-government, but they could have found a solu-

tion in the consideration of a practical education. There is no better way to become ac-

quainted with the duties of a citizen of the United States, than to install self-government in

all the schools. While our little Republic takes a great load from the minds of the faculty,

that is of but minor importance, but its great purpose is to train the citizen in the managing
of governmental affairs, a training which every citizen of our country should receive. Our
Court proceedings are carried on in the same manner as in the Courts of the different

counties of Montana. When our Legislature makes its laws, it has the same problems to

solve as the Legislature of Montana. Self-government not only gives the student a know-
ledge of the affairs of government, but it develops a pride in the individual that makes him
want to decide for himself between right and wrong. It places every one on a level, thus one

student has just as much chance to rise above his standard as another. While all citizens

receive some good from living in our Republic, the ones that take an active part receive the

most benefit.

We have just now finished a very successful administration. While our government has

been going on in the very best manner, there have been great obstacles which have had to be

overcome, and the way that they have been met shows great skill and tact on the part of the

retiring officers. When our state was first organized, there were but a comparatively small

number that were at all interested in it, but through the loyalty of our officers, and the ex-

emplary manhood shown by them in the execution of their duties, they have developed

such a spirit that there are none in the whole state who do not respect our laws and uphold

them, and see that they are enforced to the full extent.

We are now commencing a new administration. Having received a valuable experi-

ence from the last term's proceedings, we officers should fill out positions and perform our

duties in a much smoother and better way than the officers of the past. When we first as-

sumed our weighty responsibility last fall, everything was new and unorganized. Every-
thing had to be tried out. When the Legislature first came together, they had to form a

general code of laws, and allow developments to suggest any necessary additions. This time,

we have a code of laws with which to start, and everything is in good working order,

—

therefore, officers, let us make this administration one of preeminence; one that will serve as

a pattern for the future officers.

There are but a few weak points that we must still work to overcome, and I intend to

encourage, very strongly, their intelligent solution. In my message to the Legislature, which
will be given sometime in the near future, I intend to make very plain to the legislators the

need of Initiative and Referendum Laws, and shall try to make more plain, the need of a law
pertaining to the recall of officers. I shall try to explain to them the important position

that each one holds and show them the necessity of putting aside all their timidity, and
working for the good of the State of Polytechnic. I shall uphold and encourage the officers

in enforcing all laws to the letter, and I desire to impress upon them, the importance of their

laying aside the thoughts of all friendly ties when it comes to a choice between friendship

and duty. If a friend interferes writh your performing your duty, he is no longer your friend.

We look forward to a prosperous future. The time will come when our little Republic

will be a standard for all the schools of the West to copy. As our population increases, we
shall also grow in power, and the time will come when all business affairs will be cared for

by the officers of the State.

I sincerely hope that the officers and all the citizens will join with me to make this a

Golden Administration. L. W. JOHNSON. Gov. Second Semester,
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H. B. DRUM, President HANS HIUM, Vice-Pres. H. J. McPHERSON, Cashier

BELMONT

STATE BANK
CAPITAL $20,000

A bank organized in accordance with the best ideas of economical and convenient

banking and managed by men of long experience, whose ambition it is to satisfy and

please its customers by every means consistent with conservative banking. That their

efforts are appreciated is shown by the steady and remarkable growth of the bank.

At all times they are pleased to show its policy and statements.

Belmont, Montana
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Good to look at—better to
own, because it is the best
and most scientifically con-
structed gang plow on the
market.

Let it work for you.

The exclusive "center
draft"— with no side
draft— is what does
the business.

We will be only too glad to
tell you all about it. Come
in soon cr, better yet, note.

OLIVER
Here is a plow that goes everywhere

and pleases everybody— the most wide-

ly sold plow in the world.

They go all over the world and plow all kinds
of soil. The man with sandy or alluvial soil or

a farm made up of several different kinds of soil

will find that this plow cleans up the entire job
and does it wonderfully well.

It is the strongest, best built, steadiest running
plow on the market and its turning and scouring
qualities are superb.

It is made both right and left hand, wood and
steel beam, and the various numbers of the series

have furrow capacities ranging from 5 1-2 x II

inches up to 9x 16.

Always Ahead

McDowell
Bros.

Late Fiction - $ 1 .00 up

Popular Copyrights - 50c

Gift Books - 50c up

Eaton, Crane & Pikes Fine

Stationery - 40c up

kSchool Supplies
of All Kinds

Engineering and Manual
Training Supplies

2707 North 2nd Ave. Both Phones

I WILL INSURE Y01:

1 Against loss of property by fire.

2 Against loss of time by accident or illness.

3 Against legal liabilities to your employees for

personal injuries received.

4 Against breakage of Plate Glass.

5 Against loss by infidelity of your employees.

6 We will go on your bond.

7 Insure Automobiles against fire, theft, collis-

ion, or liability for damages.

8 Insure your Livestock.

9 Insure your Steam Boilers against explosion,

Etc.

10 Against loss of your rents by fire.

1

1

Against loss of valuables by burglary or theft.

12 Life Insurance (Northwestern Mutual of

Milwaukee, Wis.)

I Represent Twenty of the Best Companies

of the World

W. P. MATHES0N
205-6 Stapleton Bldg. Billings, Mont.
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A Big Saving of Time, Labor and Money

Is being accomplished by every progressive, wide-

awake farmer. The greatest asset to any farm is

practical, well made, up-to-date

Farm Machinery
The land must be well cultivated if expected to

produce results. Emerson Plows, Emerson
Drills, Planet Grain Cultivators, Stude-
baker Wagons, McCormick Binders.
25 Per Cent Saved on Groceries.

ALIN-YATES COMPANY
BILLINGS, MONTANA

The

Security Bridge Company
227-228 Stapleton Block, Billings, Mont.

Home Office: Branch Office:

Minneapolis, Minn. Lewiston, Idaho

STEEL AND CONCRETE HIGHWA Y
BRIDGES, CONCRETE STRUCTURES

No work too large; no Work too small. Correspon-

dence solicited.
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Weigh the Gar, not its price. Both are
light, but the Ford is the one car whose
low price does not indicate its high worth,
the reason why you must "get busy" to-

day if you want a Ford this season.

"Everybody is driving a Ford"—More
than 200,000 in service. New prices, run-
about $525; touring car $600 with all equip-
ment. Ask

F. B. Connelly Go.

W. A. COMBS
REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE,

SURETY BONDS

Lots for Sale in Any Part of the City

SUBURBAN TRACTS PARK CITY REAL ESTATE

Some Good Land near the Polytechnic

EASY TERMS

ROOM /, BELKNAP BLOCK Mutual 1008, Bell 87 Black
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Mutual Phone Bell Phone
1235 302

kM

Smith Cab
Automobile Co.

TRUNKS AND
BAGGAGE

TRANSFERRED

G. HERMAN SMITH
Undertaker Billings, Montana
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HARDWA
OF ALL KINDS; ALSO A FULL AND COMPLETE STOCK OF

Kitchenware Sporting Goods

Ranges Paints

Heaters Oils and Varnishes

Community Silverware Zenith Tools

Cutlery Builders' Hardware

Remember that we have moved into larger quarters in the Gruwell Building
Our prices are always right.

Custer Hardware Company

EDGAR B. CAMP

REAL
ESTATE
oans ana insurance

Chicago Bui ding

Billings, - Montana

GIFTY
GIFTS
AT
THE

GIFT SHOP
G =D

OLDS & WHITE
213 North 28th St., Billings, Mont.
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IN THF. BEET FIELD

« -». .

AT THE POLYTECHNIC

If for Any Reason
You have not visited our new store, we kindly ask you to do

so next time you are in need of some^wearing apparel for men

and young men. We handle nothing but the most dependable

merchandise consistent with the price put upon it.

We carry everything up-to-date for young men and men

who stay young.

HAVELICK'S
CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

Northern Hotel Block BILLINGS, MONTANA
Stein-Bloch Co. Clothing Knox Hats Dent's Gloves

BUY HER A BOX
OF CANDY AT

EDY'S
ALWAYS THE BEST

BABCOCKBLOCK
BILLINGS
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GAS=The Perfect Fuel
TOAS as a fuel for cooking is delivered right in your range,

ready to use any minute of the day or night,

fit means a fire in a second, that can he regulated with a

valve to any degree of heat required.

Wo kindling to fight with—no coal to carry—no soot to

blacken your walls and colthes—no ashes to dispose of

—

and no hot stove to heat your kitchen for an hour after you
are through cooking.

fThe housewife with a gas stove can oversleep in the morn-
ing, or take the whole day for her shopping, with the com-
fort of knowing that she will have no trouble whatever in

getting a meal ready on schedule time.

fThen, best of all, gas is so much cheaper than any other

fuel that a gas range wil pay for itself in a very short time,

and add many a dollar to a saving acount in the course of

a year

BILLINGS GAS COMPANY

THE "BEST"

LAUNDRY COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

19-21 South Twenty-Eighth Street

BILLINGS £ MONTANA
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NU-STILE
THE QUALITY

Bread
BAKED BY

Jackson Baking Co*

NU-STILE

SLAYTON
MERCANTILE
COMPANY

Largest Stock

Lowest Prices

Highest Quality

Everything in Groceries,

Implements, Clothing

You Make the Selection

We Guarantee Satisfaction

Prices Always Right

Lavina, Montana

C. L. WILCOX, President. J. H. McELROY, Sec.Manager

McELROY
Plumbing & Engineering Company

SPECIALISTS IN THE FOLLOWING LINES

Plumbing, Hot Water and Steam Heating

House Wiring and General Electrical Construction

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
Sidewalks, Curbs, Basement Walls, Etc.

Unsurpassed Workmanship Guaranteed Goods

PRICES REASONABLE
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YOU CAN GET IT

AT
CHAPPLE'S

Drugs, Stationery, Kodaks and Supplies,

Kodak Finishing and Supplies

G'-
z

\)

Chappie Drug Company
BILLINGS, MONTANA

B. G. BROCKWAY O. J. BROCKWAY W. A. BROCKWAY

The Three Essentials of a Safe Investment

PHONE MUTUAL 1043

BELL 542 RED

ROCKWAV
F? El l_ I -*k B I l_l ~T X

EAL ESTATE
THE BASIS OFALL WEALTH
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W. B. GEORGE

^^
REAL
ESTATE

BILLINGS, MONT.

THE

METROPOLITAN
BARBER SHOP

6-BARBERS-6

CIGARS
BATHS

V. W. ROTHROCK, Prop.

CHICAGO BUILDING

Do thing's that count
and when you . do . this . you . are . Happy

Make two blades of grass grow now where

there are ten Russian thistles

We have the seeds adapted for this part of Montana . . Tools to

cultivate with . . Lawn hose to irrigate . . -and when you want to

rest we have the fishing tackle that is sure to catch—all new and

first class at right prices— —
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The Full Leased Wire Report

of the Associated Press

With its army of news gatherers in all the corners of the

earth; a large staff of special correspondents in Montana,

and a corps of local writers all work for you whenyouget the

GAZE1 TE OR JOURNAL

The Printing and Publishing House ofthe Midland Empire

Complete in All Its Appointments

The Gazette Printing Company

Your Collars are Easy to Wear

When laundened by the BILLINGS LAUNDRY CO! We
Have the only machine of the kind in Eastern Montana.

A steam-heated collar ironer cannot scorch.

It leaves the goods much more pliable.

With our seam dampener it is impossible to crack a collar.

The folded seam is smooth and even, and the collar sets snug in

front, and fits properly without binding. Our shaper assures the

perfectness of each one of these points.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

Billings Laundry Go.
Phones: Auto. 1006, Bell 100
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Th
.

e
. Yellowstone Investment

Company
On the ground floor

7 North 28\h Street

Billings :: Montana

Stands for practical worfy

in education . . a bigger, better

and a cleaner Billings

Real Estate, Loans, Abstracting

Rentals, Conveyancing

Fire, Life, Accident, Health and

Plate Glass Insurance

They Solicit Your Patronage

Mutual 1 158 . . PHONES . . Bell 97

You'll Point With Pride

to your glasses when you buy them from
us for they will give you every possible
satisfaction. We provide the finest

glasses and spectacles for old and young
and we are experts in the correct ad-

justment of lenses to suit all visions.

As a relief from chronic headaches our glasses

are known to be a specialty. If suffering from
weak eyesight give us a call.

A. C. HOOSE
Optometrist and Optician

PARMER BROS.
TAILOR FIT CLOTHESJSTORE

The only store in the city where you can get

Clean

Union Made
Clothim

For Men and Young Men

Harlow Fine Dress Shoes for Men : : Rayner

Hats : Elgin Dress Shirts : Everwear Guaran-

teed Hose : Exclusive Agents for the Royal

Tailor Clothes

FARMER BROTHERS
Tailor Fit Clothes Store 2813 First Ave N

Billings Lumber Co.

LUMBER, SASH, DOORS,
SHINGLES, LIME, CEMENT

AND

BUILDING MATERIAL
Billings, Montana

YELLOWSTONE
MEAT MARKET

WM. ROBERTS, Prop.

FRESH nad SALT MEATS
FISH and POULTRY

Bell Phone 535 Bik., Mutual Phone 1341
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Depositary of the

United States

TkMerchants National Bank— of Billings

=

—

Capital $250,000.00

Surplus and Profits $80,000.00

Groceries Fruits

Implements

Wagons Harness

Live Stock

Hay Grain

STURM & DRAKE
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Roe Dry Goods Company
Opposite Library, Billings, Montana

DEPARTMENT
STORE

Everything Sold at Eastern Prices

WE GIVE YOU IN ADDITION

4% ON WHAT YOU SPEND
AGENT PICTORIAL REVIEW PATTERNS

Try Our Mail Order Department. Catalog Issued Spring and Fall

Cooking by electricity is the most perfect fuel you can

use; no danger of explosion or fire, "a twich of the

switch that's all/ The most economical of all fuels.

Electricity for Lighting and Power, it assures perfect light and constant power.

"AT YOUR SERVICE"

Billings & Eastern Montana Power Co.
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Websters New International
You daily question the meaning of some new word. You
seek the location of the Levant or the pronunciation of skat.

A pupil asks: "What is a whalebach?'" "Who was Mr.Hosea
BiglowP "Mother Bunch?" "What was Pandora's box"?

"How manj pounds in a kilogram?" "What is white coal?"

This New Creation answers all kinds

of questions with final

authority.

The only dictionary with the New
Divided Page,—characterized as

^0'0tm 2700 Pages. T**"*"

##
### 400,000 Words and Phrases Defined. 6000 Illustrations:'

I| India Paper Edition

:

= Prin ted on thin, opaque, strong, expensive imported India Paper. What a satisfac-
H= tion to own the new Merriam Webster in a form so light and so convenient to
== «se

! One half the thickness and weight of the Regular Edition. Weight onlv= "lbs. Size 12% x9>4X 23^ inches.

§j Regular Edition

:

H Printed on strong book paper of the highest quality. Weight 14% lbs. Size 12*)= x 9,-4 x 5 inches. Both Editions are printed from the same plates and indexed
^%/A

"**>
'%%,

Write for sample pages of both Editions : FREE.
G. & C. MERRIAM CO

The Merriam Webster

Promptness andEffilciency Count
When in need of Photographs of any kind or style give us a trial.

We do Kodak Finishing, Enlarging, Copying and make Flashlights

PROMPT SERVICE AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Lantern
Slides

W. P. WESTABY, Mgr.

Cfje tippet g>tubto

pleasing portraiture

Views,

Groups. Etc

20 North 29th Street

ARE YOU AWARE
that our advertising clientage has made possible the publication of this Annual?

ARE YOU AWARE-
"

that these advertising pages deserve your careful reading and consideration?

ARE YOU AWARE-
that our FRIENDS, the advertisers, who represent the "good will" of the school, have
invested their money in these spaces in the hope of a reciprocal friendship?

ARE YOU AWARE—
that these announcements are so grouped as to suit your convenience, and that the
commodities are exploited for your favorable consideration?

PLEASE REMEMBER-
that these firms are advertising in a good, dependable school Annual? This tends to
prove that these advertisers are men of good business judgment and ability, and it is

with such men that you want to trade... They will appreciate your business—give them
a chance.
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CARDELL- RIDGE
LUMBER CO.

Building

Material

and Coal

Mutual Phone 1350, Billings, Mont.

CHARACTER
PORTRAYAL

A Portrait with HOME sur-

roundings is often more individual

in character portrayal than a Studio

picture. Particularly with children

and the old folks.

WE MAKE PORTRAITS
IN YOUR HOME

THROSSEL studio

Chicago Bldg., Billings

$15
All Wool Men's Suits

at the Popular Store

ONE PRICE TO ALL
OUR HABIT

THE

POPULAR STORE
Billings, Montana

Bank of Billings
Capital $50,000.00

Billings, Montana

Solicits your Business. Will open an

account for any amount.

The Bank ofPersonal Service
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In Buying
Merchandise

It is to your advantage to go where you can find the

largest and best assortment.

/

Some people may blow about carrying large stocks, but

we actually DO IT, because our volume of business

makes it necessary. We buy right and are therefore

in a position to sell right.

If you are one of our patrons you know this. If you are not, treat

yourself to the pleasure of a visit to a real Mercantile Institution.

Come and make yourself at home. Look us over. You are welcome.
We have the goods and our prices are fair.

YEGEN BROS., Inc.

DEPARTMENT STORE

Yegen Block BILLINGS, MONT.




